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Abstract  
The current sizing of a bicycle helmet is available to cater for the general head sizes, ranging from 
S/M and L/XL, but there is also a universal model that can fit all sizes through adjustable helmet 
straps. However, based on the reported human anthropometric data, the human head shape and 
dimensions are different according to ethnic group, age and gender [1-3]. Furthermore, 
numerous surveys addressed the discomfort in wearing a helmet, and the current sizing did not 
accommodate the range users [4-7]. Asian users also reported they were experiencing poor fit 
when wearing a helmet because most helmets are designed according to the size of Western 
heads [2, 8]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the general size of helmets currently available in 
the market could not accommodate the range of human head shapes and dimensions. One 
possible solution to overcome the helmet “fit” problem for each user is the customized “user-
centred” or “subject-specific” helmet design approach. The key to facilitating this approach to 
bicycle helmet is to build the inner liner according to the contour and shape of the head of each 
person. However, it is also important to note that changing the liner thickness and shape to 
improve helmet fit might influence the safety aspects of the bicycle helmet, such as the helmet 
liner impact attenuation properties and helmet dynamic stability. Since the user-centred design 
approach is quite new and has not been adopted previously in the bicycle helmet design, there is 
a lack of information on this area in the literature. This has motivated the author to bridge the 
knowledge gap, and therefore the primary aim of this research is to investigate the safety 
performance of a user-centred helmet liner design in drop impact test and dynamic stability test. 
The tests were performed using validated finite element (FE) models specifically developed for 
each test. In the end, a new framework was developed to test and validate the mass customised 
system of a new automated user-centred bicycle helmet design. 
Apart from its primary function as a protective item, impact strength is one of the most 
important aspects to be considered when designing a bicycle helmet [9]. The author has 
performed experimental drop impact tests on three commercial helmet models to gather 
important information to develop an FE model of the drop impact test. The author has also used 
new correlation methods, specifically created for the helmet impact test, to validate the 
simulation model according to the experimental results. The correlation methods are the Peak 
Score (PS), the Impact Duration Score (IDS) and the statistical Pearson correlation score. Very 
good correlation scores (more than 80%, in the scale of 0%-100%) between experimental and 
simulation results have been achieved using the aforementioned methods, and this indicates that 
the simulation model is consistent, accurate and reliable. Another important criterion for the 
bicycle helmet is the dynamic stability performance. The degree of helmet rotation, usually called 
the roll-off angle is observed, and the helmet will fail the test if the helmet completely comes off 
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the head form. From the literature review, it was found that a very limited FE model has been 
previously developed to simulate dynamic stability test of a bicycle helmet. To fill the knowledge 
gap, a dynamic stability FE model was developed using rotational velocity as the input load to the 
helmet assembly. Again, the author has performed experimental dynamic stability tests on 
commercial bicycle helmets using a test rig specifically constructed for that purpose. The FE 
helmet model was observed to move and roll on the headform, similar to the helmet movement 
and behaviour recorded in the experiment. The Roll-off Score (RoS) results also showed that the 
FE model achieved comparably very similar results to those from the experiment. It should also 
be noted that a high-accuracy 3D (45µm accuracy) scanner was used to capture an accurate 3D 
representation of bicycle helmet components for both FE models. Another high-accuracy portable 
scanner (resolution up to 0.5mm, accuracy up to 0.1mm) was also used to scan the head shapes 
of participants in this study to create the customized user-centred bicycle helmet.  
The author also used the developed FE models to compare the performance of the user-
centred bicycle helmet with the current helmet model in the drop impact tests and dynamic 
stability tests. Geomagic Studio 12 software was used to create the user-centred bicycle helmet 
based on the original commercial bicycle helmet design, where the inside part of the helmet was 
modified to follow the scanned head shape and size of participants, while the outside part of the 
helmet remained unchanged. This comparison has not been published in the literature before, 
and therefore it is a significant new knowledge. The result revealed that the user-centred bicycle 
helmet design influences the peak linear acceleration (PLA) of a helmet in an impact test. Due to 
the different head shape of each participant, it was observed that PLA increased when liner 
thickness is reduced at certain test area and decreased when liner thickness is increased. This 
information is important when designing the framework of customization of user-centred bicycle 
helmet design to make sure each user-centred helmet would pass the test without testing each of 
this custom helmet every time. It was also revealed that the rate of increase of the PLA is different 
according to the impact location when different liner thicknesses of the same helmet model were 
tested and compared. Moreover, foam density also influences the PLA, and higher PLA was 
noticed when the foam is either too hard (high-density) or too soft (low-density). A ranking of 
design factor influences on drop impact performance has also been established. The helmet liner 
thickness was found to have the most influence on impact properties of a bicycle helmet, followed 
by the impact location and liner density. In a dynamic stability test, the user-centred helmet was 
found to have a lower roll-off angle and hence performed better than the original helmet, when 
tested using the customised headform, made according to the head shape of each participant. This 
significant result strongly suggests that helmet fit improves the dynamic stability of bicycle 
helmet. It was also revealed that helmet dynamic stability performance was not strongly 
influenced by the helmet liner density because only a small difference in roll-off angles was 
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observed for each helmet with different density. Conversely, dynamic stability was heavily 
influenced by the thickness of the liner. A helmet with thicker liner recorded a higher roll-off angle 
compared to one with a thinner liner. The fit of a user-centred helmet based on the commercial 
helmet model was compared to the original model with the standard sizing using Helmet Fit Index 
(HFI), using the standoff distance between the helmet and the head, as well as the helmet 
protection proportion. As expected, they have higher HFI than the original helmet with the 
standard size, indicating that the user-centred helmet has a better fit with the participant head 
shape compared to the helmet with the standard sizes. 
A new automated and customised bicycle helmet design has been developed within the 
research group. Using this tool, a customised bicycle helmet is developed using the digital data of 
head scan of an individual. For certification and testing purpose, the system created four 
headform groups based on the 122 participants of a cyclist community in Australia. A novel 
approach to creating the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) and Minimum Head Shape (MiH) of each 
group was proposed to test the new helmet design in a drop impact test and dynamic stability 
test. The worst-case helmet is created based on the Maximum Head Shape (MaH), while the best-
case helmet is created using the Minimum Head Shape (MiH) of the group. This method was 
adopted in a case study of only a group, and we could ensure that each customised helmet design 
in that group would pass the drop impact test and dynamic stability test. The methods of using 
best-case and worst-case helmets as limitation eliminate the necessity to test each customised 
helmet created based on the head shape of the participant.  
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 Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview of a bicycle helmet 
A bicycle helmet consists of a component to absorb impact energy called the liner, an outer shell 
to distribute the load and a retention system (a strap) [10]. At present, the shell is manufactured 
in bulk, using an injection moulding process, where ABS plastic pellets are melted and injected 
into the helmet mould to create the outer shell of a helmet. Similar injection moulding is used to 
produce the part inside the shell, which is called the liner and is commonly made from Expanded 
Polystyrene (EPS). The strap and the knuckle are usually made from nylon web and plastic, 
respectively.  
The most important function in wearing a bicycle helmet is to provide head protection to 
the cyclist in the event of an accident. It has been reported in a survey of 750 participants 
conducted in Switzerland that cycling is one of the major sports responsible for the maxillofacial 
(jaw and face) injuries [11]. In France, mountain biking was found to have caused facial fractures 
to 10% of 140 patients [12]. Another survey conducted in Austria over a period of 10 years, 
reported 9,543 patients who were admitted to the hospital had suffered crania-maxillofacial 
injury [13]. These reports and surveys have served as the primary sources of information for the 
public and legislators on implementing preventive measures for high-risk sport and outdoor 
activities, such as cycling. Several official bodies, such as the British Medical Association (BMA) 
and the World Health Organization (WHO), relentlessly promote the use of helmets in sporting 
activities [14, 15]. In some countries, wearing bicycle helmets are not mandatory for cyclists of 
any ages. It has been proved and reported in the literature review, that wearing a properly fitted 
protective head or facial equipment can reduce the number of facial fractures commonly seen in 
sports [16] and in cycling activities. Moreover, it has also been found that the incidence of head 
injuries in cycling has been reported to be 85% lower if the user wears a helmet during an 
accident [17]. 
 There have been several studies in the literature investigating the helmet fit of the 
commercial helmet with the current helmet sizing. Numerous surveys pointed that wearing 
helmets is uncomfortable and the current helmet sizing, ranging from S/M and L/XL, does not 
accommodate the range of the users [4-7]. The leading reason for this helmet discomfort is that 
the human head shape and dimensions are different according to ethnic group, age and gender 
[1-3]. For example, it has been found that Asian heads are rounder than their Caucasian 
counterparts, with a flatter back and forehead [2]. It was also reported that Asian users 
experience poor fit because most helmets currently available on the market are designed 
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according to the size of Western heads [2, 8]. Therefore, based on the helmet fit problem reported 
in the literature, a conclusion can be drawn, that the current general size of the bicycle helmet 
could not accommodate the wide range of the human head shape and dimension. In order to 
overcome this problem, several refinements have been made to improve the fit and comfort of 
the bicycle helmet. For example, the manufacturers have introduced an adjustable internal strap. 
All head sizes can be fitted into one helmet, but this has not addressed the fit between the liner 
and the head. One study acknowledged the fit problem, but different sizes of head form, instead 
of the various shapes of liner, were used to demonstrate different fit conditions [18]. A potential 
solution to overcome the helmet fit problem for each individual is the user centred helmet design 
approach, where the helmet liner is designed according to the contour and the shape of the head 
of each person. This approach could improve the helmet fit and at the same time satisfy all head 
shape, regardless of age, gender and ethnic group. However, there have been only very few 
studies addressing the user-centred customisation of bicycle helmet. Most previous studies 
focused on the materials used for the liner, such as Functionally Graded Foam Liner (FGF) [19], 
the dual-material combination of two polyurethane foams, [20] and Aluminium honeycomb 
(ALH) [21], and their influence on the impact performance and characteristics of helmets. Other 
studies have described new helmet liner designs, such as the liner design using deformable cones 
made from Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), which was proposed by Blanco et al. [22]. This 
innovative design allows better energy absorption, via folding and collapsing of cones, than the 
current single material helmet liner design. However, this new design still does not solve the 
“helmet fit” problem. One study has described the user-centred helmet liner design, where the 
intracranial pressure and stress strain level in brain tissue were investigated, but the research 
was conducted based on only one user and was not extended towards the liner thickness and 
material properties. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the literature review has indicated 
that there remains a gap in knowledge about the influence of the user-centred bicycle helmet 
design on the safety aspects of the bicycle helmet, such as the helmet liner impact attenuation 
properties and helmet dynamic stability. The user-centred approach to helmet liner design is 
expected to improve helmet fit and satisfy all sizes of the head, regardless of age, gender and 
ethnic group. In conclusion, it appears from the aforementioned investigations that most 
attention has been paid to the helmet liner material and design to improve the impact properties 
of the bicycle helmet. However, limited studies were found providing detailed information about 
the characteristics of the bicycle helmet designed using the user-centred design approach, where 
the helmet liner is created according to the head shape of the individual.  
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1.2 Problem statement 
The bicycle helmet that is commercially available on the market is currently made to cater 
for general head sizes. They usually come in two sizes such as S/M and L/XL. However, based on 
the human anthropometric research, human head shapes and dimensions are different according 
to ethnic groups, age and gender [1-3]. Therefore, the current helmet size could not satisfy all 
various sizes and shapes of the human head. Furthermore, numerous surveys and studies 
worldwide have reported that wearing a helmet is not comfortable and it does not accommodate 
the range of users [4-7]. It is inevitable that, in order to improve comfort and fit for the wearer, 
there is a growing need for a personal customization of bicycle helmet according to the shape and 
dimensions of a particular human head. One potential solution to this problem is to adopt the 
user-centred design approach to developing the helmet liner. The helmet, particularly in this case 
the liner, is designed to follow the shape and contour of the user’s head. However, changing the 
dimensions and shape of the liner would influence the safety performance of helmets, such as the 
impact energy attenuation and the dynamic stability. There is also a need for a smart method or 
a system to apply both drop impact test and dynamic stability test to the customised user-centred 
helmet and to make sure they satisfy the minimum requirement of both tests. The smart method 
would also need to eliminate the necessity to test every customised helmet design that has been 
created.  
 
1.3 Research questions 
The research questions are as follows: 
1. How would a better-fitted, user-centred helmet influence the impact properties of the 
helmet?  
2. What is the minimum thickness of a user-centred bicycle helmet at suggested landmarks to 
ensure that the bicycle helmet passes the impact test standards? Would a different density of 
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS), used for the helmet liner, influence the impact properties of the 
helmet? 
3. How would the user centred helmet design approach affect the dynamic stability of the 
helmet? Would changes in thickness and density also influence the helmet’s dynamic 
stability? 
4. What is the best approach to represent the similarity/ correlation between the experimental 
and simulation model, of the drop impact test and the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet? 
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5. What is the best method to test the user-centred helmet in a large quantity, if they are to be 
mass customised?  
 
1.4 Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop a finite element (FE) simulation model of the drop impact test for the bicycle 
helmet. The FE model is validated through a physical drop impact test using the Peak Score 
(PS), Impact Duration Score (IDS) and Pearson coefficient of correlation. 
2. To investigate what is the minimum allowable liner thickness of the new user-centred helmet 
liner design at different impact locations. The peak linear acceleration of the helmet at these 
locations must conform to AS/NZS 2063:2008 standards 
3. To develop a simulation model of dynamic stability test for bicycle helmet based on the 
experimental work 
4. To explore the influence of the liner thickness and density of the user-centred liner design on 
the dynamic stability of the helmet 
5. To come out with a method to test the user-centred helmet design if they are to be produced 
using mass-customisation approach 
 
1.5 Scope and research outline 
The research outline is presented in Fig. 1-1. First, the helmet was scanned using a high-precision 
Flexscan 3D to capture an accurate 3D representation of bicycle helmet components. Another 
high-precision portable scanner, called the Artec 3D scanner, was also used to scan the head 
shapes of participants in this study to create customised user-centred bicycle helmets.  The 
author has performed experimental drop impact tests on three commercial helmet models to 
gather important information to develop a finite element model of the drop impact test. The 
author has also used new correlation methods, specifically created for the helmet impact test, to 
validate the simulation model according to the experimental results. The correlation methods are 
the Peak Score (PS), the Impact Duration Score (IDS) and the statistical Pearson correlation score. 
Again, the author has performed experimental dynamic stability tests on the commercial bicycle 
helmet using a test rig specifically constructed for that purpose. A dynamic stability simulation 
model was developed using the rotational velocity as the input for the helmet assembly. The 
author used the developed the finite element (FE) simulation models to compare the performance 
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of the user-centred bicycle helmet to the current helmet model in the drop impact tests and 
dynamic stability tests. The influence of the helmet liner thickness and density on the impact 
attenuation and dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet were also investigated. Geomagic Studio 
12 software was used to create the custom-fit user-centred bicycle helmet based on the original 
commercial bicycle helmet design, where the inside part of the helmet was modified to follow the 
scanned head shape and size of participants, while the outside part of the helmet was kept the 
same.  
 
 
Fig. 1-1 Research outline and activity 
   
A new automated and customised bicycle helmet design has been developed by another 
PhD student within the research group. Using this automated tool, a customised bicycle helmet 
could be created using the digital data of head scan of an individual. For certification and testing 
purpose, the system created four headform groups based on the 222 participants of a cyclist 
community in Australia. A novel approach to creating Maximum Head Shape (MaH) and Minimum 
Head Shape (MiH) of each group was proposed to test the new helmet design in a drop impact 
test and dynamic stability test. The worst-case helmet is created based on the MaH, while the 
best-case helmet is created based on the MiH of the group. Tests were conducted on both helmets 
until the allowable thickness of the helmet that would satisfy the requirement in the drop impact 
test and dynamic stability was found. This method was adopted in a case study of only a group 
(Cluster № 1, out of 4 headform clusters explained in Chapter 8), and we could ensure that each 
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customised helmet design in that group would pass the drop impact test and dynamic stability 
test. 
 
 The scope of the research is the following: 
1. Three commercial bicycle helmet models from different ranges of price were used to develop 
the simulation model of the drop impact test and dynamic stability test. A low-end model 
called Helmet A, a medium range helmet, called Helmet B, and a high-end (expensive) helmet, 
called Helmet C, was selected for the study. 
2. The customization involves changing the design/geometry of the inner liner of the selected 
helmets according to the scanned head shape and geometry of each individual. 
3. Peak linear acceleration (PLA), as referred to in current Australian and New Zealand 
Standards for Bicycle Helmets, AS/NZS 2063:2008, was used as the indicator of the impact 
absorption characteristics of the helmet.  
4. Stability of helmets is measured according to AS/NZS 2512.7.2: 2006: Dynamic stability of 
helmet. Only the influence of different user-centred liner thickness and density were 
investigated, the material property of the strap retention system was kept constant. 
5. The work was part of a joint-PhD project. Another PhD candidate worked on a new automated 
program to create a custom-fit user centred bicycle helmet design, directly from the head scan 
data using CAD parametric design modelling [23]. His work on the new helmet design was 
explained in Chapter 8. 
 
1.6 Significance of the research 
The topic of helmet safety is one of the most active areas in helmet-related research today. In 
recent years, much more information has become available on the development of new liner 
design and materials to improve helmet safety. However, based on the literature review in 
Chapter 2, there has been a limited study on the influence of user-centred helmet liner design on 
the safety-related performance of bicycle helmet. This current study contributes to our 
knowledge by addressing three critical issues of user-centred design of bicycle helmets: 
1. The findings of this study will help researchers to determine how different liner thicknesses 
and liner density of the user-centred bicycle helmet at various locations affects the PLA, or, in 
simpler terms, the impact characteristics of a bicycle helmet. This will verify if the user-
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centred helmet is safe and conforms to the current bicycle helmet AS/NZS 2063:2008 
standards.  
2. The findings will also be significant in providing fundamental knowledge of the dynamic 
stability properties of the user-centred helmet. This study has shown that a better-fitted 
helmet improves the dynamic stability of the helmet. 
3. This study presented a framework/method to apply the both required tests (the drop impact 
and the dynamic stability tests) on the customised user-centred bicycle helmet design if they 
are to be manufactured using mass customisation approach.  It is impossible to physically test 
every customised helmet that has been created as the cost and time could escalate. To verify 
the design, each participant’s head scan would be computed using 3D Head Shape Classifier 
that categorizes new customers into one of the computed clusters. For each cluster, novel 
Maximum Head Shape (MaH) and the Minimum Head Shape (MiH) were computed. These 
novel headforms were important as they represented the best and worst helmet scenarios 
within each user group. If both best-case and the worst-case helmets of a cluster recorded 
required value in the drop impact test and the dynamic stability test, this could confidently 
ensure that any user-centred helmet for any participant within the cluster would pass the 
required standard. The limitation (best-case and worst-case helmet scenarios) eliminates the 
necessity to test each customised helmet created based on the head shape of the participant.  
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 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Bicycle helmet 
2.1.1  Origin  
The realisation of the need to wear a bicycle helmet began at the end of the 1800s. The bicycle 
helmet at that time was called a pith helmet, which was considered as the best helmet available 
during that era. In the middle 1900s, the cyclists involved in bicycle racing started using the 
helmet called hairnets. The hairnets, as shown in Fig 2-1, were made from strips of soft leather 
and it is strapped around the head. The helmet provides a very minimal protection to the head 
because of the huge gap between each leather strap [24], and the leather is not a good impact 
absorbing material.  
 
 
Fig. 2-1 The hairnet bicycle helmet during the middle 1900s [24] 
 
In the 1970s, the bicycle helmet design started to make progress. During that period, the 
bicycle helmet was designed with an outer shell and a spongy foam liner inside. The use of 
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) foam as the material for the helmet liner started from the 1980s. It 
was first introduced by the Mountain Safety Research (MSR) and Bell helmet. During that era, this 
bicycle helmet design dominated the market for some years. In the mid-1980s, the bicycle helmet 
designs were characterised by the EPS foam liner, with the hard outer shell made from 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) or Polycarbonate (PC) [25]. Almost the majority of the 
bicycle helmet at that time had a simple “Y” strap design on each side [24], similar to the current 
bicycle helmet design. 
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Fig. 2-2 The all-EPS bicycle helmet, shown with a thin lycra cloth cover (left) and without the 
cover (right) [24] 
 
 
Fig. 2-3 The current trends of round shape commuter bicycle helmets 
 
 However, to reduce the weight of bicycle helmets, a few manufacturers such as Bell and 
Giro introduced helmets that consisted of only EPS as the protective liner and covered with a thin 
lycra cloth. The all EPS helmet, designed by Giro, is illustrated in Fig. 2-2. These helmets were well 
accepted at the beginning and popular among cyclists because it was lighter than the helmet with 
the hard outer shell. However, the limitation of the all EPS helmet was the tendency of the helmet 
to fail in the first blow during an impact event. To improve and strengthen the all-EPS helmet, 
internal reinforcement made of nylon mesh was embedded into the foam. In the early 1990s, the 
bicycle helmet with an outer shell was again introduced to the market. The outer shell of the 
bicycle helmet in this era was made of thin ABS, Polyethylene (PET) and PC [24]. The outer shell 
is responsible for holding the foam together and decreasing sliding resistance during an impact. 
The outer shell is manufactured separately from its interior foam and later attached to the foam 
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using glue or tape. Another innovation that improved the manufacturing of bicycle helmets was 
the in-mould fabrication method of EPS foam in the thin shell made from PC, ABS, PET and 
Polypropylene (PP) shells. As illustrated in the Fig. 2-3, the current trend of bicycle helmet design 
is the helmet for general commuting or recreational cycling activities. The shape of the commuter 
helmet is mostly round oval, allowing the helmet to slide well on the pavement during an impact 
[26].  
 
2.1.2 Components and materials 
A common recreational bicycle helmet is shown in Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2-4. It consists of several 
components such as an injection-moulded rigid polymer outer shell, a polymer foam liner, a 
retention system made of a buckle and nylon webbing, an adjustable fit strap to alter helmet fit, 
and extra padding or cloth to provide wear comfort between the liner and the wearer’s head. 
There is also an optional part available on a bicycle helmet such as a visor, which adds to the 
aesthetic value of the helmet. However, the three most distinct parts of a bicycle helmet are the 
liner, shell and strap [27]. 
 
Fig. 2-4 General components of a recreational bicycle helmet: an outer shell, an inner liner, a 
visor, a retention strap/system, and a fit strap [28].   
 
 2.1.2.1 Shell 
 The shell is the thin component on the outer part of a bicycle helmet. The function of the 
outer shell is to hold the shape of the foam liner. It is usually made from a hard and very thin 
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thermoplastic, such as PC, ABS, PP and PE. Table 2-1 presents the common material for the helmet 
shell and their material properties such as the density, impact strength, thermal stability and 
material cost. The main responsibility of the helmet shell is to deflect and spread energy to a 
larger area. This spreading effect helps to delocalize the impact energy and transfers the load into 
the foam liner that continues to deform further [29]. However, Vetter et al. investigated the 
influences of materials and structure on the performance of the football helmet. They found that 
the shell of the helmet, regardless of the material or thickness, or both, has a minimal influence 
on the absorption of energy, when compared to the helmet liner [30].  
 
Table 2-1 Common materials for the helmet shell [29] 
Material Thermal 
stability 
Impact strength Cost Density 
Polycarbonate (PC) High High High 1.20 g/cm³ 
ABS Med-high Med-high Med 1.04 g/cm³ 
Polypropylene (PP) Med Low-med Low 0.85-0.95 g/cm³ 
Polyethylene (PE) Low Low Low 0.91-0.95 g/cm³ 
 
A shell made from PC has the best energy absorption and impact resistance 
characteristics [29]. PC is used in top-end quality sports helmet and for most multiple impacts 
and high-impact helmet applications, such as the football helmet. PC has the highest impact 
strength of the available polymers at a reasonable cost. It is also the preferred material for all 
high-quality multiple-impact high-energy absorption sports helmets and has dimensional 
stability in cold, hot and moist weather environments. It is also an aesthetically attractive material 
with high-gloss and colour stability. For more expensive helmets, the shell is included in the 
mould when the liner is expanded from the bead in a manufacturing process called injection 
moulding. In this technique, no glue is needed since the shell is bonded to the liner in the mould. 
This technique can produce stronger helmets, but designers use it to open up larger and larger 
vents and reduce the foam, eventually just to meet the current impact standard [27]. However, 
one clear disadvantage of PC is its lower resistance to chemical substance exposure, and it is 
notch-sensitive. Plastic parts that are notch-sensitive often have a material failure that originates 
at a discontinuity in the structure, such as a hole, thread, notch, groove or scratch [31]. 
Modified ABS resins are usually used for lower-repetition medium-impact helmets, such 
as high-end bicycle helmets, ice hockey, lacrosse and baseball batting headgear [29]. In some 
cases, skate-style helmets and a few bicycle-style helmets have thick hard shells made of ABS. It 
has lower cost but slightly lower impact strength than PC. The advantages of ABS are its 
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dimensional stability, toughness, aesthetics and better chemical resistance than PC. ABS 
incorporates three monomers: acrylonitrile, butadiene and styrene. Acrylonitrile is associated 
with strength and thermal stability, butadiene with impact, and styrene with dimensional 
stability, colour and lower cost.  
 
 
Fig. 2-5 Helmet shell is secured to the helmet liner using the 1) Glued shell (left), and 2) Mould-
in shell (right) 
 
 Helmets for lower-cost application, such as the recreational bicycle riding, are made from 
the single high-impact, high-volume and lower-cost polymers such as PE and PP [29]. A shell 
made from stamped PE is usually glued onto the helmet liner and then taped around the edge 
[27]. These materials are inexpensive, reasonably dimensionally stable, and easy to mould and 
have high resistance to most chemicals. However, they do not have high impact resistance 
compared with PC and ABS. Fig. 2-5 illustrates the attachment method of the helmet shell to the 
helmet liner, such as using glue and the mould-in shell, where the EPS is directly moulded into 
the helmet shell during the injection moulding process. 
The evolution of the helmet shell is intriguing. It was first introduced in the 1970s and 
was removed by helmet manufacturers to reduce helmet weight in the 1980s by introducing an 
all-EPS helmet construction covered with thin fabric cloth, which usually made from lycra. The 
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all-EPS helmet was first developed for children at that time because of its lightweight 
construction, but it was soon adopted for the adult bicycle helmet. However, the all-EPS helmet 
that followed soon revealed a significant problem, as it was found that they were not able to 
withstand a first impact blow [24]. The helmet with a thin shell was introduced again in the 1990s. 
There are three main types of the bicycle helmet shell currently in the market, such as the hard 
shell, soft shell and micro shell [32]. The soft shell or all-EPS helmet was made from thick 
Styrofoam liner covered with a thin lycra cloth, while the hard shell and micro shell was made 
from a thin firm plastic covering over the Styrofoam liner.  
 
2.1.2.2 Liner 
The helmet liner is responsible for efficiently absorbing transfer of energy from the shell. It is also 
responsible for absorbing most of the energy during an impact, thus providing protection to the 
athlete. The liner, usually made from a foam material, must also prevent impact energy from being 
transferred to the head of the wearer. Severity and frequency of impact events on the helmet are 
the main criteria for choosing the best foam materials. Important material properties of the foam 
are its density, resiliency and its energy absorption characteristics.  
The most preferred foam material in a bicycle helmet liner is the EPS foam, as presented 
in Fig. 2-6. It is a crushable type of foam and only suitable for a single high impact event because 
EPS foam undergoes micro-fracturing and permanent set at the impact threshold. Thus, a liner 
made from EPS foam is not safe to use after the impact limit in any crash event is exceeded. EPS 
is preferred to other materials because of its low-cost manufacturing process. Small beads of EPS 
are filled in the required mould and then expanded by a simple steaming. The beads fill the cavity 
in the mould as they expand and compress against each other during the expansion process. This 
process creates a bond between each expanded polystyrene bead. The compaction of EPS beads 
during the expansion process will determine the EPS foam density. The density of EPS foam used 
in bicycle helmets is in the range of 50-110 kg/m³ [33]. Most studies have confirmed that liner 
thickness and density play important roles in the impact absorbing performance of helmets [34, 
35], as well as the bicycle helmet design [34]. A thicker liner allows longer compression length, 
but this is constrained by practical, aesthetic and weight issues [35]. In comparison to the helmet 
shell, the helmet liner thickness and density have much greater influence on the absorption of 
energy of the helmet; a thicker and denser liner material increases the potential for energy to be 
absorbed and improves the impact performance of the bicycle helmet [16, 30, 36, 37].  
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Fig. 2-6 Helmet liner made from the crushable foam material 
 
 To further improve the energy absorption capabilities of the bicycle helmet, several 
materials and systems have been proposed and attempted in the previous studies. A considerable 
volume of literature has been published describing different materials and designs of the helmet 
liner. From the literature, it has been suggested that using different materials and designs can 
greatly influence the impact attenuation of a helmet. Previous studies have also reported that a 
high-density EPS is able to absorb more impact than low-density EPS [38]. However, even though 
EPS foam has good first impact performance, it cannot sustain subsequent impacts in the same 
location because the material undergoes permanent deformation with no plastic recovery [35, 
39]. That is why a helmet is deemed unsafe for use once it has been involved in any impact event.  
Expanded polypropylene (EPP) foam has been proposed, and it has been reported that 
EPP behaves similarly to EPS foam in terms of its peak linear acceleration [40]. In another study, 
dual-layered helmet liner system with different layer densities was investigated [41, 42]. The 
construction of the dual-layered system is presented in Fig. 2-7. In the dual-layered helmet liner 
system, the high-density foam was formed below the outer shell with the lower-density foam 
close to the head. Usually, in a dual-liner foam helmet construction, the high-density foam is 
generally thinner than lower-density foam. It was reported that the dual-layered helmet liner 
system could also reduce the peak acceleration of the helmet. In 2010, a manufacturer, Kali, 
launched a new dual-density helmet liner using a layer of softer, less dense foam next to the head, 
with cones or pyramids of the softer foam sticking up into the layer of harder, denser foam in the 
outer layer [43]. Although this was tested in a motorcycle helmet, it has been shown by a report 
by the Australian Department of Infrastructure and Transport that the Kali cone foam dual-
density liner design has significantly more crushing, greater time duration, less slab-cracking and 
recorded peak decelerations less than the required 300 g (motorcycle helmet’s peak linear 
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acceleration limit) [44] , when compared with the commonly used single-foam liner system [45]. 
The dual density with cones construction of the softer foam, manufactured by Kali, is illustrated 
in Fig. 2-8. 
Another liner material that has been investigated is the Micro Agglomerate Cork (MAC). 
The MAC liner system has a good energy absorbing capacity and can sustain subsequent impact 
incidents. However, it is heavier that EPS foam and might induce discomfort in the user [46]. 
Further, an impact mitigation system using a suspended Aluminium honeycomb structure, known 
as Aluminium Impact Mitigation (AIM) system, as a replacement for liner has been proposed [21]. 
The use of this AIM structure in the liner resulted in a 14% reduction of linear acceleration in 
normal impacts and 34% of angular acceleration in oblique impacts. A different interior 
cushioning system, Oregon Aero (OA) foam and suspended strap netting for helmet use in an 
advanced combat helmet, has also been proposed [47]. It was found that the OA foams passed the 
Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC) and Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) 218 
criteria, while the strap netting failed both.  
 
 
Fig. 2-7 Dual-density liner construction [29] 
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Fig. 2-8 Cone foam dual-density foam liner construction created by Kali [43] 
  
 Apart from a helmet that utilizes crushable foam in its liner system, there is also a 
completely different material or system used for the helmet liner. The Zorbium foam is a rubbery 
type of foam, and it is used in skiing and BMX bicycle helmets. It deforms easily in a lesser impact 
to prevent milder injuries while stiffening up in a harder impact to prevent bottoming out. The 
helmet liner made from Zorbium is so far heavy and not well-enough vented for cycling, but this 
is early on the curve for this new foam. One clear disadvantage of the Zorbium foam is its tendency 
to absorb a lot of sweat [43]. Rubbery foam is also commonly used in football helmet because it 
recovers to its original shape after impact, hence it can be used for protection against repeated 
impacts [48]. 
Another concept for the helmet liner is using an air bladder to replace the liner as the 
cushioning system in a helmet, as presented in Fig. 2-9. The air bladder helps dissipate secondary, 
higher energy impact forces. These bladders are typically constructed from a thermoplastic 
elastomer polymer, such as Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) or flexible Polyvinylchloride 
(PVC). The bladders are normally designed as a series of sealed tube structures that cushion 
through bladder deflection and air-displacement mechanisms. Some helmet air-cushioning 
bladders incorporate an air-pressure inflation device for prescribing cushioning at elevated 
pressures, while other air-bladder cushions perform at zero atmospheric pressure and function 
as a result of deflection and displacement [29, 43].  
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Fig. 2-9 Air-cushioning system to replace liners in helmets [43] 
 
 Numerous studies have also suggested that the helmet liner design could influence the 
impact attenuation of the helmet [34]. Caserta et al. used hexagonal aluminium honeycombs in 
between EPS liner and the shell at certain locations of a motorcycle helmet [49]. The results 
showed that it performed better than EPS foam only against specific surfaces, but not at the most 
impacted surface, i.e. the flat anvil. The use of this reinforcement material inside the liner is also 
dangerous, similar to [21] because it could penetrate the user’s head scalp during a high-impact 
accident [46]. Another helmet liner design using deformable cones made from ABS was proposed 
by Blanco et al. [22]. The innovative design allows better energy absorption via folding and 
collapsing of cones than the current uniform liner design. This liner was tested on ski helmets, 
where the outer shell is a closed contour design, similar to the motorcycle helmet design.  
Although there have been many studies on new helmet liner design, materials and 
construction of helmet liner systems, very few have focused on the user-centred or user-specific 
liner design of the helmet. It is necessary to focus on this area because it improves the helmet fit, 
and helmet fit is one important selling point of a bicycle helmet. Luo et al. have addressed this 
area and tested the user-specific helmeted heads against non-helmeted heads [50]. However, it 
appears that the study did not consider the helmet liner thickness at a different location and only 
one participant is used as a sample. Furthermore, the helmet model used by Luo et al. is a 
motorcycle helmet that consists of a very simple geometry and less complex than the bicycle 
helmet.  The design of the bicycle helmet is more complex than the motorcycle helmet with the 
presence of the ventilation holes and uneven helmet liner thickness. Therefore, there is a gap in 
the current literature to reflect how the helmet design, thickness and density of the user-centred 
bicycle helmet could influence the impact properties of the helmet itself.  
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2.1.2.3 Retention strap 
A retention strap is used to keep the helmet on the head of the user. It prevents removal of the 
helmet from the head in any accidental event. Many serious injuries have been reported because 
the strap was loose and this caused the helmet to come off during an accident [51]. The strap is 
made from Nylon or Polyethylene webbing and is normally bolted to each side of the helmet, and 
it has a general Y shape from the side view of the helmet. A buckle or a clip, usually located under 
the chin of the wearer, attach each strap from both sides of the helmet. It has been recommended 
in the literature that the buckle and clip of the retention systems or other fittings of a helmet that 
can come in contact with a wearer’s skin should not have sharp edges to prevent injuries 
sustained during bicycle accidents [52].  
The attachment of retention strap on the helmet varies according to the type of helmet. 
For helmets with glued-on shells, straps are added to the liner before the shell is glued on, and 
usually, they run across the top of the liner, covered by the shell, or occasionally over the top of 
the shell. This is not possible when a helmet is moulded in the shell since the heat of the moulding 
process will damage the webbing. Straps are added to the helmet after it comes out of the mould, 
usually with a more sophisticated anchor that sits on top of the helmet shell after the strap is 
threaded through. Helmets with hard shells usually have the straps riveted or otherwise attached 
to the shell [27]. 
Attached to the rear of most middle- to high-end helmet is an occipital stabilizer, varying 
from just a strap to a complex plastic piece, which engages the occipital lobe of the head. These 
can have many forms of adjustment, including knobs, cams, toothed sliders and more. The 
occipital stabilizer, also known as the knobs stabilizer, is illustrated in Fig. 2-10. 
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Fig. 2-10 Knobs stabilizer to adjust the fit of the helmet to the head, often found at the rear of 
the bicycle helmet 
 
 The buckle is the last major piece of the helmet, and it is added when the straps are 
installed. Most current bike helmet buckles are plastic or nylon buckles of the Fastex type (a 
trademarked ITW/ Nexus brand) with a side pinch release. Some BMX helmets use a motorcycle-
style D-ring buckle, requiring the user to thread the strap end through two D-shaped metal rings. 
 
2.1.2.4 Visor 
The visor of a bicycle helmet is a lightweight modification, responsible for reducing solar radiant 
heating of the head. The design of the visor is usually similar to various cap designs used for sun 
protection [53]. A recent study has established that the helmet itself, as well as the visor, can 
reject up to 85% of the available radiant heat under examined conditions. 
The bicycle visor is also expected to modify the flow of air onto and into the helmet [54, 
55]. Therefore it has a potential to change the convective heat transfer properties of the helmet. 
A study has also shown that all helmets studied repelled 50–75% of the applied radiant heat 
without a visor and 65–85% with the visor [54, 55]. Most, but not all, visors were shown to result 
in a relevant shielding of the face from radiant heating, and there were large variations among 
the helmets with regard to radiant heating of the scalp [56]. However, it is apparent that the visor 
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has a very small influence on the safety performance of the bicycle helmet, such as its impact 
properties and dynamic stability. 
 
2.1.3 Types of bicycle helmet 
They are several common types of bicycle helmet available commercially. The first, which is the 
most common, is the helmet used for multi-usage recreational helmets, sometimes called road 
commuter helmets. The helmet illustrated in the Fig. 2-11, is an economical and universal choice 
for everyday bicycle commuters and mountain and road bikers. The price range of this type of 
helmet is low at around $10-$50 because they are not performance-based helmets. The liner is 
made from EPS foam and covered with thin plastic shell, usually glued to the liner.  
 
 
Fig. 2-11 Recreational bicycle helmets 
 
The second common type of bicycle helmet is the mountain bike helmet, which can be 
divided into (i) the general mountain biking and (ii) the downhill mountain biking. The mountain 
bike helmet is designed to ventilate well at low speed, usually with a generous amount of 
ventilation holes, thus providing good thermal comfort to the user. Another important 
performance parameter of this type of helmet is its good fit to the head of the user because it is 
used for mountain biking, where the rough terrain can move the helmet around if it does not have 
a good fit [26]. The example of the mountain bike helmet is illustrated in Fig. 2-12. 
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Fig. 2-12 Mountain bike helmets 
 
 Another type of the bicycle helmet is the road bike helmet. For this kind of helmet, 
aerodynamic performance is an important design parameter. It has a distinctive elongated oval 
shape structure when compared to other types of the helmet (Fig. 2-13). Another helmet type is 
the skate helmet (Fig. 2-14). Skate helmets began as round, smooth hard shell helmets in the 
1970s, and skateboarders still prefer that shape until now. It is, in fact, the best shape to absorb 
impact energy when hitting the pavement at high speed. The shell is usually hard ABS plastic, and 
the interior foam can be either EPS, EPP or a variation of those types [26]. Even though all helmets 
available on the market meet the standard, the technical details of their performance-based 
characteristics, such as impact attenuation, thermal comfort, fit and aerodynamics, are usually 
unknown to the end user. Therefore, the author feels that there is a need for this information to 
be made available to the public so the consumers could decide the helmet that suits them best.  
 
Fig. 2-13 Road bicycle helmets 
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Fig. 2-14 Skate helmets 
 
 From the information extracted in the literature and discussed in the Sections 2.1.1 – 2.1.3, 
several conclusions could be made and applied to the current study. First, the current trend of 
bicycle helmet generally consists of an outer shell made of PC, a liner made from EPS, a retention 
strap made from nylon and a visor. This information is important to make sure that the current 
study is incorporating the latest bicycle helmet model and components. It was also briefly 
reported in the literature review in Section 2.1.2 that the liner is the most important component 
of the bicycle helmet to determine the absorption of energy of the helmet during an impact. This 
will be explained further in Section 2.3.5. For the current study, the inner part of the liner is 
changed according to the head shape of the user, while the outer part of the liner, including the 
helmet shell, remain the same.  
 Second, it could generally be assumed that the majority of the cyclist mostly uses the 
recreational bicycle helmet, when compared to the road, mountain bike and skate helmets. 
Although this information was not reported in the literature, the assumption was made based on 
the following arguments. The recreational bicycle is usually multi-purpose and suited for all type 
of cycling activities, while the road, mountain and skate helmets are purposely made for their 
respective cycling mode. Hence, it is an economical and universal choice for everyday bicycle 
commuters and even the mountain and road bikers. Therefore, the recreational bicycle helmet is 
definitely suitable for the current study.  
 Third, although there is very broad innovation on the bicycle helmet design and material 
used for the bicycle helmet available in the literature, a very limited literature discussed the user-
centred design approach of the bicycle helmet and its influence on the impact performance and 
dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet. This is also the motivation of the current study, which is 
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to investigate the user-centred bicycle helmet design and its safety performance in the drop 
impact test and dynamic stability test while improving the helmet fit.  
 
2.1.4 The Australian/New Zealand standard for bicycle helmet AS/NZS 2063: 2008 
The Australian/New Zealand standard for bicycle helmet, AS/NZS 2063:2008, describes the 
requirements for the construction, the performance of the impact energy attenuation, the 
stability, the load distribution, the strength and effectiveness of the retention system and its 
attachment points for lightweight protective helmets, which intended to mitigate the adverse 
effects of a blow to the head [57]. 
The following documents are the referenced documents in the AS/NZS 2063: 2008.  
I. AS/NZS 2512.1: Definition and headforms 
This standard describes the methods of testing protective helmets and the terms used in the 
bicycle helmet standards. Besides, it also specifies materials and sizing of headform for use in the 
testing of protective helmets. As stated in the AS/NZS 2063:2008, the test locations of the impact 
test must be above the test line [58], shown in Fig. 2-15. Usually frontal, side, rear and top areas 
are chosen as the impact test sites.  
 
 
Fig. 2-15 Impact sites must be above the test line [58] 
 
The standards also explain several common definitions of the head anthropometry such 
as the mid sagittal-plane, the basic (basal) plane, the bitragion-coronal arc and the bitragion-inion 
arc. A mid-sagittal plane is a longitudinal plane through the apex of a reference headform, 
Central and vertical axis 
Test line 
Basic plane 
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perpendicular to the basic plane and bisecting the headform. The basic plane is through the centre 
of the right and left ear openings and the lower edge of the eye sockets (Fig. 2-16 and is 
represented on a reference headform). As shown in Fig. 2-17, the bitragion-coronal arc is the arc 
between the right tragion and left tragion as measured over the top of the head in a plane 
perpendicular to the mid-sagittal plane. The bitragion-inion arc is the arc between the right 
tragion and left tragion as measured over the inion.  
 
 
Fig. 2-16 Basic plane of the head [58] 
 
 
Fig. 2-17 Mid-sagittal plane of the headform [58] 
 
Mid sagittal plane 
Reference headform 
Helmet 
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Fig. 2-18 Bitragion-coronal arc (left) and bitragion-inion arc (right) [58] 
  
II. AS/NZS 2512.2: General requirements for the conditioning and preparation of test 
specimens and laboratory condition [59] 
This standard describes the conditioning procedures taken to prepare the protective helmets that 
are to be tested prior to testing.  For a test conducted at ambient temperature, the tested helmet 
must be exposed to a temperature of 18°C to 25°C for duration between 4 and 30 hours. For a test 
conducted at low temperatures, the tested helmet must be exposed to a temperature of −10 ±2°C 
for between 4 and 30 hours in a controlled temperature chamber. For a helmet tested at high 
temperature, the helmet must be exposed to a temperature of 50 ±2°C for 4 h to 30 h in a 
circulating air oven.  
   
 
III. AS/NZS 2512.3.1: Determination of impact energy attenuation - Helmet drop test 
The standard AS/NZS 2512.3.1:2007 in particular, describes the procedures for conducting a 
drop impact test of a protective helmet [60]. In principle, the helmet is mounted on a headform 
and dropped, in a guided free fall, onto an anvil. The acceleration of the helmet assembly is 
measured using an accelerometer placed inside the headform.  
The standards also outline detailed information regarding the test apparatus, as shown in 
Fig. 2-19. The following test apparatus is required: 
a.  Headform of dimensions according to AS/NZS 2512.1, made from Mg K1A material  
b.  Anvils (a flat steel anvil with diameter 127mm, a hemispherical steel anvil with a radius of 
48mm, a steel v-anvil with a hardness of 60 Rockwell) 
c.  Solid mount of anvil, weight at least 450 kg, with a steel plate at least 25mm thick and having 
a lateral dimension of at least 300 mm 
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d.  Release mechanism to release the helmet for a free fall 
e.  The combined mass of the drop assembly (a headform and a supporting assembly) 
f. The mass of the supporting assembly must not exceed 2% of the mass assembly 
g.  An acceleration transducer must be mounted at the centre of the ball socket 
h.  The acceleration data channel must comply with the requirements for Channel Class 100 of 
SAE J211 (1988) down to 1 Hz 
i. An apparatus to guide the free fall, as an example, a guide wire 
 
 
Fig. 2-19 Typical apparatus setup for a drop impact test [60] 
 
IV. AS/NZS 2512.5.1: Determination of strength of retention system - Static strength 
This standard describes a method to determine the static strength of the retention system of a 
protective helmet. The method applies to each individual component of a system in which the 
components can be independently fastened without securing the complete assembly. With the 
helmet positioned on a fixed headform, a static tensile force is applied to the retention system. 
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The elongation of the retention system is then measured [61]. The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 2-
20, must include a loading device, with a chin stirrup, which consists of: 
a. two parallel, freely rotating rollers, each having a diameter of 12.7 ±1.0 mm, which are 
separated 75.0 ±1.5 mm centre-to-centre 
b. A test headform of the dimensions and design specified in AS/NZS 2512.1 
 
 
Fig. 2-20 Typical apparatus setting of static strength of a protective helmet [61] 
 
V. AS/NZS 2512.5.2: Determination of strength of retention system - Dynamic strength 
This standard sets out a method to determine the dynamic strength of the retention system of a 
protective helmet. The method applies to each individual component of a system in which the 
components can be independently fastened without securing the complete assembly. With the 
helmet positioned on a fixed headform, a dynamic force is applied to the retention system. The 
displacement of the retention system is then measured [62]. 
The apparatus to measure the dynamic strength of the retention system is shown in Fig. 2-21. The 
required components of the apparatus are: 
a. A loadbearing device which must consist of a chin strap stirrup with a guide bar 
b. A device to measure the dynamic and permanent displacement of the chin strap stirrup 
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c. A test headform of the dimensions and design specified in AS/NZS 2512.1 
d. A complete headform of the dimensions and design specified in AS/NZS 2512.1 
e. A rigid support to mount the headform on during testing 
 
 
Fig. 2-21 Apparatus to determine the dynamic strength of the retention system [62] 
 
VI. AS/NZS 2512.6: Measurement of horizontal peripheral vision clearance 
This standard sets out a method for measuring the horizontal peripheral vision clearance of a 
helmet [63]. The procedure is as follows: 
a. Place the helmet on a reference or test headform and position it in accordance with AS/NZS 
2512.2 
b. Measure the angle of peripheral vision clearance from the mid-sagittal plane, as shown in Fig. 
2-22 
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Fig. 2-22 Angle of peripheral vision clearance 
 
VII. AS/NZS 2512.7.1: Determination of stability of protective helmets - Static stability  
This test method was developed to test the static stability of the helmet.  Some helmet, even when 
correctly fitted, move on the head during normal use to the extent that they could obscure the 
vision of the user and expose the user’s forehead to impact [64]. However, this test is not suitable 
to determine the effectiveness of helmet retention system in an accident, in which case AS/NZS 
2512.7.2: Methods of testing protective helmets and Method 7.2: Determination of dynamic 
stability of protective helmets, should be used instead. The most important variable in this 
method is the fit of the helmet on the headform. Because an objective method of measuring fit has 
not yet been developed, great care must be taken to ensure that the helmet chosen for the test 
must closely resembles an acceptable fit on a person’s head. The headforms specified in this test 
vary from those specified in the other methods in this series because the test requires the use of 
a headform with a modified chin. A helmet judged to be a good fit on the appropriate headform is 
selected, placed on the headform and subjected to a static force in the forward and rearward 
directions. Stability of the helmet is assessed by whether the test band is completely exposed or 
completely obscured during the test. The testing apparatus to determine the static stability of the 
helmet is illustrated in Fig. 2-23. The following components are required: 
a. Headform judged suitable for helmet size 
b. Mounting stand to secure the test headform for test, with the basic plane essentially 
horizontal, in both forward-facing and rearward-facing directions 
c. Means of applying a static, vertical force of 45.0 +0, −0.5 N to the apex of the helmet 
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d. Means of applying a static force, as specified in the product Standard, at a horizontal attitude 
to the helmet on the headform 
e. Spacer, flexible but substantially incompressible, approximately 150 mm long by 50 ±1 mm 
wide by 2 ±0.2 mm thick 
 
Fig. 2-23 Typical apparatus for a helmet static stability test 
 
VIII. AS/NZS 2512.7.2: Determination of stability of protective helmets - Dynamic stability 
This standard describes a method to determine the stability of a protective helmet on a test 
headform when subjected to a dynamic force. A helmet judged to be a good fit on the appropriate 
headform when it is placed on the headform and subjected to a dynamic force in the forward and 
rearward directions, as specified in the product Standard. Stability of the helmet is assessed by 
whether or not the helmet comes off the headform during the test or by the degree of helmet 
rotation on the headform [65]. The complete test setup to perform the dynamic stability test of 
the bicycle helmet is presented in Fig. 2-24. 
The following component and material are required to perform the dynamic stability test: 
a. A complete headform, as specified in AS/NZS 2512.1, with the additional dimensions for a 
headform support, as shown in Fig. 2-24. Any substantially incompressible material and any 
method of construction may be used, provided that the surface of the headform is smooth 
b. Rigid mount to hold the headforms 
c. Drop weight with a mass of 10 ± 0.1 kg 
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d. A guiding system with a total mass of 3.0 ±0.1 kg allowing the drop weight to drop in a guided 
free fall. The apparatus should accommodate drop heights up to 300 mm 
e. A flexible strap and a hook attached to the guiding system running over a pulley with a 
diameter of 100 ±2 mm. The extension of the strap must be less than 18 mm/m under a static 
load of 1000 N. The hook must have a width of 25 ± 2 mm. 
f. Means of applying a static, vertical force of 45.0 +0, −0.5 N to the apex of the helmet. 
g. The stop must be covered with a 1.5 mm rubber pad 
 
 
Fig. 2-24 Typical apparatus for a dynamic stability test 
 
IX. AS/NZS 2512.8: Determination of peak deflection [66] 
This standard describes a method for measuring the deflection under a load of peaks on 
protective helmets. A specified mass is suspended from the peak for a specified time, and the 
resulting deflection is measured. The mass and the time are specified in the standard relating to 
the type of helmet under test. Fig. 2-25 illustrates the typical experimental setup of the peak 
deflection test for a bicycle helmet. 
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Fig. 2-25 Typical apparatus for a peak deflection test 
 
X. AS/NZS 2512.9: Determination of load distribution [67] 
This standard describes the method to determine the ability of a protective helmet to distribute 
the force of an impact. An anvil is dropped towards the outer surface of a helmet positioned on a 
hemispherical headform. The force imparted to a force transducer mounted in the headform is 
measured. An appropriate strain gauge type force transducer is required, capable of measuring 
the force transmitted by a steel load transfer pin of 100 ±1 mm2 circular area, as shown in Fig. 2-
26. The relative dimensions of the pin and hole must be such as to allow the pin to move freely 
vertically, but not laterally, within the hole. 
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Fig. 2-26 Typical test rig for load distribution test of helmet 
 
 After careful judgement and consideration, the author has proposed the standards that are 
most suited to the current study. They are: 
 1.  AS/NZS 2512.3.1: Determination of impact energy attenuation - helmet drop test 
 2.  AS/NZS 2512.7.2: Determination of stability of protective helmets-dynamic stability 
 3.  AS/NZS 2512.1 Part 1: Definition and headforms 
4. AS/NZS 2512.2: General requirements for the conditioning and preparation of test 
specimens and laboratory condition 
 The impact properties of a helmet are the most important safety feature of the helmet. A 
helmet is responsible for protecting the wearer from impact in any accident, and it is 
characterized by the impact performance of the helmet in a drop impact test. Therefore, the drop 
impact test, as described in the AS/NZS 2512.3.1 is a very significant part of the investigation of 
the current study on the user-centred bicycle helmet. Another important aspect to determine the 
safety of a bicycle helmet is the dynamic stability. This is assessed using the AS/NZS 2512.7.2, 
where a bicycle helmet is considered safe if the helmet does not come off the headform during 
the test. The test is intended to determine the likelihood of effective retention in an accident, 
unlike the static stability test (AS/NZS 2512.7.1). The dynamic stability is also chosen because 
currently there is limited literature on the dynamic stability of a better fit, user-centred helmet, 
as explained briefly before in Chapter 1. Standards AS/NZS 2512.1 and AS/NZS 2512.2 describe 
the definition of the headform and preparation of the bicycle used in the drop impact test (AS/NZS 
2512.3.1) and the dynamic stability test (AS/NZS 2512.7.2). Therefore, they are also an important 
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component of the study. Meanwhile, the standard AS/NZS 2512.5.1 and AS/NZS 2512.5.2 were 
not considered, because it determines only the strength of retention system. Other components 
of the helmet, such as the helmet liner and helmet shell, have limited influence on the test. 
Therefore, the author opted to exclude both standards from the scope of the study.   
 
2.2 Helmet fit 
Helmet fit is one important evaluation criteria of a helmet. The current helmets available in the 
market come in different sizes, usually in S/M and L/XL sizes. However, numerous surveys and 
investigations have suggested that the current range of sizes is not practical. The main reason 
behind this problem is that the human head shape and dimensions differ according to ethnic 
groups, age and gender [1-3]. Furthermore, numerous surveys have addressed that wearing a 
helmet is not comfortable and the current sizing does not accommodate the range of users [4-7]. 
In one survey by Gilchrist, where 500 head sizes were measured and compared to the helmets 
available on the market, it was concluded that the range of helmet sizes is not ideal [68]. It was 
also reported that Asian users experience poor fit because most helmets are designed according 
to the size of Western heads [2, 8].  
Helmet fit could cause discomfort to the user because, in some conditions, the user wears 
the helmet for long periods. In cycling events or long bicycle tours, for example, the cyclist has to 
wear the helmet during the whole duration of the event, for as long as 5-7 hours. In other helmet 
applications, such as safety helmet, it is an obligation to wear the helmet for the whole time at the 
site. Gilchrist has reported in a survey of participants wearing motorcycle helmets, that the size 
of the in-use motorcycle helmets did not correspond well to the predicted size based on head 
dimensions, although motorcyclists were generally satisfied with the comfort and fit [68]. It was 
also found that two-thirds of riders for whom helmet size was known were wearing helmets too 
small or large according to the manufacturer’s sizing recommendations [69, 70]. Although the 
motorcycle helmet was used in the survey, the author observed that the motorcycle helmet is very 
similar to the bicycle helmet in terms of the helmet size, where it has the common S-XL size. 
Another field survey of 267 cyclists found that bicycle helmets worn by recreational and 
commuter cyclists are often the wrong size and are often positioned and adjusted incorrectly [70]. 
In an earlier study among children less than nine years old, Rivara et al. found that 
helmets did not protect children from sustaining facial injuries in a crash event [71]. One possible 
explanation may be that the design of the helmets does not fit the heads of young children, or that 
the helmets were not properly adjusted to fit the child. Another possible explanation may be that 
the bicycle helmet is too heavy for young children, and therefore are more likely to be dislocated. 
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Rivara et al. also suggested that the width of helmets for children compared with their heads 
might be the most important factor in contributing to the poor fit, which, in turn, results in a 
lowered protective effect of helmets. It has also been found in the same study that poor fit 
appeared to be a greater problem among younger male children. Riders whose helmets fit poorly 
also have double the risk of head injury than riders whose helmets fit well [71]. The findings from 
this literature suggested that there is a need for a user-centred design of a sports/ bicycle helmet, 
where the helmet is designed to fit an individual person, rather than the general sizes presently 
on the market. Such a helmet would improve helmet fit, and subsequently the comfort of the user 
while cycling. 
  
2.2.1 Head and helmet fit measurement 
A helmet is considered fit if the distance between the inner surface of the liner and the head is 
less than 12.5 mm [72]. This standoff distance can be measured using several methods presented 
in the literature. For example, Gilchrist constructed a gap measurement system with 13 
measuring points, as shown in Fig. 2-27 [68]. Each transducer/ sensor in the measurement 
system is built from a rectilinear potentiometer with a maximum range of 25mm. The voltage 
output was set to be directly proportional to the position of a moving core. A small air pump was 
used to provide pressure to a 10ml syringe, which then forced plastic discs into contact with the 
head. The suitable reading of the pressure was recorded at the 0.2 bar, where the hair was fully 
compressed. To get the measurement of the inner part of the helmet, a manual helmet-measuring 
rig, as shown in Fig. 2-28 was constructed. This consists of metric bolts, plastic discs and 
polycarbonate plates. The threads of each bolt were marked to the nearest mm. The rig was 
placed and pressed firmly to establish contact with the inner liner. The bolts were then moved in 
the direction towards the liner inside the helmet.  
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Fig. 2-27 Helmet gap measurement rig [68] 
 
 
Fig. 2-28 Helmet measurement rig, used to measure the inner liner of a helmet [31] 
 
In another study, Meunier et al. were among the early researcher to adopt the use of 3D 
laser scanning analysis to measure the standoff distance between the inner part of the helmet and 
the skull [72]. Each subject and the helmet were scanned separately. The next step was to scan 
the subject wearing the preferable helmet. The subject scan and the helmet scan were placed 
relative to each other, using the helmeted scan as a positioning template. Using this method, the 
standoff distance between the inner surface of the helmet and subject head can be determined. 
To validate the results, a probe test protocol was used. Several holes at selected locations of the 
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helmet were drilled. Then the measurement of the distance was obtained using a depth-
measuring calliper, inserted through the drilled holes located at the positions shown in Fig. 2-30.  
 
 
Fig. 2-29 Laser head scanner used by Meunier et al. to scan the subject and the helmet [32] 
 
 
Fig. 2-30 Locations of drilled holes [32] 
 
Another attempt to measure the standoff distance between the human head and the 
helmet was conducted by fabricating a head cast on top of a covered head [71]. Fig. 2-31 
illustrated this method. The measurement was taken using callipers on the head cast and helmet 
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individually. This was attempted in 1999, and probably 3D scanning technology was not so 
advanced at that time. This method could be considered as costly and time-consuming because of 
the head cast fabrication. 
 
 
Fig. 2-31 Measurement of the head cast to determine the standoff distance between the head 
and helmet [71] 
 
It was stated in Australian/New Zealand Standard, AS/NZS 2512.7.1:2006, that an 
objective method of measuring fit had not yet been developed [64]. However, a new intelligent 
Helmet Fit Index (HFI) was developed in 2015 to measure helmet fit between the helmet and 
individual head quantitatively [73-75]. 3D scanning method, similar to the approach adopted by 
Meunier et al., was used to obtain the digital images of the head scan, helmet and the helmeted 
head scan. The aim of HFI is to provide a fit “score” for the combination of one specific helmet 
model and a human head. This index was developed on a scale from 0 (excessively poor fit) to 
100 (perfect fit). The formula of the HFI is given by: 
  
 
 
 In this fit analysis, the gap distribution between the head mesh and the inside of the helmet 
was calculated. Two parameters were determined: (i) the Standoff Distance (SOD), which was 
defined as the average minimal distance to the head shape amongst all the points that defined the 
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inside mesh of the liner; and (ii) the Gap Uniformity (GU), which was the standard deviation of 
the gap distribution, and defined as the dispersion from the average. A distance analysis tool from 
CATIA V5R21 (Dassault Système) was used to measure the gap between the trimmed head and 
the inside liner meshes. The Helmet Protection Proportion (HPP) is a ratio between the test area 
and the actual helmet protection of head, as shown in Fig. 2-33.  
 
 
Fig. 2-32 Standoff Distance SOD (Mean Dev) and Gap Uniformity GU (Std Dev) [73, 74] 
 
 
Fig. 2-33 Test area (a) and actual helmet protection (b) to calculate Head Protection Proportion 
HPP [73, 74] 
 
There have also been several studies reporting subjective bicycle helmet fit based on 
surveys. Participants were given different sizes and models of bicycle helmets and asked to rate 
helmet fit according to choices from excellent to poor [69, 70, 76]. However, these surveys were 
purely subjective, and the results were based on the user’s perception on the helmet fit.  
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2.2.2 Helmet size   
In most literature, two geometrical measurements of the human head were commonly stated as 
the important parameters of helmet size: the breadth and length of the head. To find out the 
approximate helmet size, the measurement around the head just above the eyebrows is recorded 
and compared to a measurement table provided by the manufacturer based on the head 
circumference size [77]. Fig. 2-34 presents the current head length and breadth measurements. 
Manufacturers do not always use the same size labels for a given circumference, and some 
combine small/medium or medium/large labels. In addition to sizes, helmet shapes vary among 
manufacturers. A user will have to try on the helmet to determine if it fits the shape of his/her 
head. A helmet that is fitted and adjusted properly should feel snug but not tight, and should not 
move from side to side or front to back. The current helmet sizing uses these two parameters as 
the indicators of the helmet fit because a helmeted head is constrained in two directions, the first 
from front to back, the second from left to right. Head circumference was measured using a 
flexible measuring tape placed above the eyebrows. However, as reported in human 
anthropometric data, every person has distinctive different head shape, depending on their ethnic 
group, age and gender [1-3]. Therefore, the current method to measure head for helmet sizing is 
not feasible. The dimensions of head shape contain considerably more information than the 
traditional measurement of head length, breadth and circumference. On this account, it is clear 
that a new user-centred helmet design is required to improve the bicycle helmet fit. 
 
 
Fig. 2-34 Head length and head breadth measurement 
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Another method to measure the head’s anterior–posterior and mediolateral dimensions 
using a sliding calliper is shown in Fig. 2-35, as well as the head’s circumference [69, 70]. A 
wearer’s helmet was considered the correct size if the wearer’s head circumference fell within 
the specified size range: for example, a helmet with a specified range of 55–56 cm was considered 
the correct size for a person with a 56-cm head circumference. Head dimensions were compared 
to the ISO headform dimensions. Dimensions within ±5 mm of the headform dimensions were 
considered similar [72]. Again, this method did not capture much information about the head 
shape and size of the user, as only two dimensions were considered to determine the size of the 
helmet. 
 
 
Fig. 2-35 Anthropometrical measurement of the head using a sliding calliper 
 
 
 
2.2.3  Association of helmet fit with impact attenuation and dynamic stability 
Many researchers have discussed the influence of helmet fit on risk-injury and the safety of the 
helmet. It has been reported that individuals whose helmets were reported to fit poorly had a 
1.96-fold increased risk of head injury compared with those whose helmets fit well [71]. It was 
also found that helmets that are too large in any dimension might be more likely to move out of 
correct position while being worn or during a crash, leaving portions of the head and brain 
unprotected.  
In the case of children, a poor fit cannot be adequately compensated for by the helmet 
retention system because of the limitations of tightening straps on a child’s jaw and the more 
oblique angles of a child’s jaw in relation to the skull [71]. It has also been reported that unfitness 
of sports helmet may greatly reduce the effectiveness of the helmet in protecting the head [78-
80]. A well-fitted helmet is able to disperse impact pressure onto a larger area of the skull bone, 
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and it also reduces the strength of mechanical waves produced by the impact. However, achieving 
subject-specific fit of a helmet is challenging [81]. Luo attempted a drop impact test with a subject-
specific helmet, but no conclusions were pursued to compare this with the original helmet in 
terms of fit [81]. Although there have been many studies about the influence of helmet fit on 
safety, few have focused on the user-specific design of helmets. This approach in designing bicycle 
helmets could improve fit since the helmet is designed according to the head shape of each 
individual. 
The following conclusions could be drawn from the aforementioned literature in Sections 
2.2.1 – 2.2.3:  
1. The latest method to quantitatively measure helmet fit is the Helmet Fit Index (HFI), where 
helmet fit was measured using the standoff distance, as well as the ratio between the test area 
and the actual helmet protection of head. This method used the 3D scanning technology to 
capture the digital data of the participant’s head shape and the helmet. From the digital 
representation of the head shape and the helmet, the Gap Uniformity (GU), the Standoff 
Distance and the Head Proportion Ratio were measured. This method is purely qualitative 
and suitable to measure helmet fit of a helmet to a particular person (user-centred). The HFI 
could also compare the helmet fit improvement of an original bicycle helmet and a better fit 
user-centred helmet, where the shape of the liner is changed according to the head shape of 
the participant, while the outer shape of the helmet is kept the same.  
2. There has been an increased number of the literature reporting the user discomfort of 
wearing a helmet due to the limited choice of the current helmet size. The author feels that 
the current method to measure head by using the traditional measurement of head length, 
breadth and circumference, is no longer appropriate. The dimensions of a head shape are far 
more complex and certainly contain more information than the head length, breadth and 
circumference. On this account, it is clear that a new method to assess helmet size hence 
improving the bicycle helmet fit is required.  
3. Up to now, there have been no controlled studies of the influence of the helmet fit on the safety 
performance of the user-centred helmet design. This approach in designing bicycle helmets 
could potentially improve helmet fit since the helmet is designed according to the head shape 
of each individual. However, changing the helmet design, in this case, the shape of the liner 
could influence the safety properties of the helmet, such as the impact attenuation and the 
dynamic stability. Yet, very limited studies have been carried out to investigate this. 
Therefore, the thesis, in particular, the Chapter 4 and 7, will focus on the investigation of the 
impact properties and the dynamic stability of the better fit, user-centred bicycle helmet. In 
that chapter, a user-centred bicycle helmet is digitally altered based on an existing 
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recreational bicycle helmet available on the market. The shape of the liner is changed 
according to the head shape of the user. The Helmet Fit Index (HFI) is also used to record the 
improvement of the helmet fit of the user-centred helmet design over the original helmet 
design.  
 
2.3 Helmet impact properties 
In general, the helmet impact performance is considered the most important safety criterion of a 
protective helmet. Helmet impact performance is characterized by the peak linear acceleration 
(PLA) of the helmet during an impact test. Helmets are therefore designed and assessed on their 
ability to reduce headform linear acceleration [82]. Linear acceleration is measured using an 
accelerometer placed inside the headform during an impact test. The bicycle helmet (and most 
other types of helmets) aims to reduce the risk of severe injury due to impacts to the head. Serious 
head injuries can take two forms: skull injuries and brain injuries. While simple fractures to the 
skull can heal, brain injuries, unlike those to other body regions, do not and can lead to long-term 
consequences [83]. A review of the literature shows that helmets play an important role in head 
injury prevention and control. Helmets have been shown to be very effective in a range of sports 
in preventing specific head injury risks, especially moderate to severe head injury [84].  
The helmet component that plays an important role in impact performance of a helmet is 
the liner. It is usually made from EPS foam because it has good impact-absorbing properties and 
is cost-effective. Previous studies have reported that high-density EPS is able to absorb more 
impact than low-density EPS [38]. However, even though EPS foam has good first impact 
performance, it cannot sustain subsequent impacts in the same location because the material 
undergoes permanent deformation with no plastic recovery [35, 39]. There have been several 
studies investigating helmet liner design and materials. For example, a helmet with a dual-layered 
liner with different densities has been created and shown to have better impact properties in an 
impact test [41, 42]. Another liner material that has been investigated is micro-agglomerate cork 
(MAC). It has the good energy-absorbing capacity and can sustain subsequent impact incidents. 
However, it is heavier than EPS foam and may induce discomfort in the user [46]. Apart from a 
physical impact test, there has been an increasing number of drop impact tests using a finite-
element analysis (FEA) model to investigate bicycle helmet impact performance [33, 40, 47, 85-
91]. This simulation model is cost-effective, can reliably represent the behaviour of the helmet in 
a physical drop impact test and has been proved to provide accurate linear acceleration of a 
helmet in such a test. The FEA model is developed based on the material data of helmet 
components and boundary conditions based on experimental work [33, 87, 88, 92, 93]. 
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 It has been reported that helmet impact mechanical response during an impact is strongly 
influenced by its design [34]. Using user-centred approach to design a bicycle helmet will mean 
that a different thickness of liner is adopted in each helmet design. However, changing the 
thickness of the liner will affect the impact attenuation of the helmet and ultimately the safety of 
the helmet. Foam density and foam thickness have been reported as the contributing factors in 
preventing head injury [35]. A bicycle helmet with a thicker helmet liner has better impact 
attenuation than the thinner helmet liner. However, the use of a thicker liner increases both mass 
and volume of the helmet. As a result, the user will feel uncomfortable wearing the helmet. 
Meanwhile, the density of the material is defined as mass per unit volume and the mass of the 
liner can be reduced if low-density foam is used. Using a liner with a lower density will decrease 
the impact attenuation of the helmet and hence reduce its safety performance. Whereas using a 
helmet with a higher density liner will increase both the volume and mass of the helmet, as well 
as impact attenuation of the helmet, and subsequently, will result in discomfort for the user. 
Although a helmet can only provide limited protection, it is possible to maximize the impact 
protective effect of the helmet by selecting an optimal set of parameters, such as the material 
elasticity modulus, foam plasticity and foam thickness [81].  
A drop impact test is a test conducted to measure an object’s ability to absorb energy 
during a free fall impact. There are two types of impact test: 1) linear and 2) oblique. The linear 
impact test is currently used in most standards to certify the bicycle helmet. In a linear impact 
test, a helmet with a headform is set to fall a certain height onto a mounted anvil. The linear impact 
test procedure is explained in detail in Section 2.1.4 (AS/NZS 2512.3.1, Method 3.1: 
Determination of impact energy attenuation-helmet drop test) and Fig. 2-19 [60]. The oblique 
impact test is used in the recent research for protective helmets to measure rotational 
acceleration. In contrast to the linear impact test, both linear and tangential components are 
involved in an oblique impact test. However, the setup of the experiments of an oblique impact 
test is similar to the linear impact test, except for a few changes in the striking surface. In an 
oblique impact test, the helmet is set to fall a certain height onto either a moving surface [34, 94] 
or an inclined surface [21, 95]. The moving or inclined surface is involved to enable the 
introduction of tangential force. The tangential force will induce rotational acceleration in the 
head. Even though current research on impact tests on helmets is more inclined towards oblique 
impacts, the linear impact test is still currently adopted in all bicycle helmet standards. Therefore, 
it is still valid and plays an important role in ensuring that the helmet is safe for the user.  
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Fig. 2-36 Oblique impact test [21] 
 
2.3.1  Peak linear acceleration (PLA) 
Peak linear acceleration is the maximum acceleration of the tested head form. It is measured using 
an accelerometer placed at the centre of gravity of the headform during an impact test. This 
method is adopted by most standards to measure the severity of an impact on a bicycle helmet. 
As stated in Australia Standards for bicycle helmets (AS/NZS 2063:2008), the maximum 
acceleration of the head form should not exceed 250 g, for an impact test using a flat anvil and a 
free fall height of 1500 (+30 -5) mm. In addition to that, it is also stated in that standard that the 
cumulative duration of the impact should not exceed 3.0 ms for PLA more than 200 g and 6.0 ms 
for acceleration greater than 150 g [10]. Table 2-2 describes the PLA of other standards, such as 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and the Snell Memorial Foundation. As seen 
from the Table 2-2, some of the standards, such as the CSPC, the Snell, and the American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM), requires PLA of 300g, while the European Standards (CEN), the 
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and the Australian Standard (AS/NZS) demand the PLA of 
only 250g. 
Table 2-2 Peak linear acceleration according to several standards [96] 
Standard Reference PLA (g) 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) 16 CFR Part 1203 300 
Snell Memorial Foundation (Snell) BF95 (1998 Revision) 300 
American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) 
ASTM F1447F12 300 
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) CSA D113 2FM89 
(Reaffirmed 2004) 
250 
European Standards (CEN) EN 1078 250 
Australian Standard (AS/NZS) AS/NZS 2006: 2063 250 
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2.3.2 Experimental setup, impact site and drop height 
The experimental setup, as described in Fig. 2-19, is built around a drop test rig, where a 
supporting arm with the head form and helmet are released and fall onto the anvil at the bottom 
of the rig. Impact velocities are measured using a light gate, usually positioned on the side of the 
rig. A plate with a known width is attached to the supporting arm, and the light gate will measure 
the time taken by the plate to fall through the light gate. From there, the velocity of the supporting 
arm can be calculated by the width divided by the time taken to travel in a vertical direction 
through the supporting arm. A magnetic release system is usually used to release the supporting 
arm. A guided wire is used to guide the fall and to ensure it hits the correct impact site. A high-
speed camera is installed at the side of the rig to capture the moment the helmet and head form 
hit the anvils. An accelerometer is in the head form to measure the acceleration during impact. It 
is connected to the data logger. Based on the data acquired by the data logger, the software will 
produce a report of linear acceleration (y-axis) against time (x-axis). 
The impact sites on the helmet during an impact test are usually on the crown, side, front 
and back. The helmet should be tested at the same locations on at least three similar helmets. The 
velocity of the headform and helmet during impact depends on the height of the setup. The range 
of drop heights is from 1.5m to 2.0m, as shown in Table 2-3 [96]. The prescribed height of the 
impact test, according to the Australian Standard, is 1.5m [10]. Some studies have attempted 
different drop heights, such as Cripton et al., who varied the drop impact height from 0.5m to 
3.0m for helmeted and non-helmeted heads [96]. Evaluation of the 3m drops demonstrates that 
helmets only offer limited protection. However, the 7.7 m/s impact speed is not representative of 
most real-world bicycle impacts [97]. A realistic bicycle accident scenario documented in the 
literature, where a cyclist is thrown at 20 km/h, which equivalent to  5.6 m/s, equates to a drop 
height of approximately 1.5 m [97]. The range of drop heights that were tested was consistent 
with the range of impact speeds that has been documented as plausible for the cyclist impact 
scenarios.  
 
Table 2-3 Drop height in a drop impact test of several bicycle helmet standards [96] 
Standard Drop height (m) Velocity m/s 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC) 
2 6.26 
Snell Memorial Foundation (Snell) 2.2 6.57 
American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) 
2 6.26 
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 1.6 5.6 
European Standards (CEN) 1.5 5.43 
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Australian Standard (AS/NZS) 1.5 5.43 
 
2.3.3 Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of a drop impact test 
2.3.3.1 Methods/software 
Some scanning methods have been described by previous studies to capture the digital images of 
helmet components and assemble them in the simulation model. First, the helmet and the test 
headform were scanned using a Computed Tomography (CT) scan [88] or a 3D scanning 
equipment [33, 95]. The scanned raw data are in point cloud form, and they need to be cleaned 
up to obtain a smooth and useable scan. Post-processing of the image scan is usually conducted 
in the scan image processing software such as Rhinoceros [33, 88], Amira software and Geomagic 
Studio 12. The scan is converted to surface file extension .igs and imported to the specialized 
Finite Element (FE) modelling software such as LS-Dyna and Abaqus.  
 
2.3.3.2 Geometry model and material properties 
The FE model of a drop impact test of a bicycle helmet consists of several geometries such as the 
helmet liner, the helmet shell, the strap, the head form and the anvil. The helmet liner, the shell 
and the head form are obtained after been post processed from the 3D scanned geometry, while 
the anvils and strap are usually modelled using Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) software using 
their actual dimension. Table 2-4 describes the common material properties of the bicycle 
helmets components, as used in the references. The material properties to model the components 
include the density, Young’s Modulus, and Poison ratio. It also describes the modelling type of the 
components. For example, the flat anvil and the headform are usually modelled as rigid bodies in 
the simulation.  
Table 2-4 Material properties of each bicycle helmet geometry in a simulation model 
Models Material Density 
(kg/m³) 
Young Modulus 
(GPa) 
Poison Ratio References 
Liner EPS foam 63.4 0 0 [33, 93, 98] 
Helmet shell Glued PC 1200 2.2 0.37 [33] 
Strap Nylon web 104.5 1 0 [33] 
Flat anvil Rigid body - - - - 
Headform J Rigid body - - - - 
 
One important aspect of modelling impact test of the helmet is the foam material 
properties. A crushable foam model with volumetric hardening for isotropic materials has been 
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adopted by many researchers in their publications [33, 41, 88]. The compression yield stress ratio 
and hydrostatic yield stress of 1.933 and 1.0, respectively, have been reported in the literature 
[33]. The density of EPS used in helmets is around 71-101 kgm⁻³; this depends on the type of EPS 
used to fabricate the model. As an example, EPS of 83 kgm⁻³ was used in FE simulations in several 
studies [33, 88]. The density of the liner can be evaluated from a sample cut from the liner and 
measured in a density measuring machine.  
 
 
Fig. 2-37 Typical stress-strain curve of EPS of different densities [98] 
 
The outer shell of a bicycle helmet is usually made from Polycarbonate (PC). In the FE 
simulation model, it is usually modelled as an isotropic material with a Young’s Modulus of 3 GPa 
and the Poisson ratio of 0.4. The typical shell thickness of a bicycle helmet is around 0.35 to 0.45 
mm. The chinstrap is made from nylon webbing of a thickness of 1.3mm and a width of 15 mm. 
The material model with Young’s modulus of 1.0 GPa was used to model the chin strap in previous 
literature [33]. The headform is usually modelled as a rigid solid object. Thus no material 
properties definition is needed to model the headform. The centre of gravity is also used as 
reference point to measure the PLA of the headform in the simulation. 
 
2.3.3.3 Mesh generation 
Mesh generation is an important aspect of an engineering simulation. A high number of mesh 
elements may result in a lengthy computational time, while too few may cause inaccurate results. 
2D elements are usually selected for the shell and 3D volume elements for the helmet liner. Rigid 
elements are selected for the headform and anvils, based on the assumption that they will not 
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deform. A 5 mm spacing between the elements was used in [88] and an 8 to 10mm spacing in 
[33]. For example, in a drop impact simulation involving a bicycle helmet, Mills et al. used 7,943 
modified 10-node quadratic tetrahedral elements C3D10M for the helmet liner, 2,274 linear 
triangular shell elements S3R for the helmet shell, and 401 linear triangular membrane elements 
M3D3 for the strap [33]. In another publication, it was reported that 40,000 solid elements were 
used for the liner and 20,000 shell elements were used for the shell [95]. In a further study, the 
foam liner was modelled using 58,280 tetrahedral solid elements, 4,205 shell elements of 0.5mm 
thickness for the shell and 480 shell elements of 1mm thickness for the chin strap [50].  
 
2.3.3.4 Contact conditions 
Contact condition was applied in the simulation of the drop impact test to model the physical 
interaction that occurred between all components in the experimental drop impact, such as the 
helmet liner, shell, headform and anvil. The elastic slip between the headform and other geometry 
was defined in [33, 88], while a tie contact was defined between the inner surface of the shell and 
the outer surface of the liner to simulate the in-mould bonding between the helmet liner and the 
helmet shell. The penalty friction formulation and friction coefficient of 0.51 were also reported 
in the literature to define the contacts between all components in the simulation.  
    
2.3.4 Influence of the helmet liner thickness and density on the impact properties of the 
bicycle helmet 
It has been reported that the bicycle helmet’s mechanical response during an impact is greatly 
influenced by its design [34]. Besides that, two important variables of a helmet liner are its density 
and thickness [35]. A thicker liner allows longer compression distance, but this is constrained by 
practical, aesthetic and weight issues [35]. Meanwhile, the previous studies have also found that 
high-density EPS is able to absorb more impact than low-density EPS [38]. Even though EPS foam 
has good first impact performance, it cannot sustain subsequent impacts at the same location 
because the material undergoes permanent deformation with no plastic recovery [35, 39]. That 
is why a helmet is deemed unsafe for use once it has been involved in any impact event.   
 A considerable volume of literature has been published describing different materials and 
designs of helmet components such as the liner and shell. The helmet with the Expanded 
Polypropylene (EPP) foam [40], the dual-layered helmet liner system [41, 42], the micro-
agglomerate cork (MAC) [46], the hexagonal Aluminium honeycombs [49] and the cone-shaped 
helmet liner [22] have been attempted. It was found that using different materials and designs 
could have a significant influence on the impact attenuation of the helmet. Fig. 2-38 illustrates the 
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Aluminium honeycombs helmet design (left) and the EPS cone liner design developed by Blanco 
et al. (right). 
 
Fig. 2-38 Left is the Aluminium honeycomb reinforced liner proposed by Caserta et al. [49]. Right 
is the cone based liner design developed by Blanco et al. [22] 
 
Although there were many studies on helmet liner design and material, very few have 
focused on the user-centred liner design of helmets, where helmet fit could be improved because 
the liner is designed according to the human head shape. An extensive literature review has been 
discussed in the Section 2.1.2.2, describing the lack of the literature in this area. Hence there is a 
need to fill the gap because helmet fit is also an important criterion of a helmet from the 
perspective of the user. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.1.4, a bicycle helmet is always 
constrained by several specific safety standards, and it has to conform to these standards, 
especially when modification of the bicycle helmet design is made to incorporate the user-centred 
helmet design. However, as very few studies have examined, Therefore, further research could be 
done to reflect how the user-centred liner design could influence the impact properties of more 
complex helmets such as bicycle helmets.  
From the literature discussed in Sections 2.3.1-2.3.5, several important information and 
method could be adopted for the current research. A considerable amount of literature has been 
published on the development of a simulation model of the drop impact test for the helmet, in 
particular, the bicycle helmet. In general, almost all researches have been carried out in a similar 
process. First, the experimental drop impact test is performed according to the standard, for 
example, the AS/NZS 2063: 2008 [57, 99]. The primary output from the experimental drop impact 
test is the linear acceleration curve against time, the drop speed of the helmet just before hitting 
the anvil, and also the impact duration. To develop an FE simulation model of a drop impact test, 
an accurate digital representation of the helmet components is required. The 3D scanner was 
used primarily to obtain the digital image of the helmet liner and the headform. Since helmet shell 
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and retention system are physically thin and very difficult to scan, they are usually created in the 
3D software using surface modelling. The material properties of the components involved in the 
experiment, such as the shell, liner, headform and the retention, were usually obtained from the 
material sheet given by the manufacturer. If it is not available, the density of the EPS foam used 
for the construction of the helmet liner could also be obtained by weighing the weight and 
measuring the dimension of some sample of the foam. The literature also reported the suitable 
mesh size, the material setting to model the foam and the contact condition for the simulation. 
This information is really important to make sure the current study is up-to-date and consistent 
with the method proposed in the previous literature. Chapter 3 of the thesis describe the 
experimental drop impact test and the development process of the FEA simulation model, based 
on the information obtained from the experimental test. 
 
2.4 Helmet dynamic stability 
2.4.1 Definition 
Another important safety parameter of the bicycle helmet is the helmet stability. Research results 
from the actual field data, representing 1,625 collisions, show that nearly 12% of all motorcycle 
helmets were released from the head during collisions [100]. In most cases, the helmet leaves the 
head due to inertial forces caused by the motorcycle’s first impact with an object. Unfortunately, 
there are limited similar case studies on the bicycle helmet. While most motorcycle helmets are 
full-face, a bicycle helmet covers only the top part of the head above the test line. Based on this 
argument, it can be assumed that a bicycle helmet has a higher probability of being released in 
the event of an accident in comparison with a motorcycle helmet. A contributing factor to helmet 
release is the variation in human head forms. Many dynamic factors exist during a collision that 
affects helmet release, including head shape, helmet fit strap materials and tightness, helmet 
wear-and-tear, and inertial forces caused by impact [100]. Too frequently, the user purchases the 
helmet without understanding the “proper fit” required [100]. Another study reported the results 
of a comparative study of injury profiles of motorcyclists and bicyclist casualties in Victoria, 
Australia. All casualties who sustained a severe head injury were involved in a collision with a 
motor vehicle and subjected to more than one impact to the head/helmet and/or the helmet had 
come off during the accident. Based on the findings, the study strongly recommended that a 
dynamic stability test should be included in the standard [101]. However, it was considered that 
conducting a dynamic stability test in the field would be too complex for the survey environments 
and, possibly, not ethical, because of the potential risk to participants. In this context, a static 
stability test similar to the requirements of the bicycle helmet standard AS/NZS 2063: 2008 was 
considered appropriate. A static stability test could be performed physically on the human head 
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but not a dynamic stability test. A static stability test has been conducted on the human head with 
a mean force of between 25.1N and 26.3N. Analyses were undertaken to determine the 
associations between stability, as determined in the physical tests, helmet size and measured 
force [70].  
In sports such as cycling and cricket, the participant is required to wear the helmet for 
many hours, depending on the duration of the game. Hence, the helmet fit is an important aspect 
to be considered. If a helmet is too big and loose, it may cause lower stability and rub against the 
skin areas. However, if the helmet is too tight, it may cause pain at pressure areas, and this might 
cause discomfort to the wearer. Both scenarios are common problems of a helmet. It is widely 
regarded that helmet stability is more critical in protecting the head than retention system 
strength alone [68, 71, 102-104]. In Australia, all commercial bicycle helmet sold must meet 
AS/NZS 2063: 2008 (Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand 2008), where the stability of a 
helmet is assessed in a “static” test. In the test, the helmet without the comfort/sizing inserts is 
fastened to an appropriate sized ISO headform. However, it was highlighted in the standard that 
the static stability test is not intended to determine the likelihood of effective retention in an 
accident; in such a case the dynamic stability test should be used instead.  
The helmet dynamic stability test is conducted to determine the performance of the 
retention of the helmet in any event of an accident. An important variable in this method is the fit 
of the helmet. This test is described extensively in AS/NZS 2512.7.2: 2009. Dynamic forces in the 
forward and rearward directions are exerted on the helmet. To assess the stability of the helmet, 
the behaviour of the helmet during and after force exertion is observed. The degree of helmet 
rotation during the test is observed, and the helmet will fail this test if the helmet completely 
comes off the head form. There is a very limited literature available on the dynamic stability of 
helmet, and the bicycle helmet in particular, because the dynamic stability test is not a 
requirement for the bicycle helmet in AS/NZS 2512.7.2:2009 . One previous study investigated 
the dynamic stability of an equestrian helmet, where two different designs of the strap retention 
system were tested and compared in that research [105]. In another study, three different quick 
release strap system of flight helmet was tested. The tested release systems buckles are the 
ALPHA, the double D-rings and the snap fastener buckles [106]. However, there have been no 
attempts to investigate the influence of the user-centred liner on the dynamic stability of a bicycle 
helmet. There are also no previous studies on the influence of different thicknesses of the user-
centred liner on the dynamic stability of the helmet. Therefore, this research will focus on and 
look into this area of study.    
In another article, it was concluded that an “appropriate fit” on a headform might be 
inconsistent with an appropriate fit for all users with the same head circumference. Therefore, 
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this may be necessary to evaluate helmet fit separately from the helmet stability, perhaps by 
requiring helmets to be positioned on differently shaped headforms. This may result in better-
fitted helmets for a larger range of users [70]. This also highlights the need to test the helmet with 
the most suitable headform. Therefore, in Chapter 7, a customised individual headform was 
developed for each participant and tested with the user-centred helmet in a dynamic stability test 
using the validated FE simulation model. 
 
2.4.2 Experimental setup 
 
Fig. 2-39 Dynamic stability test of a bicycle helmet 
The experimental setup to test the dynamic stability of a helmet is shown above in Fig. 2-
39, as described in the AS/NZS 2512.7.2:2009 [65]. The helmet is placed on the head form, and a 
flexible strap is attached to the rear edge of the helmet through the mid-sagittal plane of the 
helmet. A load was applied to the helmet via the strap, where a drop weight of 10 ± 0.1 kg is 
released for a guided free fall of drop height of up to 300mm. The roll-off angle, or also known as 
the angle of deflection of the helmet during the dynamic stability test, is usually measured using 
the video analysis obtained from the high-speed camera. 
 
2.4.3 Simulation of the dynamic stability test 
Through literature review, it was found that there is a very limited publication on the simulation 
model of a dynamic stability test for the bicycle helmet. The most plausible explanation is the 
dynamic stability test is not a standard requirement for a bicycle helmet. Instead, the stability of 
a helmet is usually assessed in a static test, using the method where the helmet, without 
comfort/sizing inserts, is fastened to an appropriate-sized ISO headform. As stated in the 
standard, the main objective of a dynamic stability test is to determine the retention of the helmet 
in any event of an accident. The dynamic stability test is also an important aspect of the bicycle 
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helmet safety, to make sure that the helmet does not come off from the head in any accident event, 
thus providing head protection to the user. However, it should also be noted again that the 
dynamic stability test is currently not part of the bicycle helmet certification in Australia, the 
AS/NZS 2063: 2008 [57]. There are a quite few research studies on the bicycle helmet, especially 
the impact properties of the bicycle helmet and also the new material and design of the bicycle 
helmet. However, studies on the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet are rare to find, in 
particular, the simulation model of the dynamic stability using FEA. Accordingly, one of the 
objectives of this research, as described in Chapter 7 and 8, is attempting to develop the FE model 
of the dynamic stability test of the bicycle helmet. Prior to the simulation, the experimental 
dynamic stability test of the bicycle helmet has been carried out. FE model, on the other hands, 
could model the experimental test and allow repetition of tests with less cost and time effective. 
 
2.5 Mass customisation of sporting equipment 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in mass customisation approach in the 
product design. Mass customisation approach was first expressed by Davis [107] and later 
developed by Pine [108] some decades ago.  Davis defines mass‐customisation as follows: 
“… mass‐customisation of markets means that the same large number of customers can 
be reached as in the mass‐market of the industrial economy, and simultaneously they can 
be treated individually as in the customised markets of pre‐industrial economies […] The 
ultimate logic of ever‐finer differentiation of the market is markets of one, that is, meeting 
the tailored needs of individual customers and doing so on a mass‐basis.” [107] 
 The aim of mass customisation is to deliver products or services that fit the individual’s 
needs with the same ideal efficiency of mass production, mostly in terms of delivery time and 
cost/ affordability [109]. However, the mass-customised and user-centred product often has 
higher cost or selling price than the mass production product. This statement has been proved 
with a case study on the mass-customised product, where it was reported that one of the main 
inconveniences of mass customisation is identified as increased price. However, in that study, it 
has also been found that sizeable portion of the customer is happy to pay for mass-customised 
product [110]. A lot of companies and manufacturers have considered and offered mass-
customisation products to the customers. One of them is Levi’s with their Levi’s Personal Pair 
approach, where they offer a greater number of sizes and styles than their ready-to-wear clothing. 
The National Bicycle company of Japan, a manufacturer of the high-end bicycle in Japan, offered 
up to 8 million possible ranges based on model types, colour, flame size, and other features for 
the customers when ordering a custom-made bicycle [111].  
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Hart [112] further suggests that the most important factor determining success for mass 
customisation is “customer customisation sensitivity”. The customer sensitivity is based on two 
basic assumptions. The first is the uniqueness of the customer's needs. The second factor in 
determining customer customisation sensitivity is the customer sacrifice gap, which is the gap 
between the desired product and the products available in the market. The bigger the gap would 
lead to more the sensitivity of the customers, and the more customisation becomes a desirable 
strategy [112-115]. The examples of the sacrifices gaps are such as hassle, inconvenience, 
discomfort, long queues, product deficiencies, high cost and ordering difficulties [112]. 
 In general, there are three main factors  currently driving the mass customisation approach 
of a product [110]: 
1. Demand fragmentation in markets has reached such a peak that even niche is too broad to 
satisfy. In other words, markets are no longer homogeneous on a segment level, rather, 
individuals vary in their wants and needs 
2. Customers are actively looking for the product with the best value in terms of money and 
quality. They customer knows exactly what they need and want [108] 
3. Advances in technology and developments in new production methods have enabled a 
lower minimum efficient scale of operations. This has helped the small markets and individuals 
(customization), to be supplied efficiently  [107, 108, 116] 
 To increase the responsiveness to customer demands, it is critical for manufacturing 
system to have good flexibility in fabrication/ manufacturing to produce and assemble 
personalized/ customised product features and modules. One of the driving manufacturing 
technology commonly associated with the customization of the product is the additive 
manufacturing via 3D printing [117]. It can create/ print 3D solid objects directly from a CAD 
model cost-effectively. In addition, a cost-effective on-demand assembly system should be able to 
configure and reconfigure product in response to customers’ personalized designs. Due to the 
advancement in 3D-printing technology, a lot of materials could be used to fabricate a product 
using the 3D-printer. Rubber (resin), ABS-plastic, nylon, steel and titanium are among the 3D-
printable materials available in the market. However, from the literature review, currently, there 
is no technology to the 3D-print foam material, such as polystyrene used in the construction of 
helmet liner.  
 The past decade has also seen the rapid development of the user-centred mass 
customization approach in sporting equipment. Equipment is designed based on the size and 
shape of individual body parts, hence improving the fit and ergonomics of the equipment. For 
example, there has been a growing trend among shoe manufacturers to introduce customised 
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shoes to satisfy varying customer styles, fit, and comfort needs, thus increasing the product’s 
added value. A study proposed a CAD system for designing a customised shoe last based on the 
customer-preferred shoe style and his/her foot features. The features are then used to deform 
the base shoe last of the customer-preferred style to the customised shoe last with a better fit to 
the customer's foot, while maximally maintaining the customer-preferred style [118, 119]. 
Another study has described the construction of triangle mesh of a foot model with up to 50 
landmarks precisely identified from the laser-scanned foot point dataset. By using this system, 
users can produce customised shoes to satisfy all kinds of special requirements [120].  
In addition, custom-fit mouthguard design, generally used in rugby and boxing, has also 
been studied extensively. A study has reported the comfort, wearability, physiological effects and 
influence on athletes' physical performance of custom-fitted equipment compared with self-
adapted mouthguards [121]. Another study evaluates the tooth stresses and strains, shock 
absorption, and displacement during the impact of custom-fitted mouthguards with different 
thicknesses, using finite element analysis (FEA) [122]. Mass customisation approach has also 
been adopted in sporting garment design. For example, a skiing jacket could be divided into the 
various modules—namely, arms, chest, back, hood, etc. Each module is then ordered to a specific 
requirement for the consumer [123]. While individualisation and customization in the garment 
industry is now recognised as a valuable alternative to standardisation [124-126], very limited 
research on helmet customisation has been either reported in the literature or initiated by 
industries. Liu et al. proposed a rapid preliminary design method for a custom-fit motorcycle 
helmet shell. A semi-parametric surface modelling tool is applied to quickly generate the helmet 
shell by simply limited design features, which  can be designed as simple parametric models with 
just a handful of parameter [127]. Although this method was successful, there was no explanation 
about the certification of the helmet design, as required by the standard. Furthermore, only the 
motorcycle helmet shell (not the foam liner) was fabricated. In comparison to the motorcycle 
helmet, the contemporary bicycle helmets also have far complex free-form shapes with 
ventilation holes that require advanced design models. Meanwhile, Pandremenos and 
Chryssolouris [128] created a custom-fit motorcycle helmet liner using a modular design 
approach and rapid manufacturing technologies. Again, a simple rounded oval-like design was 
proposed in this study. Although the method proposed could be applicable to many different 
customised products other than helmets, 3D printing the liner using polyurethane will greatly 
change the safety performance of the helmet, such as the shock absorption properties of the 
helmet. However, the researchers did not address this issue. In 2013, Bell Sports® (Rantoul, 
Illinois, USA) launched a Custom-Fit program for two of their motorcycle helmet models, as 
shown in Fig. 2-40. Based on a 3D scan of the user’s head, Bell Sports® claimed that the Expanded 
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Polystyrene (EPS) liner is individually redesigned to fill the void between the head shape and the 
shell. 
 
 
Fig. 2-40 The industry-first custom-fit helmets offered by Bell Sports® (Rantoul, Illinois, USA) 
 
 Safety standards and certification may be one of the main reasons for the lack of mass 
customization systems of helmets in the literature. Physical helmets of the intended design are 
tested in a set of experiments specified in standards. The customised model of Bell Sports MC 
system meets both the DOT standard in the US [129] and the Snell M2015 standard [130], 
however, limited source of information on how they achieved the aforementioned is disclosed 
(although, the Snell Memorial Foundation® (North Highlands, California, USA) seems to have 
new criteria for the certification of customised motorcycle helmets [131]). Certainly, certifying 
every customised design using multiple physical helmets, for example, 10 specimens are required 
in [99], would not be cost and time effective.  
 The literature reviewed in this section suggests that there is a demand for a custom-made 
product. Although a customised product is usually expensive, a big portion of the customers is 
happy to pay extra money for it, as long as it has the best quality and value. The literature also 
shows that a customised product design could satisfy the weakness, or the sacrifice gap, of the 
existing product. For example, it has been identified that the current bicycle helmet sizing could 
not satisfy all users due to the distinct indifference of the human head shape. Customization of 
the bicycle helmet would allow the helmet to be designed according to each head shape and this 
could potentially solve the current helmet sizing problem. The chapter 4, 7 and 8 discussed the 
customization process of the bicycle helmet (user-centred helmet) extensively.  
 Another important issue that has been discussed in the literature is the manufacturing 
technology to produce the mass-customised product. Additive manufacturing has been 
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considered as the in-trend technology that allows the fabrication of the customised product. 
However, at the moment, the literature showed that there is no additive manufacturing capability 
to print the foam material that use to construct the helmet liner. In spite of this, the researchers 
in the additive manufacturing area are positive that this could be solved in the future, hence 
enabling the 3D printing of the foam material. The literature review has also found that the mass 
customization of a product or equipment is a very complex process, from the designing process, 
manufacturing and also certification as required by the required standard. The best of author’s 
knowledge, no study has been so far using mass customization system approach for the bicycle 
helmet. Although several types of research have provided details about the mass customization 
of the motorcycle helmet, the bicycle helmet design is certainly more complex than the 
motorcycle helmet. Certain product, in this case, the bicycle helmet, also requires special 
attention for the obligatory safety standards. However, it should be noted that very limited 
references are available in the literature on the method to certify the mass customised user 
centred sporting equipment, in particular, the bicycle helmet. For the customised user centred 
helmet design, no apparent size of the bicycle helmet is available because the helmet is custom 
made according to the head shape of the user. It is not economical in terms of cost and time to 
test each customised user centred helmet. Therefore, there is a significant need for a smart 
method or a system to certify the custom fit user-centred helmets to make sure they satisfy the 
minimum requirement of the safety standards if the bicycle helmet is mass customised. This 
method would, therefore, eliminate the necessity to test each custom-fit user centred helmet 
design. Chapter 8 of the thesis explained the smart method applied to test the bicycle helmet 
designed using a mass customisation system.  
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 Development of an FE helmet model of drop impact test 
 
3.1 Introduction 
According to most standards of bicycle helmet, in a linear impact test, a helmet with a headform 
is set to fall down a certain height onto a rigidly mounted anvil. The important output from the 
drop impact test is the peak linear acceleration (PLA) of the helmet. PLA is the main indicator to 
indicate the impact performance of the bicycle helmet. It is the maximum acceleration of the 
tested headform with helmet attached in an impact test. It is measured using an accelerometer, 
placed at the centre of gravity of the headform. This method to determine the impact 
characteristic of the bicycle helmet has been widely used and accepted by most standards. A 
bicycle helmet is deemed safe when the headform’s PLA does not exceed 250g for a free fall height 
of 1500 (+30 -5) mm when impacting a flat anvil [10]. For this study, drop impact tests were 
conducted on three commercial helmets, using a 2-wire drop test facility in the School of 
Aerospace, Manufacturing and Mechanical Engineering (SAMME), RMIT University. The objective 
of this experiment is to determine the PLA of each helmet model at three main impact locations: 
the top, side and front of the helmet. In addition, several test parameters, such as the impact 
speed, material properties of the helmet components and impact duration of each test, were also 
determined. All this information from experimental work was later used to develop an FE 
simulation model of the drop impact test for the bicycle helmet. 
 Fig. 3-1 presents the framework to develop and validate the FE model of the drop impact 
test for the bicycle helmet. As explained in Section 1.5, three commercially available helmets A-C 
were used for this research. All helmets were scanned using the LMI Flexscan 3D scanner. The 
scanned data were captured in the LMI Flexscan 3D software package. The general data clean-up 
was performed in this software package before it was saved and opened in Geomagic Studio 12 
for more detailed post-processing. Mesh generation of the bicycle helmet components was 
performed in Abaqus 6.12 [132], a powerful and robust FE modelling software. A drop impact 
test simulation of the bicycle helmet, in accordance with the Australian Standard for the bicycle 
helmet, the AS/ NZS 2008:2063, was developed using the data from the physical drop impact test, 
such as the impact speed of the helmet when impacting the anvil. Linear acceleration and impact 
duration of each helmet were the outputs for the simulation and the experiment. These results 
will be used to validate the FEA model against the experimental result using the new Peak Score 
(PS), Impact Duration Score (IDS), and Pearson Coefficient score.  
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Fig. 3-1 Framework of the research to validate the Finite Element (FE) model of the drop impact 
test 
 
3.2 Experimental drop impact test 
3.2.1  Type of helmets 
Three commercial bicycle helmet models were tested in the experiment. The first is Helmet A, 
size S/M, and currently at retail for $25. The second helmet used for the experiment is the mid-
range bicycle helmet, which is the Helmet B model, size S/M, and currently selling commercially 
for $65. The last is the most expensive called Helmet C model size S/M, and currently selling for 
$140-$150. These three helmets were chosen purposely based on the price and range so that we 
can differentiate one model from another. Helmet A is considered as a low-end and cheap helmet, 
while Helmet C is high-end and expensive. Helmet B is assumed the mid-range bicycle helmet 
model. All three helmets are illustrated in Fig. 3-2. 
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Fig. 3-2 Three commercial bicycle helmets used in the drop impact test. From left, Helmet A, 
Helmet B and Helmet C 
    
 Several samples of foam liner from each helmet model were cut using a hot wire foam cutter 
in order to determine the density of their foam liner. The height, width and length of each sample 
were measured using vernier callipers. The volume of each sample can be derived by multiplying 
these three dimensions. Next, each sample was weighed using the A&D FZ-3000i weighing device 
of 0.00g precision, ±0.02g accuracy and automatic internal calibration function. The density of 
each sample can be determined by dividing volume by mass of each sample. A total of four 
samples of foam liner were obtained from each helmet model. An average of the density of these 
four samples was calculated and assumed as the density for the helmet liner, which is made from 
EPS foam.. 
 
3.2.2  Experimental setup 
As shown in Fig. 3-3, the experimental drop test of the helmets was carried out using a 2-wire 
drop test facility in the manufacturing laboratory in SAMME (RMIT). The height of the impact test 
was set at 1.5m. The supporting arm can be released from the hanging bar via a switch-activated 
magnetic release system. A J-size head form made from Magnesium alloy, which is suitable for 
helmet model size S/M, was used in the experiment. A Kistler type 8715A accelerometer, with a 
measuring range of ±5000g, which was placed in the ball socket located in the middle of the head 
form, where the centre of gravity (COG) of the headform supposedly lies. The accelerometer was 
used to record the linear acceleration of the head form during an impact test. At the bottom of the 
test rig is a flat anvil, upon which the helmet and head form were impacted. A light gate system to 
measure the impact speed was placed on each side of the test rig. A total number of three light 
transmitters and three light receivers were used in this experiment. A light gate wall with a width 
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of 25.4 mm was attached to the supporting arm, and the impact speed was calculated based on 
the time difference between the wall entering and leaving the light gate.  
 
 
Fig. 3-3 Experimental setups for drop impact test of bicycle helmet 
  
 The accelerometer and the light gate were connected to a data logger, a coupler and a power 
supply unit. The data logger was connected to software installed on a computer. The software 
recorded the linear acceleration of the head form during the impact test, as well as the time 
difference of the light gate wall needed to measure the impact speed. Finally, a Motion Pro X 
digital high-speed camera was placed in front of the test rig to capture the image of helmet 
impacting the flat anvil. Images captured by the high-speed camera were used to determine the 
impact duration of each test. The frequency of the camera was set at 3000-4500Hz, meaning that 
it could capture 3000-4500 frames per second. Two sets of lighting systems were also placed near 
to the test rig to provide better lighting for the camera.   
 
3.2.3  Impact locations 
According to the AS/NZS standards, an impact test should be conducted at least at three different 
impact locations above the test line [58]. The most common locations adopted by researchers and 
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manufacturers are at the crown, side and front area, as displayed in Fig. 3-4. Three helmets were 
used for each impact location. The ball socket was positioned to enable assembly of the top, side 
and front impact test to take place. The helmet was then placed onto the headform, and the 
retention strap was securely fastened to the headform. The helmet should be tested at the same 
locations on at least three similar helmets. The velocity of the head form and helmet during 
impact depends on the height of the setup. The height of the impact test is 1500mm, which is 
equivalent to a drop speed of 5.43 msˉ¹.  
 
            
Fig. 3-4 Images captured from high-speed camera, showing time of impact of bicycle helmet at 
front, side and top locations 
 
3.3 Development of simulation using an FE model 
3.3.1 Preparation of 3D models 
The three different bicycle helmets (Helmet A, B, C) were scanned using the LMI Flexscan 3D 
scanner. As shown in Fig. 3-5, the scanner consists of a rotating table, a projector and one camera 
on each side of the projector. The hardware is connected to the software installed on the desktop. 
The helmet was positioned on the rotating table, and the scans were taken from several positions 
of the helmet to obtain extensive coverage via the camera. Scans of each helmet were taken from 
around eight various positions. The strap, velcro stickers, visor and padding, were removed from 
the helmet prior to scanning. The whole helmet was scanned and assumed as the liner because 
the shell could not be removed from the helmet. Scans from various positions of the helmet were 
aligned and combined using the LMI Flexscan 3D software. General post-processing tasks such as 
removing the background scans were performed in this software. The files were saved in .ply 
format.  
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Fig. 3-5 3D scanning of helmet using the Flexscan 3D scanner 
 
 Next, further detailed post-processing of the scans was performed in Geomagic Studio 12 
[133]. Unwanted small scans and holes were removed and patched up. Missing scans at 
unreachable locations in the helmets (such as ventilation holes) were patched using the fill-up 
tool available in the software. The mesh doctor feature was applied to finalize scans so as to 
remove spikes, highly creased edges and small components. The scanned data were originally in 
point cloud format and were converted to surface data using the organic exact surface conversion 
feature. The surface data of each scan were saved in a universal .igs format. 
Projector 
Camera 
Rotating 
table 
Helmet 
Tripod 
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Helmet A 
 
Helmet B 
 
Helmet C  
Fig. 3-6 Scan images of Helmet A, B and C that has been post-processed in top, bottom and 
isometric views  
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Fig. 3-6 shows the scan images of helmets A, B and C in the top, bottom and isometric views. The 
scanned images consist of the thin helmet shell (colours), and the helmet liner (dark grey). To 
create the shell geometry for each helmet, the internal part of the helmet was removed during 
post-processing in Geomagic Studio 12 [133]. Only the area representing the shell was retained. 
The mesh doctor feature was applied to remove spikes, non-manifold edges, self-intersections, 
small holes and creased edges. The scan was then finalized and converted to surface data. The 
scans were converted from point cloud data to a surface using exact surface features. The surface 
data of each scan were saved as an. igs file. This process, as illustrated in Fig. 3-7 was adopted to 
create shell geometry because the shell is glued permanently to the helmet liner. In some helmet 
models, strong in-mould bonding between the liner and the shell is applied during the injection 
moulding fabrication process of the helmet liner. Removing the shell from the helmet liner could 
damage the shell and the liner. Therefore, the shell geometry was created in a digital environment 
using the same software. The thickness of each shell was measured and applied to the shell 
properties in the software.  
 
 
Fig. 3-7 Removing the surface to create the shell for each helmet model (shown is Helmet C) 
 
 
Top view 
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Isometric view 
Fig. 3-8 3D scans of the shell of the respective helmet models. From left: Helmet A, Helmet B and 
Helmet C in top view and isometric view 
 
 The J-headform, used previously in the experimental drop impact test (Section 3.2.2), was 
also scanned using the LMI Flexscan 3D scanner. Fig. 3-9 illustrates the front, side, bottom and 
isometric views of the scanned J-headform used in the experiment.  
 
 
Fig. 3-9 Front, side, bottom and isometric views of a 3D scan of the J-half headform 
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3.3.2 Mesh generation of 3D geometry 
Geometrical models of the helmet liner, shell, headform and flat anvil were imported to Abaqus 
6.12 [132] for further discretization. Helmet shells were meshed with triangular S3R linear shell 
elements with 5-7mm element spacing, while all liners were meshed with C3D10M modified 
quadratic tetrahedral elements with 5-7mm element spacing. Distortion control was also applied 
to mesh elements of helmet liners to avoid excessive element distortion during simulation. 
C3D10M tetrahedral elements with 8-10mm element size were used to mesh the J-headform, and 
a C3D8R 8-node linear brick element was chosen for the flat anvil. Fig. 3-10 illustrate the mesh 
generation of each assembly of helmet models A, B and C. Table 3-1 presents the mesh properties 
of the components involved in the FEA simulation. Preliminary FEA was conducted to determine 
the element size from 15mm to 5mm. 5-7mm was selected subsequently, since the response 
converged at 5-7mm element size. The similar range of mesh element size has also been used in 
the previous literature [33, 88]. Computational time for the drop impact test was achieved in 8h. 
 
Table 3-1 Mesh properties of helmet components in FE simulation 
Helmet Mesh elements Element size Number of elements 
Helmet A - Liner C3D10M tetrahedral 5-7mm 47444 
Helmet A - Shell S3R shell 5-7mm 4099 
Helmet B - Liner C3D10M tetrahedral 5-7mm 46312 
Helmet B - Shell S3R shell 5-7mm 4166 
Helmet C - Liner C3D10M tetrahedral 5-7mm 47664 
Helmet C - Shell S3R shell 5-7mm 4449 
Half headform J C3D4 tetrahedral 8-10mm 10921 
Flat anvil 3D8R hexahedral 5-7mm 1250 
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Helmet A 
 
Helmet B 
 
Helmet C 
Fig. 3-10 Mesh generation of helmet components: helmet liner and shell 
 
3.3.3 Material properties of components 
The helmet liner was modelled using the isotropic Crushable Foam material in Abaqus 6.12 [132]. 
Volumetric hardening parameters, such as the ratios of the initial yield pressures in hydrostatic 
tension and compression and the uniaxial compressive data of EPS, were taken from the existing 
literature on similar drop impact simulations of bicycle helmets [33, 93]. The density of the EPS 
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foam used as the helmet liner was obtained by measuring the dimension and weighing several 
samples of EPS foam from each helmet model.  
 
Table 3-2 Material properties of the helmet components 
Models Material Density 
(kgm⁻³) 
Young Modulus 
(GPa) 
Poison Ratio References 
Liner EPS foam 63.4-101.0 0 0 [33, 93, 98] 
Helmet shell Glued PC 1200 2.2 0.37 [33] 
Strap Nylon web 104.5 1 0 [33] 
Flat anvil Rigid body - - - - 
Headform J Rigid body - - - - 
 
 The outer shell of a bicycle helmet is usually made from Polycarbonate (PC). An isotropic 
linear elastic model is chosen to model the PC as the outer shell material because during an impact 
event, the shell is responsible for spreading the concentrated load. Therefore, the isotropic linear 
elastic model is used to simplify the material model for the shell [93, 94, 134]. It was assumed 
that all helmet models have the same shell material properties because of strong glue application 
and because in-mould bonding between helmet shell and liner prevents proper removal of the 
shell without damaging the helmet. The density, Young’s modulus and Poison ratio of PC used in 
all material models of the shell were 1200 kg/ m³, 2.2 GPa and 0.37, respectively [93].  
 
3.3.4 Contact condition 
A penalty contact property with a friction coefficient of 0.4 was adopted for interactions between 
all surface contacts in this simulation. Tie contact was applied to the inner surface of the shell and 
the outer surface of the liner to simulate strong glue application and in-mould bonding between 
the helmet shell and liner [33]. A surface set consists of the inner shell and the outer surface of 
the liner, was created to apply the tie contact definition, as shown in Fig. 3-11. A homogenous 
shell section with a corresponding thickness of 0.40-0.45mm was assigned to the helmet shell. 
The flat anvil and headform were defined as rigid bodies, while the bottom face of the anvil was 
fixed in every degree of freedom (DOF) because it is mounted on the base of the test rig in the 
experimental setup. 
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Fig. 3-11 Outer surfaces of the liner and inner surface of the shell 
 
3.3.5 Impact locations and impact speed 
As illustrated in Fig. 3-12, three impact locations (top, front and side) were selected to simulate 
similar helmet position in the experimental test setup. A group set, consisting of helmet liner, 
shell and strap, was created. This would allow application of the initial velocity to the group set, 
rather than to individual components. The helmet was placed in a similar position to those in the 
images acquired from the high-speed camera when the helmet was about to strike the anvil in the 
experimental impact test. The impact velocity of the helmet and headform was set according to 
the velocity value in Table 3-5. This was the velocity obtained from the experimental drop impact 
test result 
 
 
Fig. 3-12 Assembly of liner, shell, head form and anvils to simulate three different impact 
positions: top, front and side areas of the bicycle helmet 
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3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Experimental Results  
3.4.1.1  Peak linear acceleration 
 
Table 3-3 PLA of helmets A-C 
Helmet model Peak linear acceleration (g) (Mean ± SD) 
Front Top Side 
Helmet A 151.15 ± 4.03 184.60 ± 10.31 170.87 ± 11.03 
Helmet B 163.70 ± 2.71 203.37 ± 13.63 201.77 ± 8.98 
Helmet C 147.27 ± 7.27 150.27 ± 3.13 171.85 ± 3.18 
 
The mean PLA for each helmet impacted at three different locations were recorded and is 
illustrated in Table 3-3. The highest PLA recorded was 210g at the top and side impact locations 
of Helmet B, while the lowest peak linear acceleration was 143g at the front impact location of 
Helmet C. All helmets passed the minimum required peak linear acceleration value of 250g.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3-13 Linear acceleration of Helmet A at front impact location 
 
Fig. 3-13 illustrates the linear acceleration curve of two similar models of Helmet A at the front 
impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The peak linear acceleration recorded by 
Helmet A-1 was 148.3g, slightly lower than Helmet A-2 at 154.0g. Both curves show similar 
characteristics, and this indicates experimental consistency. 
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Fig. 3-14 Linear acceleration of Helmet B at front impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-14 illustrates the linear acceleration vs time curve of three similar models of Helmet 
B at the front impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The highest peak linear 
acceleration recorded by Helmet B-1 was 166.5g, followed by Helmet B-2 and B-3 at 163.5g and 
161.1g, respectively. It is apparent from the graph that the peak linear acceleration of each helmet 
differs only slightly. This slight difference in the recorded peak linear acceleration indicates the 
experiment produced a consistent result.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3-15 Linear acceleration of Helmet C at front impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-15 shows the linear acceleration of Helmet C during an impact test at the front side 
of the helmet. The linear acceleration of the helmet started to rise when the helmet was impacting 
on the anvil. It continues to increase until it reached the peak of the graph, which is called the 
peak linear acceleration. In some cases, for example in the diagram of Helmet C-2 and C-3, a short 
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stagnant trend in the middle of the linear acceleration graph is observed. At first, only the helmet 
was impacting on the anvil, and, from the graph, an obvious increase of linear acceleration value 
is observed. Then there was a time-gap towards the middle region of the curve at 80g PLA with 
no obvious increase of linear acceleration. This was due to the time is taken for the headform to 
close the gap between the helmet and the headform. Thereafter, the linear acceleration started 
increasing again until it reached the peak. In conclusion, based on the results presented in Figs. 
3-13 to 3-14, it is clear that all helmets A-C behaved consistently and recorded PLA below 250g 
at the front location. 
 
 
Fig. 3-16 Linear acceleration of Helmet A at side impact location 
 Fig. 3-16 illustrates the linear acceleration curve of three similar models of Helmet A at side 
impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The PLA recorded by Helmets A-1 and A-3 
was identical at 164.5g, slightly lower than for Helmet A-2 at 183.6g. Again, similar to the result 
presented for Helmet A at the front location in Fig. 3-4, all curves show similar characteristics, 
and this indicates experimental consistency. 
 
 
Fig. 3-17 Linear acceleration of Helmet B at side impact location 
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 Fig. 3-17 illustrates the linear acceleration curve of three similar model of Helmet B at side 
impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The highest PLA recorded by Helmet B-1 
was 212.0g, followed by Helmets B-2 and B-3 at 198.1g and 195.2g, respectively. Again, it is 
apparent that all curves demonstrate a similar trend. The linear acceleration constantly increased 
until it reached a peak and decreased until it reached zero linear acceleration.  
 
 
Fig. 3-18 Linear acceleration of Helmet C at side impact location 
 Fig. 3-18 presents the linear acceleration during a drop impact test at side impact location 
of three similar helmet models, C-1, C-2 and C-3. From the diagram, it can be clearly seen that all 
graphs behave consistently. The linear acceleration value started to increase when the helmet 
and headform were impacting the flat anvil, and it kept increasing until it reached the maximum 
linear acceleration. According to the result, the highest value was 174.1g recorded by Helmet C-
2, followed by Helmet C-2 at 169.6g and Helmet C-3 at 163.5g.  In conclusion, based on the results 
presented in Figs. 3-15 to 3-17, it is clear that all Helmets A-C recorded PLA below the required 
250g at side impact location. 
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Fig. 3-19 Linear acceleration of Helmet A at top impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-19 illustrates the linear acceleration curve of two similar model of Helmet A at top 
impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The PLA recorded by Helmet A-1 was 196.1g, 
slightly higher than Helmet A-2 at 176.2g and Helmet A-3 at 181.5g.  
 
 
Fig. 3-20 Linear acceleration of Helmet B at top impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-20 illustrates the linear acceleration curve of three similar models of Helmet B at top 
impact location in an experimental drop impact test. The highest PLA recorded by Helmet B-2 
was 219.1g, followed by Helmets B-1 and B-3 at similar PLA at 195.5g. Again, it is apparent that 
all curves demonstrate a similar trend. The linear acceleration constantly increased, until it 
reached a certain time in the midpoint where a short decreasing trend is observed. Thereafter the 
linear acceleration started increasing again until it reached the top and decreased until it reached 
zero linear acceleration.  
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Fig. 3-21 Linear acceleration of Helmet C at top impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-21 shows the linear acceleration of Helmet C during an impact test at the top of the 
helmet against time. It is clearly observed in Fig. 3-21 that there is a short stagnant trend in the 
middle of the linear acceleration graph. At first, only the helmet was impacting on the anvil, and, 
from the graph, an apparent increase of linear acceleration value is observed. Then there was a 
time-gap somewhere in the mid-value with no obvious increase of linear acceleration. This was 
due to the time is taken for the headform to close the gap between the helmet and the headform. 
Thereafter the linear acceleration value started increasing again until it reached the maximum 
linear acceleration.  
 
3.4.1.2 Impact duration 
Impact duration is one of the key references to develop an FE model of the drop impact test. The 
impact duration of each impact test was determined from the video obtained by the high-speed 
camera. This was the duration when the helmet was in contact with the anvil.  
 
Table 3-4 Impact duration of Helmets A-C in drop impact test 
Helmet model Impact duration (s) (Mean ± SD) 
Front Top Side 
Helmet A 0.0087±0.0000 0.0098±0.0007 0.0085±0.0002 
Helmet B 0.0082±0.0001 0.0084±0.0005 0.0092±0.0003 
Helmet C 0.0083±0.0006 0.0093±0.0002 0.0086±0.0002 
  
 From Table 3-4, it is apparent that, at front impact location, Helmet A recorded the longest 
impact duration at 0.0087s, while Helmet B and Helmet C recorded impact duration values in the 
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range of 0.0082 to 0.0083s. There was no large difference between impact durations of each 
helmet model at this impact location. Therefore, it could be concluded that the recorded impact 
duration was consistent. For the top impact location, the range of mean impact duration is around 
0.0084s to 0.0098s. For side impact location, the range of mean impact duration is around 
0.0085s to 0.0092s. The longest impact duration was recorded by Helmet B-2 at 0.0096s, while 
the shortest duration was registered by Helmet C-2 at 0.0084s. The impact duration of Helmet A 
model was between 0.0084s and 0.0087s, Helmet B around 0.0090s to 0.0097s and Helmet C in 
the range 0.0084s to 0.0087s. This showed that the impact duration recorded by each helmet 
model was consistent. 
 
3.4.1.3 Average Impact speed 
Table 3-5 describes the velocity calculation of the helmet from the experimental drop test. The 
velocity was measured using a light gate situated on each side of the drop impact test setup. A 
light gate wall with a width of 15.4 mm was attached to the supporting arm, and the impact speed 
was calculated based on the time difference between the wall entering and leaving the light gate. 
The velocity of each helmet was fed into the FE models. 
 
Table 3-5 Velocity calculation from experimental drop test 
Trial Helmet Velocity (msˉ¹)(Mean ± SD) 
1 Helmet A 5.71±0.23 
2 Helmet B 5.25±0.02 
3 Helmet C 5.33±0.10 
 
3.4.1.4  Density of liner 
Table 3-6 presents the measured density of the EPS foam of the liner component of Helmet A, B 
and C. Based on the information on the dimension and weight of each sample the density of each 
sample was calculated. The density of the sample is in the range of 63.40kg/m³ to 104.54kg/m³. 
From the information presented in Table 3-6, it was found that Helmet C has a liner made from 
the highest density at 104.54kg/m³, followed by Helmet B at 87.66kg/m³ and Helmet C at 
63.40kg/m³. 
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Table 3-6 Density of liner of Helmet A, B and C (Mean ± SD) 
Sample Volume (mm³) Mass(g) Density (kg/m³) 
A 11748.36±502.24 0.73±0.14 63.40±6.55 
B 12371.01±589.50 1.08±026 87.66±6.29 
C 7581.02±157.49 0.78±0.23 104.54±9.79 
  
3.4.2 Results of the FEA model validation  
3.4.2.1 Peak linear acceleration 
Table 3-7 PLA of helmets A-C from the FEA simulation 
Helmet model Peak linear acceleration (g) 
Front Top Side 
Helmet A  164.9 170.0 152.9 
Helmet B 160.4 185.0 170.6 
Helmet C 153.0 159.1 155.6 
 
 Table 3-7 presents the PLA values of the FE model of the drop impact test for the three 
helmet models on three main impact locations. Helmet A recorded the highest peak linear 
acceleration PLA value for front impact location at 164.9 g, followed by Helmet B at 160.4 g and 
Helmet C at 153g. For the top impact location, the highest PLA was recorded by Helmet B at 185 
g, followed by Helmet A at 170 g and Helmet C at 159.1 g. For the side impact location, Helmet B 
registered the highest PLA value at 170.6 g, Helmet C at 155.6 g and Helmet A at 152.9 g. The PLA 
values of each helmet model and impact location obtained from the simulation were compared 
with those from experimental data from the physical drop impact test.  
 
3.4.2.2 Impact duration 
Table 3-8 Impact duration of each drop impact simulation 
Helmet model Impact duration (s) 
Front Top Side 
Helmet A  0.0097 0.0089 0.0070 
Helmet B 0.0077 0.0090 0.0087 
Helmet C 0.0099 0.0095 0.0077 
 
 Table 3-8 lists the impact duration of each drop impact simulation of three different helmet 
models at three impact locations. Helmet C recorded 0.0099s impact duration time for front 
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impact location, followed by Helmet A at 0.0097s and Helmet B at 0.0077s. For the top impact 
location, the longest impact duration was registered by Helmet C at 0.0095s, followed by Helmet 
B at 0.0090s and Helmet C at 0.0089s. For side impact location, Helmet B recorded the longest 
duration at 0.0087s, much higher than Helmet C at 0.0077s and Helmet A at 0.0070s. The impact 
duration from the simulation of each helmet model and impact locations will be used for 
comparison study, together with the impact duration obtained from the experimental drop 
impact test. 
 
3.4.3 Correlation of experimental drop impact test and simulation of bicycle helmet 
3.4.3.1  Peak linear acceleration score (PS) 
Table 3-9 shows the PLA values obtained from both experimental and simulation of the drop 
impact test of three helmet models and three impact locations. Peak Score (PS) is a new formula 
to measure the consistency of the experimental and simulation model of the drop impact test of 
the bicycle helmet. PS is calculated from the PLA of the simulation and experiment. The closer the 
PS to 100% indicates a very good agreement between the experimental result and the simulation. 
 
Table 3-9 Peak linear acceleration score 
Helmet model/ location 
Peak acceleration value (g) 
         Experiment                                Simulation 
Peak Score (%) 
Helmet A - Top 184.60 170.00 92.10 
Helmet B - Top 203.37 185.00 90.97 
Helmet C - Top 150.27 159.10 94.12 
Helmet A - Side 170.87 152.90 89.48 
Helmet B - Side 201.77 170.60 84.55 
Helmet C - Side 171.85 155.60 90.54 
Helmet A - Front 151.15 164.90 90.90 
Helmet B - Front 163.70 160.40 97.98 
Helmet C - Front 147.27 153.00 96.11 
 
 
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = [1 −  
|𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒|
|𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒|
]  𝑥 100% 
 
 From the table, it is apparent that almost all recorded a peak score greater than 90%, except 
for Helmet A (side) at 89.48% and Helmet B (side) at 84.55%. This indicates that the PLA obtained 
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from the FE simulation of the top impact location is in very good correlation with the 
experimental data. This finding strongly suggests that there is a very good fit between the peak 
linear acceleration from the simulation and experimental work.  
 
3.4.3.2 Impact duration score (IDS) 
Table 3-10 Impact duration score (IDS) 
Helmet model/ location 
Impact duration(s) 
         Experiment                                Simulation 
Impact Duration 
Score (%) 
Helmet A - Top 0.0098 0.0089 90.82 
Helmet B - Top 0.0084 0.0090 92.86 
Helmet C - Top 0.0093 0.0095 97.85 
Helmet A - Side 0.0085 0.0070 82.35 
Helmet B - Side 0.0092 0.0087 94.57 
Helmet C - Side 0.0086 0.0077 89.53 
Helmet A - Front 0.0087 0.0097 88.51 
Helmet B - Front 0.0082 0.0077 93.90 
Helmet C - Front 0.0083 0.0099 80.72 
 
 Table 3-10 presents the impact duration and Impact Duration Score (IDS) obtained from 
the drop impact test FE simulation and experiment. Similar to the PS, the IDS is also a new method, 
specially developed to measure the consistency of the experimental and FE model of the drop 
impact test of the bicycle helmet. It is calculated from the impact duration time of the FE 
simulation and experiment of the drop impact test. The closer the IDS to 100% indicate an 
excellent agreement between the experimental result and the simulation. 
 
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = [1 − 
|𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|
|𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑|
]  𝑥 100% 
 
 Almost all IDS for front impact location are more than 90%, which suggests that the impact 
duration from the FE model result is close to the impact duration from the experimental drop 
test. From the Table 3-10, it was also shown that the time scores for side and front impact 
locations were all more than 80%. This finding strongly suggests that the impact duration 
obtained from the FE model is very consistent with results from the experiment.  
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3.4.3.3 Pearson correlation coefficient, r and correlation coefficient, r² 
Table 3-11 Pearson correlation coefficient and correlation coefficient 
Helmet model/ location Simulation against 
experiments 
Pearson correlation 
coefficient, r 
Correlation  
coefficient, r² 
Helmet A - Top 
Experiment A-1 0.84 0.70 
Experiment A-2 0.96 0.93 
Experiment A-3 0.95 0.89 
Helmet B - Top 
Experiment B-1 0.97 0.95 
Experiment B-2 0.86 0.73 
Experiment B-3 0.86 0.73 
Helmet C - Top 
Experiment C-1 0.97 0.93 
Experiment C-2 0.84 0.71 
Experiment C-3 0.87 0.75 
Helmet A - Side 
Experiment A-1 0.98 0.97 
Experiment A-2 0.99 0.98 
Experiment A-3 0.98 0.96 
Helmet B - Side 
Experiment B-1 0.97 0.94 
Experiment B-2 0.96 0.93 
Experiment B-3 0.98 0.96 
Helmet C - Side 
Experiment C-1 0.96 0.91 
Experiment C-2 0.97 0.94 
Experiment C-3 0.96 0.92 
Helmet A - Front 
Experiment A-1 0.97 0.95 
Experiment A-2 0.98 0.95 
Helmet B - Front 
Experiment B-1 0.95 0.91 
Experiment B-2 0.95 0.91 
Experiment B-3 0.97 0.94 
Helmet C - Front 
Experiment C-1 0.91 0.82 
Experiment C-2 0.87 0.76 
Experiment C-3 0.92 0.85 
 
 Table 3-11 presents the Pearson correlation coefficient and the correlation coefficient of 
linear acceleration against time curve obtained from both the simulation and the experiment. 
Three experiments were performed for each location and helmet model. Hence, from the table 3-
11, there were Experiment A1-A3, B1-B3 and C1-C3 for each impact location. The linear 
acceleration curve of each helmet model and impact location from the experiment was compared 
to the linear acceleration obtained from the simulation, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. 
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The linear acceleration data from both experiment and simulation were inserted into Minitab 
[135], and the software calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and the correlation 
coefficient (r²). Again, both correlation coefficients were used to measure the consistency of the 
experimental and simulation model of the drop impact test of the bicycle helmet. The closer the 
coefficient value to 1 indicates a very good agreement between the experimental result and the 
simulation. 
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Fig. 3-22 Linear acceleration of simulation model compared to the experiment result for Helmet 
A(a), B(b) and C(c) at the top impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-22 describes the linear acceleration curves obtained from the simulation and physical 
drop impact test of Helmet A, B and C at the top impact location. For Helmet A it is clear there that 
the initial shape of the graph obtained from the simulation is slightly different to that obtained 
from the physical drop test. The linear acceleration curve representing the results from the 
experimental drop test increased steadily from zero. It stopped increasing at around 100g and 
increased again thereafter until it reaches the peak value. This constant value at around 100g can 
be explained by the fit and gap between the helmet and the headform. The bigger gap between 
the helmet and the headform will result in longer constant linear acceleration on the curve. 
However, the constant linear acceleration value is not clearly visible in the curve that represents 
the simulation model. There is a slight change of the tangency of the increasing curve at around 
the 80g mark. The plausible reason for the shorter constant linear acceleration in the simulation 
is the smaller gap between the helmet liner and the headform in the simulation. The similar gap 
could not be measured in the experiment because it was not physically accessible. However, it is 
important to note that the key indicator in the linear acceleration curve of the drop impact test is 
PLA and impact duration [60]. For that reason, it is reasonable to suggest that less attention 
should be paid to the dissimilarity of the constant linear acceleration due to the gap between the 
liner and the headform in the simulation and the experiment. From Table 3-11, a Pearson 
coefficient correlation (r) of more than 0.80 was recorded for all three scenarios, while only 
Helmet A-1 recorded a coefficient correlation (r²) of less than 0.80 at 0.70. However, this is still 
acceptable, because it was not, relatively, too low.  
 The graph in Fig. 3-22(b) describes the results obtained from simulation and physical drop 
impact test of Helmet B model at the top impact location. From the diagram, the curve 
representing Helmet B-2 has relatively higher peak linear acceleration, while the curve 
representing Helmet B-1 and Helmet B-3 has similar peak acceleration value. The PLA value 
obtained from simulation was slightly lower than the experimental results. From Table 3-11, it 
was reported that the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between experiment Helmet B-1 and 
simulation is the highest at 0.97. The other two correlations between experiment Helmet B-2, 
experiment Helmet B-3 and simulation has a similar Pearson correlation coefficient at 0.86. These 
numbers suggest that simulation model agreed well with the experimental results. 
 The graph in Fig. 3-22(c) shows the results of the simulation and physical drop impact test 
of Helmet C at the top impact location. According to Table 3-11, the Pearson correlation coefficient 
(r) between experiment Helmet C-1, experiment Helmet C-2 and experiment Helmet C-3 and 
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simulation model was 0.97, 0.84 and 0.87, respectively. This indicates good agreement between 
experimental and simulation results. 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3-23 Linear acceleration of simulation model compared to experiment result for Helmet 
A(a), B(b) and C(c) at the side impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-23 describes the comparison between experimental and simulation result of drop 
impact test of Helmet A, B and C models at the side impact location. According to Table 3-11, the 
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Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between experiments Helmet A-1, experiment Helmet A-2, 
experiment Helmet A-3 and simulation model was 0.98, 0.99 and 0.98, respectively. This indicates 
strong agreement between experimental and simulation results despite small dissimilarity. 
 Meanwhile, Fig. 3-23(b) shows a similar comparison for the Helmet B model at the side 
impact location. At first glance, all the linear acceleration curves look similar in shape. However, 
it is also clear that each curve has a different PLA. From Table 3-11, the Pearson correlation 
coefficient between experiment Helmet B-1, experiment Helmet B-2, experiment Helmet B-3 and 
the simulation model was 0.97, 0.96 and 0.98, respectively. Based on this result, it was found that 
both the experimental and simulation models of the drop impact test on this helmet model at the 
side impact location are in very good agreement. Again, this is expected, since all curves look to 
have a similar shape, as shown in Fig. 3-25. 
 Fig. 3-23(c) presents the comparison of the experiment and simulation models of the drop 
impact test of the Helmet C model, which is the most expensive helmet of the three selected 
models used in this study. It was observed that peak linear acceleration of the simulation is 
slightly lower than that of experimental work. However, all curves look similar in terms of shape, 
and no contrast dissimilarity was noticed. From Table 3-11, the Pearson correlation coefficient 
between experiment Helmet C-1, experiment Helmet C-2, experiment Helmet C-3 and the 
simulation model was 0.96, 0.97 and 0.96, respectively. This leads to the conclusion that both the 
experimental and simulation models of the drop impact test on this helmet model are indeed in 
very good correlation.  
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Fig. 3-24 Linear acceleration of the simulation compared to the experiment result for helmet 
A(a), B(b) and C(c) at the front impact location 
 
 Fig. 3-24 presents the comparison between the physical and simulation results of the drop 
impact test of Helmet A at the front impact location. The Pearson correlation coefficient between 
experiment Helmet A-1, experiment Helmet A-2 and the simulation model was 0.97 and 0.98, 
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respectively. Since all Pearson correlation coefficients are above 0.80, this indicates that both the 
simulation model and the physical test are in very good correlation. 
 Fig. 3-24(b) shows a similar comparison, but with the Helmet B model. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient between experiment Helmet B-1, experiment Helmet B-2, experiment 
Helmet B-3 and simulation model was 0.95, 0.95 and 0.97, respectively. Based on this result, it 
can be concluded that both the experimental and the simulation model of the drop impact test on 
this helmet model are in good correlation. Fig. 3-24(c) also presents the comparison of the 
physical and simulation model of drop impact test on the Helmet C model, which is the most 
expensive helmet of three selected models used in this research. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient between experiment Helmet C-1, experiment Helmet C-2, experiment Helmet C-3 and 
simulation model was 0.91, 0.87 and 0.92, respectively. Again, this leads to the conclusion that 
both the experimental and simulation models of the drop impact test on this helmet model are 
also in very good agreement. From Fig. 3-22 to 3.24, slight differences were noticed between the 
experimental and simulation results. This may be explained by the simplified geometry model of 
the bicycle helmet. Components such as the comfort padding, inner fit strap (including the knob 
stabilizer) were excluded to simplify the simulation model. Another possible reason was also the 
use of a simplified general friction coefficient for all contact between the component’s surfaces in 
the simulation. For example, the friction coefficient between the helmet inner surface and the 
headform (sliding) is assumingly different from the friction coefficient between the helmet and 
the anvil. However, despite the differences between simulation and experimental results, the 
simulation model was considered adequate for the impact properties study of the user-centred 
liner in Chapter 4 and 5.  
 
3.5  Conclusion 
This study aims to develop and validate the FE model of the drop impact test of the bicycle helmet, 
using the experimental outputs such as the linear acceleration, PLA and impact duration of three 
commercial helmet models. The helmet was placed on a headform and falls free onto a rigidly 
mounted anvil. The main indicator to indicate impact attenuation of the helmet is called the peak 
linear acceleration (PLA). PLA is the maximum acceleration of the tested headform and helmet in 
a drop impact test. It is measured using an accelerometer, placed at the centre of gravity of the 
headform. This method is widely used and accepted by most standards to measure the severity 
of an impact to a helmet. The results showed that all helmets recorded PLA below the required 
250g, and hence all helmets meet the standard. All curves also showed consistency, providing 
assurance that the experimental setup was in good order and accurate. The density of liner and 
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impact speed of each helmet were also determined because this information is also needed to 
develop the FE simulation model of drop impact test. 
 FE model began with digitizing 3D images of the bicycle helmets and headform using a high 
precision LMI Flexscan 3D scanner. The digitized images were post-processed in Geomagic Studio 
12 software. Digital models of the helmet liner, shell and headform were imported into Abaqus 
6.12 to simulate the drop impact test of the helmet onto the flat anvil. An Isotropic Crushable 
Foam material model was adopted for the helmet liner in the simulation.  
 Followings are the significant findings and methods of the study presented in Chapter 3:  
1. Three new methods were specifically created to determine the agreement/ consistency 
between the experimental and simulation models of the drop impact test of the bicycle 
helmet. The first method is called the Peak Score (PS), and it involved the PLA of each helmet 
model at three impact locations. The second method is calculated using the impact duration, 
and it is called the Impact Duration Score (IDS). The third method was conducted using a 
statistical method called the Pearson correlation coefficient, r and correlation coefficient, r². 
Linear acceleration data from both experiment and simulation were used to determine 
Pearson correlation coefficient, r and correlation coefficient, r² in Minitab software.  
2. Very good scores were achieved for all three correlation methods (PS, IDS and Pearson 
coefficient), where almost all simulation results scored more than 80% in PS and IDS. These 
results showed that the drop impact test simulation model produced reliable results and was 
very consistent with the experimental results.  
  
 From all the correlation scores, we could also come to the conclusion that the simulation 
model is satisfactorily consistent with the experiment and could be later used for any helmet 
model to investigate the impact attenuation properties of the bicycle helmet. 
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 Drop impact test of the user-centred helmet liner 
 
4.1 Introduction 
One possible solution to overcome the reported helmet fit problem among bicycle users is the 
user centred design approach. The key to this user-centred approach is to change the shape of the 
liner to follow the shape and geometry of the user’s head. However, changing liner design and 
thickness to improve fit would influence the safety performance of helmet. The safety 
performance of bicycle helmet is indicated by the peak linear acceleration (PLA) during impact 
test and the PLA, according to Australian Standards, cannot exceed 250g to be deemed safe for 
use. Although there were many studies about the impact performance of the bicycle helmet, 
however a very limited attempt was made to investigate the safety performance of user-centred 
bicycle helmets, especially their impact attenuation properties. Therefore, the present study 
attempts to investigate and report the impact performance and the helmet fit of the user-centred 
bicycle helmet, where the helmet liner is designed individually according to head shape of the 
participant. The Helmet A model, as presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.1), was used as the 
reference helmet design in this chapter. Using the reverse engineering approach (3D scanning) 
and digital modelling, the inner region of the liner of Helmet A was altered according to the head 
size and shape of the participant. The new helmet design is called the user-centred helmet design. 
It retains the same components and design of Helmet A, except the alteration of the inner region 
of the liner. The helmet fit of the user-centred helmet and the original were measured and 
compared using the Helmet Fit Index (HFI). In addition to that, the impact performance of the 
user-centred helmet was determined and compared to the original, unmodified Helmet A using 
the validated FE simulation model of the drop impact, which has been developed and explained 
in Chapter 3 of the thesis.  
 
4.2 Scanning and post processing 
The participants were given one S/M size, and another one M/L size of the Helmet A and they 
were asked to select a helmet size that fit them. Fifteen participants in this study had chosen the 
size S/M helmet as their preferred size. During scanning, the participants were asked to sit 
straight and to avoid any movement and maintain their usual facial expression. They were also 
required to wear a thin hair cap to compress their hair. The scans of the participants wearing 
bicycle helmet were also taken afterwards. Fig. 4-1 shows the scanning of the participant with 
and without wearing the helmet using the Artec3D handheld scanner. The portable scanner was 
connected to the software installed on the computer. A large screen was used as a duplicate 
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monitor to help with the visualization during scanning. It was very important for the user to keep 
looking at the screen while performing 3D scanning. The scanner was very sensitive to the 
movement of the target object and the range of distance between the scanner and the target. A 
constant distance was kept to produce a good quality image. 
 
  
Fig. 4-1 Scanning of participant head shape, with and without helmet 
 
 All scanned files were opened in Geomagic Studio 12 software for further image post-
processing. The 3D scans were smoothed and cleaned up using smooth features. All small holes 
were filled in automatically using Fill Up tools, while the big holes were patched carefully one by 
one. The area affected by the folded hair cap was removed and patched up again using Tangential 
Hole Fill Up and Defeature tools. Non-manifold edges, self-intersection, highly creased edges, 
spikes and small components were also processed using Mesh Doctor tool. Mesh Doctor tool 
automatically repairs polygon mesh using a simplified and automated manner with which we can 
repair the object’s mesh. As illustrated in Fig. 4-2, there were several imperfections occurred in 
the head shape scan image. There was the unwanted scan surface at the boundary around the 
head between the hair cap and head shape scan. This unwanted surface was modified using 
Defeature tool. Bumps usually occurred at the top of the head due to the folded hair cap was also 
repaired using this tool. Small holes were repaired using the automated Fill Hole, while big holes 
required more careful editing using the Partial Fill Up and Bridge Fill Up tools.  
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Fig. 4-2 The process of cleaning up in Geomagic Studio 12 post processing software. Unwanted 
area due to the folded hair cap was removed and patched up manually. Uncovered area during 
scanning created holes, and it can be filled up in the software 
 
 Fig. 4-3 presents head scan images of selected five participants involved in this study. From 
the side view, it was clear that participants have different head shapes and size.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4-3 Isometric view (top) Side view (bottom) of head shape scans of the participants 
  
 The S/M size bicycle helmet (Helmet A) and the J-headform were scanned using the 
Flexscan 3D scanner. The 3D scanning and post processing of the bicycle helmet has been 
Holes 
Bump 
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explained thoroughly in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1. The digital images of Helmet A and the J-
headform are illustrated in Fig. 4-4. 
 
  
Fig. 4-4 Digital models of bicycle helmet consisting of liner and shell, and J-half headform 
 
 The process to create the helmet shell is presented in Fig. 4-5. It is similar and has been 
explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1, where the internal part of the scanned helmet was removed, 
and only the area representing the shell was retained.  
 
 
Fig. 4-5 Creating helmet shell in 3D-environment of Helmet A 
 
4.3 Designing the liner for the user-centred helmet for each participant 
The helmet, the participant head and the helmeted head scanned models were imported into 
Geomagic Studio 12 to create the custom-fit user-centred helmet design for each participant. 
First, the helmeted head scan and head scan were aligned using the n-points Manual Registration 
tool, as illustrated in Fig. 4-7. Seven registration points were placed at the similar location on both 
scans to align the helmeted head scan and the head scan. The registration points were placed at 
the distinct feature of the face, such as the eyebrows, cheek, the tip of the nose and both ends of 
Shell 
Liner 
J-half 
headform 
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the lips. Then, Global Registration tool was applied to improve the alignment of the two scans. The 
same procedures were adopted to align the helmeted head scan and helmet scan. As a result, the 
helmet and the head scan were aligned to the position to those in the helmeted head scan.  
 
Fig. 4-6 Helmeted head scan of a participant, helmet shell and helmet liner 
 
 
Fig. 4-7 Aligning helmet and head scans to helmeted head scan 
 
 To create the custom-fit user-centred liner, the areas below the helmet line on the head 
scan were removed. The remaining area was expanded 10mm using Offset tool. The 10mm offset 
represents the thickness of the comfort padding used in the bicycle helmet. The Boolean 
operation was used to subtract the head scan that intersecting with the liner. Then, the areas 
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inside the liner were removed except for the ventilation holes. After that, the head scan and the 
helmet liner was combined using Boolean operation called the union. Holes were created at the 
head scan (inner part of the helmet) and carefully patched using Fill Up tool to reconstruct the 
ventilation holes. Gaps between the liner and combined head scan were filled up to retain its 
original shape. Fig. 4-8 shows images of a participant wearing the helmet in the isometric, front 
and side view, while Fig. 4-9 shows the side-sectional view of a participant wearing the original 
helmet (left) and the user centred helmet liner (right). In comparison to the original helmet scan, 
it is apparent that the gap between the head scan and the liner of the custom-fit user-centred are 
uniform. The user centred bicycle helmet models were annotated as HP1-HP15, where P indicates 
the participant number from 1 to 15. 
 
    
Fig. 4-8 Scanned images of participant wearing the helmet in isometric, front and side views 
 
 
Fig. 4-9 Example of the side-sectional view of a participant wearing the original helmet (left) 
and user centred helmet (right). For complete quantitative HFI comparison, refer to Table 4-2, 
4-3 and 4-4. 
Gap between 
helmet and head 
not uniform 
Uniform gap 
between helmet 
and head  
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4.4 Helmet fit 
The Helmet Fit Index (HFI) was used to measure helmet fit between the participant’s head scan 
and the helmet [73, 74]. The HFI aims to provide a fit “score” for the combination of one specific 
helmet model and a human head. This index was developed on a scale from 0 (excessively poor 
fit) to 100 (perfect fit). The formula of HFI [73, 74] is given by:  
 
 
 
 In this analysis, the gap distribution between the head mesh and the inside of the helmet 
was calculated. Two parameters were determined: (i) the Standoff Distance (SOD), which was 
defined as the average minimal distance to the head shape amongst all the points that defined the 
inside mesh of the liner, and (ii) the Gap Uniformity (GU), which was the standard deviation of 
the gap distribution, and defined as the dispersion from the average. A distance analysis tool from 
CATIA V5R21 (Dassault Système) was used to measure the gap between the trimmed head and 
the inside liner meshes. 
 
 
Fig. 4-10 Standoff Distance SOD (Mean Dev) and Gap Uniformity GU (Std Dev) [73, 74] 
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Fig. 4-11 Test area (a) and actual helmet protection (b) to calculate Head Protection Proportion 
HPP [73, 74] 
 
 HFI of i) participant wearing the original helmet model (Helmet A) and ii) customised user-
centred helmet liner model was calculated and measured. As illustrated in Fig. 4-11, the Standoff 
Distance (SOD) and the Gap Uniformity (GU) of each participant’s head scan with the inside mesh 
of liner were measured using the Deviation Analysis tool available in CATIA V5R21 (Dassault 
Système). The test area and actual helmet proportion were the surface area, and they were 
measured in Geomagic Studio 12. They were the important parameters to calculate the ratio of 
the Head Protection Proportion (HPP).  
 
4.5 Results and Discussion 
4.5.1 Thickness of helmet 
Table 4-1 describes the thickness of the original helmet model and the user-centred helmet liner 
HP1-HP15. The thickness was measured at three different landmarks such as the front, top and 
side of all helmets. The thickness of helmet HP1-HP15 varies from 21.8-29.1mm at side location, 
compared to 22.7mm of the original helmet. The largest difference measured were between 
helmets HP15 and HP11 in comparison to the original helmet at +6.4mm and -6.1mm, 
respectively. The thickness of the helmet liner was reduced to fit participant P15 and was 
increased to fit participant P11. For top location, the thickness of all helmets HP1-HP15 is in the 
range of 32.5-37.7mm. The thickness of all helmets HP1-HP15 at the top location is greater than 
the thickness of original model at 30.0mm. This indicates that the helmet thickness was increased 
at the top location of all helmets HP1-HP15 to fit the participants. Meanwhile, for front location, 
the thickness difference between customised helmets HP1-HP15 to original helmet model is 
between +4.7mm and -11.2mm. The thickness of the original helmet was reduced for -11.2mm 
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for participant P14 and was increased 4.7mm for participant P10. Based on the thickness 
comparison between the original helmet and the user-centred helmets HP1-HP5, it is clear that 
there is a change of helmet thickness at the top, front and top location. This change is necessary 
to implement the helmet user-centred design approach because the user-centred helmet liner 
was designed to fit and follow the head shape of each participant. 
 
Table 4-1 Thickness of helmet 
Helmet model 
 
Thickness (mm) 
Side  Thickness 
difference 
Top Thickness 
difference 
Front Thickness 
difference 
Original 22.7 - 30.0 - 34.0 - 
Helmet P1 23.8 +1.0 35.7 +5.7 34.2 +0.2 
Helmet P2 21.8 -0.9 32.5 +2.5 36.5 +2.3 
Helmet P3 23.5 +0.8 34.0 +4.0 32.0 -2.0 
Helmet P4 22.0 -0.7 36.7 +6.7 32.5 -1.5 
Helmet P5 22.3 -1.4 34.4 +4.4 33.7 -0.3 
Helmet P6 28.0 +5.3 32.0 +2 32.7 -1.3 
Helmet P7 26.1 +3.4 33.4 +3.4 30.5 -3.5 
Helmet P8 25.5 +2.8 37.7 +7.7 24.5 -9.5 
Helmet P9 22.7 0 33.2 +3.2 35.9 +1.9 
Helmet P10 21.8 -0.9 33.9 +3.9 38.7 +4.7 
Helmet P11 16.5 -6.2 36.4 +6.4 36.3 +2.3 
Helmet P12 25.5 +2.8 33.0 +3 29.6 -4.4 
Helmet P13 20.6 -2.1 33.0 +3 25.9 -8.1 
Helmet P14 26.9 +4.2 31.3 +1.3 22.8 -11.2 
Helmet P15 29.1 +6.4 31.9 +1.9 23.5 -10.5 
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Fig. 4-12 The deviation analysis between 
the user-centred helmet HP1 and the 
original helmet 
Fig. 4-12 illustrates the deviation analysis between 
the original helmet and the user-centred helmet 
HP1 made for participant P1. Only a small 
difference was noticed from the side, where the 
light blue contour was visible. The blue colour 
indicates that the user-centred helmet HP1 was 
thicker at the side. For some region at the top 
location inside the helmet, the yellow and light red 
contour were visible. This indicates that the user 
centred helmet HP1 was thinner at this area. At the 
front and the back region, a yellow and a light red 
contour were visible. Again, this indicates that the 
user centred helmet HP1 was thinner at this 
location. 
 
       
Fig. 4-13 The deviation analysis between 
user-centred helmet HP2 and the original 
helmet  
Fig. 4-13 presents the comparison between the 
original helmet and the user-centred helmet HP2, 
using the deviation analysis tool in Geomagic 
Studio 12. The yellow and the red contour shows 
that the user centred helmet HP2 was thinner at 
the front and the back region. The maximum 
difference in the thickness was visible at the red 
contour at the side, close to the back region of the 
helmet. Meanwhile, the blue contour at each side 
and at some area at the top indicate that the user 
centred helmet HP2 was thicker than the original 
helmet in this region. 
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Fig. 4-14 The deviation analysis between 
the user-centred helmet HP3 and the 
original helmet 
Fig. 4-14 illustrates the deviation analysis between 
the original helmet and the user centred helmet 
HP3 made for participant P3. This deviation 
analysis compares the thickness between both 
helmets. As presented in Fig. 4-15, the light blue 
contour was noticeable at the back and side region 
of the helmet, indicating that the custom-fit user-
centred helmet was thicker in these regions. 
Meanwhile, a yellow contour was observed at the 
top region of the helmet, indicating that the user-
centred helmet HP3 was thinner than the original 
helmet in this region. 
       
Fig. 4-15 The deviation analysis between 
the user-centred helmet HP4 and the 
original helmet 
Fig. 4-15 presents the deviation analysis of the 
user centred helmet HP4 and the original helmet, 
in terms of the helmet thickness. It compares the 
deviation between the two sets of surfaces, in this 
case, the surfaces of the user centred helmet HP4 
and the original helmet. Similar to the helmets HP1 
and HP2, helmet HP4 was found to be thinner at 
the front and the back regions when compared to 
the original helmet. A yellow contour was also 
observed at the most area at the top region, 
indicating that the user-centred helmet HP4 was 
thinner than the original helmet in this region. 
Only the region at the side towards the back of the 
user-centred helmet HP4 was found to be thicker 
than the original helmet, indicated by the blue 
contour plot. 
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Fig. 4-16 The deviation analysis between 
the user-centred helmet HP5 and the 
original helmet 
Similar to user-centred helmet HP2, a blue contour 
was illustrated at the side region of the deviation 
analysis between the user-centred helmet HP5 
and the original helmet, as shown in Fig. 4-16. This 
indicates user-centred helmet HP5 was thicker 
than original helmet at side region. Meanwhile, 
similar to the other helmets HP1-HP4, a yellow 
contour at some regions at the top, back and front 
of the helmet HP5 indicate it was thinner than the 
original helmet at these regions. Some regions 
remained green in deviation analysis because 
there is no difference in the helmet thickness 
between the two helmets. 
 
4.5.2 Helmet fit Index (HFI) 
Table 4-2 presents the HFI of the participant wearing the original (unmodified) Helmet A. The 
lowest HFI was recorded by the participant P9 at just 23.20, while the highest HFI was measured 
by the participant P10 at 76.52. Almost all participants, except for P10, P13 and P15, recorded 
HFI below 60 that indicates poor fit between the original helmet and the participant’s head. The 
difference in the Standoff Distance (SOD), ranging from 6.67mm to 16.5mm, proved that the 
human head comes in different head shape and sizes, as it has been already reported in the 
previous literature [2, 3, 136].  
 
Table 4-2 HFI of participants P1-P15 with the original helmet 
Participant 
Standoff 
distance 
SOD 
mm 
Gap 
Uniformity 
GU  
Head 
Test Area 
(mm²) 
Head 
Area 
Under 
Helmet 
(mm²) 
HPP 
X-fit 
parameter 
Helmet Fit 
Index HFI 
P1 8.68 3.4 62743 52798 0.84 5.30 58.65 
P2 13.3 5.47 66821 52766 0.79 11.85 30.49 
P3 11 4.51 68838 55015 0.80 8.77 41.46 
P4 8.87 3.93 63237 52543 0.83 6.26 53.32 
P5 10.5 4.27 62430 54455 0.87 7.54 46.89 
P6 13.8 5.09 62149 50586 0.81 11.37 31.97 
P7 10 3.37 63145 53454 0.85 6.11 54.10 
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P8 8.64 3.62 65395 53404 0.82 5.75 56.11 
P9 16.5 5.85 67422 53131 0.79 14.57 23.20 
P10 15 6.86 61593 51103 0.83 2.64 76.52 
P11 8.62 4.87 69210 54951 0.79 7.77 45.81 
P12 10.8 4.34 67394 54047 0.80 8.36 43.20 
P13 6.67 2.44 67394 55899 0.83 3.53 70.26 
P14 7.08 3.7 73492 54158 0.74 6.03 54.74 
P15 7.49 2.93 69466 53838 0.78 4.54 63.53 
 
 Table 4-3 presents the HFI of the participant P1-P15 wearing the user-centred bicycle 
helmet liner HP1-HP15. From the table, it is clear that all helmets recorded HFI around 71-80 
mark. This indicates a very good fit between the user-centred helmet liner and the participant's 
head. The Standoff Distance (SOD) was also found to be similar to around 7-8 mm mark. The gap 
between the head and user-centred helmet was also consistent, because low GU in the range of 
0.4 to 2.27 was achieved. This is an obvious improvement of GU, compared to the GU obtained by 
the original Helmet A (Table 4-2). 
 
Table 4-3 HFI of all participants wearing the custom-fit user centred helmet 
Customised 
Helmet  
Standoff 
distance 
SOD mm 
Gap 
Uniformity 
GU  
Head Test 
Area 
(mm²) 
Head 
Area 
Under 
Helmet 
(mm²) 
HPP 
X-fit 
parameter 
Helmet 
Fit Index 
HFI 
HP1 8.05 1.7 62743 52798 0.84 2.46 77.95 
HP2 8.35 1.41 66821 52776 0.79 2.38 78.59 
HP3 7.77 2.27 68838 55015 0.80 3.41 71.12 
HP4 8.19 1.72 63237 52543 0.83 2.61 76.77 
HP5 8.38 1.56 62430 54455 0.87 2.40 78.41 
HP6 7.17 1.78 62149 50586 0.81 2.62 76.92 
HP7 8.12 1.44 63145 53454 0.85 2.12 80.62 
HP8 8.3 1.56 65395 53404 0.82 2.49 77.68 
HP9 8.69 0.8 67422 53131 0.79 1.68 84.27 
HP10 7 1.52 61593 51103 0.83 2.20 80.26 
HP11 7.75 1.32 69210 54951 0.79 2.00 81.91 
HP12 8.23 1.23 67394 54047 0.80 1.99 81.65 
HP13 9.71 0.47 67422 53131 0.79 1.86 82.79 
HP14 8.15 0.912 73492 54158 0.74 1.59 85.06 
HP15 8.99 0.826 69466 53838 0.78 1.94 82.10 
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 Table 4-4 presents the comparison of HFI of the participants P1-P15 wearing the original 
helmet and the user-centred helmets HP1-HP15. All user-centred helmets HP1-HP15 recorded a 
significant improvement of HFI when compared to the original helmet. The highest improvement 
of HFI was recorded by the custom-fit helmets HP6 and HP10. The user-centred helmet HP6 
recorded an HFI improvement of 44.96, while the user-centred helmet HP10 with an 
improvement of HFI of 61.07. The Gap Uniformity (GU) also plays an important role in HFI. The 
lower the GU indicates a better uniform gap between the helmet and the head. Since the user-
centred helmet was created based on the outer head shape of each participant, the gap between 
the outer surface of the participant’s head shape and the inner surface of the helmet is uniform. 
The uniform gap greatly improves the HFI of the user centred helmet compared to the original 
helmet. 
 
Table 4-4 Comparison of the HFI of the participant wearing the user-centred helmet and the 
original helmet 
Participant HFI wearing 
original helmet 
HFI wearing 
user-centred helmet 
HFI  
Improvement 
P1 58.65 77.95 19.30 
P2 30.49 78.59 48.10 
P3 41.46 71.12 29.66 
P4 53.32 76.77 23.45 
P5 46.89 78.41 31.52 
P6 31.97 76.92 44.95 
P7 54.10 80.62 26.52 
P8 56.11 77.68 21.57 
P9 23.20 84.27 61.07 
P10 76.52 80.26 3.74 
P11 45.81 81.91 36.10 
P12 43.20 81.65 38.45 
P13 70.26 82.79 12.53 
P14 54.74 85.06 30.32 
P15 63.53 82.10 18.57 
 
4.5.3 Peak linear acceleration (PLA) 
The  validated FEA model of the drop impact test was used to determine the PLA of the user-
centred helmet HP1-HP15 and the original helmet at the front, top and side impact locations 
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[137]. Table 4-5 presents the recorded PLA of all helmets at the side, front and top impact 
locations. Different PLA was recorded by the user-centred helmets HP1-HP15 when compared to 
the original helmet. This result suggests that changing the liner dimension to implement the user-
centred design approach would alter the impact performance of a helmet. As an example, several 
helmets, such as helmet HP1, HP6 and HP10 recorded PLA lower than the original helmet at all 
location.  Meanwhile, other helmets recorded mixed results at the different impact location. 
Helmets such as HP7 and HP8 recorded lower PLA than the original helmet at the side impact 
location, but higher PLA at the top and front impact location. Again, this is acceptable and 
expected, because the shape and thickness of the liner have been changed according to the 
individual shape of the participant. 
 
Table 4-5 The PLA of the original helmet and the user-centred helmets HP1-HP15 
Helmet model 
Peak linear acceleration (g) 
Side  PLA 
difference 
Top PLA 
difference 
Front PLA 
difference 
Original  187.8 - 165.5 - 157.6 - 
HP1 185.3 -3.0 160.1 -5.4 157.3 -0.3 
HP2 190.9 +3.4 164.9 -0.6 151.5 -6.1 
HP3 185.5 -2.6 163.2 -2.3 161.7 +4.1 
HP4 189.4 +1.6 155.9 -9.6 159.4 +1.8 
HP5  192.6   +5.2 162.5 -3.0 157.9 +0.3 
HP6 177.9 -9.9 155.4 -10.1 149.5 -8.1 
HP7 181.1 -6.7 154.8 -10.7 160.0 +2.4 
HP8 184.6 -3.2 142.1 -23.4 166.6 +9.0 
HP9 187.7 -0.1 160.8 -4.7 143.2 -14.4 
HP10 186.0 -1.8 164.0 -1.5 131.6 -26.0 
HP11 210.5 +22.7 149.7 -15.8 145.4 -12.2 
HP12 175.6 -12.2 155.1 -10.4 165.3 +7.7 
HP13 186.9 -0.9 156.2 -9.3 173.2 +15.6 
HP14 200.0 +12.2 161.1 -4.4 196.7 +39.1 
HP15 202.3 +14.5 159.0 -6.5 162.2 +4.6 
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Fig. 4-17 The box plot diagram of the PLA of the user-centred helmets HP1-HP15. The PLA of the 
original Helmet A is noted with the red dash line for every impact location, while the yellow line 
represents the safety limit (PLA=250g)  
 
 Fig. 4-17 presents the median, maximum and minimum PLA recorded by all user-centred 
helmets HP1-HP15 in the simulation of the drop impact test at the side, top and front impact 
location. At the side impact location, the maximum PLA recorded was 210g, while the minimum 
is 175.6g. Majority of the helmets HP1-HP15 recorded PLA close to the original Helmet A. At the 
top impact location; the maximum PLA was recorded at 164.9g, below the PLA of the original 
Helmet A at 165.5g. All helmet HP1-HP15 recorded PLA below than the original helmet, with the 
minimum PLA recorded is 142.1g. At the front impact location, the maximum and minimum PLA 
of the helmets HP1-HP15 are 196.7g and131.6g, respectively. From Fig. 4-17, it is clear that all 
helmet HP1-HP15 recorded PLA to be lower 250g at all three impact locations. Therefore, all 
helmets still pass the standard drop impact test, although the liner has been modified to fit the 
head shape of each participant. However, the limit of the modification is still unknown, as there 
must be a limitation for the modification to make sure the helmet would still pass the required 
PLA at 250g. 
 From the Table 4-5, it was clearly noted that the user-centred helmet HP1-HP15 recorded 
different PLA when compared to the original Helmet A. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the liner of 
the user-centred helmet is designed according to the head shape of the participants involved. 
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Therefore, this change in PLA of the helmet was expected. In addition to that, the participants also 
have different head shape and size. The distinct dissimilarity of the head shape and size of the 
human being has been well documented in the literature [3, 136]. As a result, although the helmet 
liner of the user-centred helmet HP1-HP15 has been designed according to the same size of the 
Helmet A model, they all now have different shape and thickness to fit in the head shape of the 
participant. Some helmets might have thicker liner at the top, and thinner liner at the side and the 
front, and vice versa. This statement is strongly supported by the result in Table 4-1, where the 
thickness of the helmets HP1-HP15 was presented. This change in liner thickness might also be 
the reason of the different PLA recorded by the helmets HP1-HP15. For example, from Table 4-5, 
at the side impact location, the biggest difference of PLA was recorded by the helmet HP11 at 
216.5g, +28.7g more than the original helmet model. Meanwhile, the lowest change of PLA was 
registered by the helmet HP9 at 187.7g, +0.1g more than the original helmet model. From the 
Table 4-1, it is noted that Helmet HP11 has the biggest thickness difference, and Helmet HP9 has 
the lowest thickness difference at the side impact location. It is also noted from the table, at the 
side impact location, that the helmets HP3, HP6, HP7 and HP12 have lower PLA and the helmets 
HP5, HP11 and HP14 have higher PLA than the PLA recorded by the original helmet. Again, these 
results were also consistent with the thickness measured at the side location of the helmet. The 
thickness of helmets HP3, HP6, HP7 and HP12 were more than the original helmet, while the 
thickness of helmet HP5, HP11 and HP14 were less than the original helmet at these locations. 
The similar result could also be seen for the front and top impact location.  
 
 
Fig. 4-18 Top sectional view of the participant wearing the original helmet (left) and the user-
centred helmet (right) 
 
Big gaps at the 
front 
Small gaps at 
the side 
 
Very small gap 
at this region 
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 As illustrated in the Fig. 4-18, the custom-fit user-centred helmet liner has a uniform gap 
between the helmet liner and the participant’s head. In the digital modelling, to fit each 
participant’s head shape, the thickness of the original helmet liner was removed and added to a 
certain region. Therefore, there were some variations of the thickness of all the custom-fit user 
centred helmets compared to the original model, as presented in Table 4-1. In addition to that, 
the uniform gap between the user-centred helmet and the participant's head was also indicated 
by the Gap Uniformity (GU) in the Helmet Fit Index (HFI). From Tables 4-2 and 4-3, it is clear that 
the GU of the user-centred helmet is significantly lower than the original helmet, indicating a more 
uniform gap between the helmet and the head. As a result, the user-helmets HP1-15 has a 
significant improvement in HFI, as shown in Table 4-3. Due to this change in the liner design to 
improve the helmet fit, the PLA recorded by the user-centred helmets HP1-HP15 was different to 
the original helmet. It has been observed from the result that the PLA increased where the 
thickness of the helmet liner was reduced, while at where the thickness of helmet liner was 
increased, the PLA appears to be reduced. In this user-centred bicycle helmet design, the outer 
shape of the bicycle helmet liner is fixed, and it is bounded by the same helmet shell. The 
alteration occurred only at the inner shape of the helmet liner. Therefore, there must be an 
allowable limit of the change of the helmet liner thickness and shape. If the helmet liner is too 
thick, it would be heavy and uncomfortable to wear. However, if the helmet is too thin, the helmet 
would not probably pass the drop impact test as required by the standards. This problem has 
been identified and presented in Chapter 8, where a new smart method to define the limitation of 
the liner of the user-centred helmet design is proposed. 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
This study sets out to determine the effect of the user-centred helmet design on the impact 
attenuation of the bicycle helmet. Fifteen user-centred helmets HP1-HP15 were designed to 
follow the shape of the individual head shape of the fifteen participants P1-P15. Reverse 
engineering method was applied to obtain the digital models, where the head shape of the 
participants and the helmet were scanned using the handheld Artec3D scanner and the Flexscan 
3D camera respectively. The thickness and the PLA of the original helmet and the custom-fit user 
centred helmets were measured and compared. Helmet fit of all helmets involved in this study 
was measured using the Helmet Fit Index (HFI).  The digital images of the participant wearing the 
original helmet and the user centred helmet were utilized to calculate the HFI of each helmet.  
 Followings are the significant findings of the study: 
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1. It was found that all custom-fit helmets HP1-HP15 recorded a significant improvement in HFI 
when compared to the original helmet. Hence, it is a clear indication that the user-centred 
helmet design has improved the helmet fit of the bicycle helmet 
2. The user-centred helmet also recorded different PLA compared to the original helmet 
because their liner dimension and thickness was changed to accommodate the individual 
head shape of the participants. Hence, changing the helmet liner dimension to create the 
better fit user-centred bicycle helmet has a great influence on the impact properties of the 
helmet 
3. The PLA of the helmet depends on the helmet liner thickness, the PLA increases when the 
helmet thickness is reduced and vice versa.  
 
 In conclusion, this study confirms that changing the liner thickness to employ the user-
centred helmet design significantly improves the helmet fit but at the same time influence the 
impact performance of the bicycle helmet [138].  
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 Investigation of liner thickness and density of mass-
customised helmet inner liner design using FE simulation 
 
5.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, the author has attempted to create a cluster/group of the participant with the 
similar head shape and size. Thirty-seven landmarks were created on each head scan of the 
participant. The coordinate of every landmark of each participant’s head scan was listed. Out of 
the sixty head scans, fourteen participants were identified to have all thirty-seven landmarks 
within ±5mm of the same points on the J-headform (reference). J-headform was chosen for this 
case study because all participants preferred the S/M helmet size and the closest headform size 
for the S/M bicycle helmet size is the J headform. The selected fourteen head scans from this 
group were used to create a mean headform to represent the group/cluster. Later, a custom fit 
user-centred helmet was created (named as the mass-customised helmet), based on the original 
design of Helmet A and the inner surface of the helmet liner is designed according to the head 
shape of the mean head shape. The use of the mean head shape, which represents the 
cluster/group of the participant with similar head size and shape, was attempted because it is 
impractical and not economical (from the manufacturer’s point of view) to create and test the 
helmet for each participant. The drop impact simulation model and the design approach of the 
user-centred helmet liner design, as explained thoroughly in Chapter 4 was used to investigate 
the impact attenuation of the mass-customised helmet with the following parameters: 
1.  The influence of the helmet liner thickness at different impact locations  
2.  The influence of the different liner density 
3.  The ranking of influence of the helmet liner thickness, liner density and impact location on 
the impact properties of the helmet  
 
5.2 Material and methods 
5.2.1 Development of the mass-customised helmet liner for a user group  
5.2.1.1 3D scanning of the helmet and participant’s head shape 
Head shapes of sixty participants who volunteered for the study were scanned using a portable 
Artec3D scanner. They were given a commercial bicycle helmet (Helmet A) in two different sizes: 
one S/M size and another one L size. They were asked to choose a size that preferably fitted them 
best. All sixty participants had chosen the S/M size helmet. The general post-processing to 
remove the background scans was also conducted as described in Section 4.2 in Chapter 4. Bumps 
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on the head scan that occurred because of wearing the wig cap were reconstructed using 
Defeature tools. The Mesh Doctor tool was used to remove spikes, non-manifold edges, self-
intersections, small holes and creased edges. Fig. 5-1 shows the head scan images of several 
participants wearing their selected size helmet. 
 
 
Fig. 5-1 Scan images of head scans of several participants wearing the helmet 
 
5.2.1.2 Clustering of participants into user group based on 3D anthropometric data 
Three planes were used to determine the origin point of each scan in world coordinate. The first 
plane is the YZ-plane, which cuts through the mid-sagittal plane of the head scan, was created 
using a 3-points symmetry plane definition. The second plane is the horizontal XY-plane, which 
was created using the end of both eye sockets and later translated in z direction using plane offset 
tools. The third plane represents the ZX-plane, which is perpendicular to the first two planes, and 
was created in the middle of the length of the head. The distance (the length of the head in the y-
direction, shown in Fig 5-2B) from the perpendicular plane at the front face and the rear were 
determined using the offset plane tools. Hence, the third plane, representing the XZ-plane, could 
be placed in the middle of the length of the head, by using half the distance from the front plane 
and the rear plane. These three planes were used to define XY-, XZ- and YZ-planes of the head 
scan with respect to the x, y, z world coordinates. Using this method, the point of origin where all 
three planes intersecting each other of each head scan can be determined. 
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Fig. 5-2 The process to create  the thirty-seven landmarks on a head scan using the intersection 
point of curves projected from the planes, illustrated in figures (A) until (E)   
 
 Fig. 5-2A shows the 37 landmark points that were introduced to a cluster of each head scan 
into a similar group. Four planes called Planes A-D were created at 30° and 60° to the XY-plane, 
as shown in the front view of the head scan (Fig. 5-2D). Another four planes in y-direction were 
added using plane offset tools and renamed as Planes E-H (Fig. 5-2C). The total distance was 
divided equally by 6 (5 planes: E, F, XZ, G and H) to calculate the offset distance between the 
planes. Curves, as seen in Fig. 5-2E were projected from the plane onto the head scan. The 
projected curve allows the extraction of the coordinates of the 37 intersection points on the head 
shape. The coordinate of each point was defined and exported to an Excel table. The distance of 
each point, Sn, from the origin can be described using a trigonometric formula for x, y, z 
coordinates, as described in Eq (5.1).  
 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑠𝑛 = √𝑥𝑛2 +  𝑦𝑛2 + 𝑧𝑛2  (5.1) 
 
 Using these landmark points, a group of fourteen participants from the sixty head scans 
were identified to have all 37 points within ±5mm of the same points on the J-headform, the 
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common headform representing the S/M bicycle helmet size. The selected fourteen head scans 
from this group were used to create a mass customised inside liner of Helmet A.  
 
5.2.1.3 Combining head scans 
The selected fourteen scans were combined into a single scan using the Boolean operation tool 
called Average. The process describing the creation of one single, mean head scan is presented in 
Fig. 5-3. The selected fourteen scans were imported into the Geomagic Studio 12 software, as 
shown in Fig 5-3A. It can be seen that all scan images overlap. The Average tool was used to create 
a mean headform, where the mean of all point cloud of all landmarks was calculated by the 
software. The surface of the average head shape was then cleaned up through the repair and 
smooth tools. The final scan after repair and editing, as shown in Fig. 5-3B was used to create the 
helmet liner for this particular control group. The helmet scan model was then imported and 
superimposed on the mean head scan (Fig. 5-3C). The helmet scan model and the mean head scan 
(Fig. 5-3C) was later used to design the mass-customised inside liner of Helmet A. 
 
 
Fig. 5-3 Process to create the mean head scan based on fourteen selected participant head scans, 
A: The fourteen participants’ head scans combined. B: The mean head scan automatically 
determined by the software using the Average tool. C: The helmet and the mean head scan 
 
5.2.1.4 Mass-customisation of helmet inside liner for user group based on 3D 
anthropometric data 
The helmet liner and the mean headform were used to create a mass-customised helmet liner that 
represents the group of fourteen participants. The helmeted head scan was used to align and 
combine the mean head shape and helmet into one single scan. As shown in Fig. 5-4, eight points 
were used in the alignment of the mean head and the helmeted head, and six points were used in 
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the alignment of the helmet and the helmeted head. After that, global registration was used to 
enhance the overall alignment. As a result, a helmeted mean head scan was obtained. Next, the 
areas below the helmet test line on the mean head shape were removed. The helmet test line is 
defined as a line denoting the coverage protection of a helmet [58]. The remaining area was 
expanded by 10mm using the offset function. This 10mm offset represents the thickness of the 
comfort padding used in the helmet. A Boolean operation was used to subtract the mean head 
shape that intersected with the liner. Then the areas inside the liner were removed, except for the 
ventilation holes. Next, the mean head scan and helmet liner were combined, using the Boolean 
operation called Union.  
 
 
Fig. 5-4 Alignment of the helmeted head 
  
 Holes were created on the mean head scan (the inner part of the helmet) and patched using 
fill tools to reconstruct the ventilation holes. The gaps between the liner and the mean head scan 
were filled carefully to retain its original shape. Fig. 5-5 describes the process to subtract, remove 
and ensure union of two different scans of the helmet liner and the mean head in order to create 
the mass-customised helmet liner. Fig. 5-6(A) and 5-6(B) shows the comparison between the new 
mass-customised helmet liner and the original helmet model with the head scan. From the cross-
sectional view, it is clear that the gap between the mean head shape and the original helmet is not 
uniform, especially at the top area (that has been marked in red dash lines). In contrast to this, in 
the new mass-customised helmet liner, the gap has been improved, and the gap is uniform. It is 
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important to note that only the inner shape of the liner was modified and the outer shape of the 
helmet was retained in its original form.  
 
 
Fig. 5-5 Procedures to subtract (A), remove (B) and creation of the ventilation holes(C) of two 
different scans (head scan and helmet scan) to create a mass-customised helmet liner design 
 
 
 
Fig. 5-6 Comparison of the gap between the helmet liner and mean head shape of the original 
helmet (A) and the new mass-customised helmet liner design (B) 
 
5.2.1 Mass-customised helmet liner with different thickness 
The objective of this section is to investigate the influence of the liner thickness on the impact 
properties of the mass-customised helmet liner. The thickness of the liner was uniformly reduced 
Head 
Head Head 
Head 
A B 
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using the offset tool, where the outer surface of the helmet was offset towards the inside for about 
2mm in each decrement. A 2mm offset surface was used to reduce the thickness of the helmet by 
using the Boolean operation called subtract. Fig. 5-7 illustrates the cross-sectional view of the 
thickness decrement of the helmet, where it has a thickness difference of 2mm at each stage. 
Helmets with different thicknesses were created to investigate the influence of helmet thickness 
on PLA and the possibility of reducing helmet thickness while still complying with the PLA value 
of 250 g, as prescribed in Australian bicycle helmet standards [19]. The lower the PLA indicates 
better performance of the helmet against an impact. 
 
 
Fig. 5-7 Cross-sectional view of uniform thickness reduction of -2mm of the mass-customised 
helmet liner 
  
 A similar procedure, as explained in Fig. 5-2, was adopted to create reference planes for the 
scanned helmet. The curve was projected from each plane on the helmet. The intersection points 
of each curve were defined as the landmark points on the helmet. Of a total of 37 landmark points 
created on the helmet liner, only 22 were retained for the drop impact test, because the helmet is 
considered to be symmetrical in shape on both sides. The helmet was sectioned using the YZ-
plane, which cuts through the mid-sagittal plane of the helmet. These landmark points were to be 
used as impact sites in the bicycle helmet drop impact simulation.  
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Fig. 5-8 Landmark points on the helmet, created using curves projected from planes 
  
 The thickness of the mass-customised helmet liner was measured using Eq (5.2). The 
coordinates on the outside and inside of the helmet liner at particular landmarks were used to 
calculate the thickness of the helmet at that point. Measurements of helmet thickness at 22 points 
of all helmet models were recorded.  
 
𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑡𝑛 = √𝑥𝑛𝑜2 +  𝑦𝑛𝑜2 + 𝑧𝑛𝑜2 − √𝑥𝑛𝑖2 + 𝑦𝑛𝑖2 + 𝑧𝑛𝑖2  (5.2) 
𝑛𝑜 = 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑛 
𝑛𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑛 
 
 A validated finite element simulation model, as described in Chapter 4, was adopted to test 
the impact attenuation properties of the mass-customised helmet. A penalty contact property 
with a friction coefficient of 0.4 was defined as interactions between all contacting surfaces in this 
simulation. A tie contact was applied to the inner surface of the shell and the outer surface of the 
liner to simulate the strong glue bonding between the helmet shell and liner. A homogenous shell 
section with a corresponding thickness of 0.40-0.45mm was assigned to the helmet shell. The 
anvil and the headform, which were much stiffer than the helmet components and were therefore 
defined as rigid bodies. The bottom face of the anvil was fixed in every degree of freedom (DOF). 
 Fig. 5-9 shows all 22 landmarks that are located on the four impact lines A-D. Impact line A 
is the curve on the side, projected from the XY-plane of the helmet. Landmarks 2-6 are located on 
this impact liner A. Impact lines B and C are the curves projected from planes 30 and 60 inclined 
to the XY-plane. Landmarks 8-12 and 13-17 are located on impact lines B and C, respectively. The 
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last impact line D is the one crossing through the middle of the plane. It is projected from the XZ-
plane of the helmet. Impact line D contains landmarks 18-22. In the simulated drop test, the mass-
customised helmet was translated and rotated in order to place each landmark as the impact 
point. The impact velocity was set at 5.44 m/s, which was obtained from the experimental drop 
test [137]. The same velocity was used for every simulation for each landmark. 
 
Fig. 5-9 All 22 landmarks on the four impact lines of the helmet 
 
5.2.2  Mass-customised helmet liner with different density 
Another important parameter that has an influence on impact performance of a bicycle helmet is 
the density of EPS, the material commonly used in the fabrication of helmet liners. The typical 
density of EPS used for bicycle helmet liner ranges between 50kgmˉ³ to 100kgmˉ³.  Changing the 
density of the helmet liner can influence the overall weight and impact properties of the bicycle 
helmet. Therefore, the present study was designed to determine the effect of different densities 
of EPS foam on PLA of the helmet at the side, front, top and back impact locations. 
 Table 5-1 presents the stress and strain values of EPS foam. Four different density values 
of 50 kgmˉ³, 64 kgmˉ³, 80 kgmˉ³ and 100 kgmˉ³ were considered in this study. These values are 
the  common density range for EPS foam for bicycle helmets [33], and they were defined by the 
stress-strain curve of EPS with different densities as shown in Fig. 5-10 [98]. They were inserted 
in the material definition of helmet liner for each helmet density. The mass of the helmet liner 
could be determined when the density definition was applied to the geometry model. Using the 
query tools in Abaqus 6.12 [132], the mass properties of each geometry part can be measured 
virtually. After that, the weight measurements of each helmet model were recorded and 
compared to the original helmet model. 
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Fig. 5-10 Stress strain curve of EPS with different densities [98]  
 
Table 5-1 Stress and strain of EPS with different densities 
Strain Compressive stress 
Density 50 kgmˉ³ Density 64 kgmˉ³ Density 80 kgmˉ³ Density 100 kgmˉ³ 
0 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
0.05 0.375 0.5 0.600 0.750 
0.1 0.400 0.525 0.625 0.775 
0.2 0.425 0.545 0.650 0.800 
0.3 0.450 0.565 0.700 0.850 
0.4 0.500 0.600 0.750 1.00 
0.5 0.535 0.750 0.900 1.15 
0.6 0.625 0.825 1.00 1.30 
0.7 0.75 1.20 1.300 1.75 
0.8 1.25 1.75 2.300 3.00 
 
5.2.3  Mass-customised helmet liner with Taguchi method design of experiment (DoE) 
The objective of this section is to rank the influence of liner thickness, EPS density and impact 
location, using the Taguchi design of experiment (DoE) method. It is crucial to rank the influence 
of the aforementioned design factors/parameters because only the important factors will be 
considered in the new parametric and customised helmet design in Chapter 8. The clear 
advantage of the Taguchi DOE is it reduces the number of simulations to rank the influence of 
design factors [139]. Sixteen simulations were chosen based on the proposed L16’ orthogonal 
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array of the Taguchi method. The Minitab software package [135] was used to run the statistical 
calculation required for the Taguchi method. The PLA of each combination of factor and level was 
also recorded. The thickness of the liner was uniformly reduced, using the offset tool, where the 
outer surface of the helmet was offset towards the inside direction. A 4mm offset surface was 
used to reduce thickness from the helmet using a Boolean operation called Subtract. Fig. 5-11 
shows the cross-sectional view of the thickness decrement of the helmet, where there is a 
thickness difference of 4mm between each. 
 
Fig. 5-11 Cross-sectional view of the helmet with different thickness reduction, as used in the 
study 
 
Helmet design parameters and their levels are listed in Table 5-2. Three design 
parameters of the bicycle helmet were selected in this study. They are the thickness, density and 
impact location. A thickness reduction of 4mm was chosen in the range of 0mm to -12mm, and 
four densities of liners were selected in this study (50 kgmˉ³, 64 kgmˉ³, 80 kgmˉ³ and 100 kgmˉ³). 
The helmet thickness was reduced for 4mm for every level, and their corresponding thickness at 
the top, side, front and back side of the helmet are presented in Table 5-3. Four impact locations 
were also considered (top, side, front and back of the bicycle helmet).  
 
Table 5-2 Helmet design parameters and their levels 
Factor Description Unit Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
A Thickness reduction mm 0 -4 -8 -12 
B Density kg/mm³ 50 64 80 100 
C Location - Top Side Front Back 
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Table 5-3 Helmet thickness reduction level 
Thickness 
reduction 
Thickness (mm) 
Top Side Front Back 
0 29.52 20.57 25.92 32.69 
-4 25.52 16.57 21.92 28.69 
-8 21.52 12.57 17.92 24.69 
-12 17.52 8.57 13.92 20.69 
 
The proposed L16’ orthogonal array is suggested based on the number of factors and 
levels. Using this array, only 16 simulations, a combination of the design factor and level, needed 
to be conducted. This number has been reduced from 64 simulations if a full factorial method was 
to be used. Tables 5-5 and 5-6 indicate the combination of factor and level of each of the 16 
simulations. T1, D2 and L3 are the design factors (thickness reduction, density and impact 
location), while the values from 1 to 3 in the array represent level 1 to level 4 of each design factor. 
The S/N ratio was calculated using the Minitab software and was used later to rank the influence 
of each factor: the helmet liner thickness, liner density and impact location. 
  
 Table 5-4 Combination of design factor          Table 5-5 Description of design factor/level 
Simulation # T1 D2 L3  Simulation# T1 D2 L3 
1 1 1 1  1 0 50 Top 
2 1 2 2  2 0 64 Side 
3 1 3 3  3 0 80 Front 
4 1 4 4  4 0 100 Back 
5 2 1 2  5 -4 50 Side 
6 2 2 1  6 -4 64 Top 
7 2 3 3  7 -4 80 Front 
8 2 4 4  8 -4 100 Back 
9 3 1 3  9 -8 50 Front 
10 3 2 4  10 -8 64 Back 
11 3 3 1  11 -8 80 Top 
12 3 4 2  12 -8 100 Side 
13 4 1 4  13 -12 50 Back 
14 4 2 3  14 -12 64 Front 
15 4 3 2  15 -12 80 Side 
16 4 4 1  16 -12 100 Top 
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5.1 Results and discussion 
5.1.1 Mass-customised helmet with different liner thickness  
5.1.1.1 Landmarks of selected participants 
Fig. 5-12 presents the measurement of each landmark of each selected participant as well as the 
J-headform. The dotted line represents the J-headform and its upper and lower limits of ±5mm. It 
clearly shows that all 14 participants (28%) have their head measurements of 37 points within 
the limits of ±5mm of J-headform. Landmarks 1 and 7 show similar measurements for each 
participant because they are respectively located at the front and back of the head. Therefore, the 
distance from the origin to the landmarks 1 and 7 are quite similar for each participant. At 98 to 
108mm, they are also the landmarks at the farthest distance from the origin of the head. 
Landmarks 4 and 10, which are located on either side of the helmet, have the lowest distance from 
the origin in the range from 78 to 88mm.  
 In this study, the participants came from different backgrounds and ethnic groups, and their 
head shapes are quite dissimilar to the standard J-headform, which was developed based on the 
anthropometric measurements of the 1950s British workforce [140]. This might be the reason 
why the results showed only a small number (28%) of participants as having a head shape map 
closer to the standard J-headform. Hence, the bicycle helmet in the market that is either sized 
according to the standard headforms or is designed according to the size of the Western 
headform, [2, 8] might not fit well with the population of the current study, which has been 
conducted for the participant from multiple backgrounds in Melbourne, Australia. 
 
 
Fig. 5-12 Distance of landmarks from the origin for 14 participants 
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 A mean head shape was created in accordance with these selected fourteen participants. 
Using the mean head shape as the reference, a new modified mass-customised helmet liner the 
was developed in a 3D modelling environment for this group of the participant (mean head shape 
representing the group) 
 
5.1.1.2 Liner thickness and weight 
The thickness of the new modified mass-customised helmet liner was reduced using the offset 
tool. The thickness was reduced from the outside, while the inner region of the helmet liner was 
kept the same. The objective of this experiment was to investigate the influence of helmet liner 
thickness on the impact properties of the mass-customised helmet liner. The thickness was 
reduced for 2mm each increment from the initial mass-customised helmet liner design. Helmet 
thicknesses were measured at 22 landmarks or impact locations. 
 
Fig. 5-13 Helmet thickness at each landmark 
 
 For the helmet with no helmet reduction (or 0mm offset), the thickness varied from 20mm 
to 38mm. This has a thickness of more than 30mm at landmarks 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21 and 22 (Fig. 5-13). The lowest thickness was measured at landmark 4 at around 20mm, while 
the thickest areas of the helmet are at landmarks 7 and 12. The thickness reduction decreases the 
weight of the mass-customised helmet as compared with the original helmet model (Table 5-6). 
It is found that a thickness reduction of 2mm can reduce between 8 and 14% of the total weight 
of the new helmet liner. Even though helmet thickness is reduced uniformly, the weight of each 
model was not proportionally reduced. This is due to the existence of ventilation holes. For 
example, one ventilation hole might have different sizes of openings at the outer and inner part 
of the liner. In some cases, it has large openings on the outside and small openings on the inside. 
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Therefore, the weight of the helmet liner is not uniformly decreased as the helmet thickness is 
reduced. 
 
Table 5-6 Mass properties of helmets A-I 
                     Helmets with thickness reduction 
 A  
(0mm) 
B  
(-
2mm) 
C  
(-4mm) 
D  
(-6mm) 
E 
(-8mm) 
F 
(-
10mm) 
G 
(-
12mm) 
H 
(-
14mm) 
I 
(-
16mm) 
Weight (g) 125.0 115.0 103.0 92.6 81.3 70.6 57.9 50.5 43.6 
Weight 
reduction 
compared 
with 
original 
helmet  
 
0 
 
8.0 
 
10.4 
 
10.1 
 
12.2 
 
13.1 
 
14.0 
 
12.8 
 
13.6 
Total 
weight 
reduction  
0 8.0 17.6 25.9 34.9 43.5 53.6 59.6 65.1 
 
5.1.1.3  Peak linear acceleration (PLA) of the mass-customised helmets (A-I) 
Table 5-7 shows the PLA of the mass-customised helmet with different thickness offset A-I at 
every landmark. It is apparent from this table that the PLA increases as the helmet thickness 
reduce at each landmark. For several simulations, the helmet was tested only until its PLA 
reached the safety limit of 250 g. This is the benchmark for PLA of any bicycle helmet according 
to the Australian and most other bicycle helmet standards [60]. From Table 5-7 we can also see 
that the thickness of the helmet was only reduced by -8mm for most landmarks, i.e. 1-10, to 
achieve a PLA below 250 g. For landmark 22, the thickness can be reduced up to -16mm and still 
achieve a PLA under 250 g. This is because the thickness of the helmet is greater at that particular 
location so that the thickness of the helmet can be reduced by up to 16mm. The findings from this 
study agree with a previous study [26] that the impact performance of the user-centred helmet 
was affected by the helmet thickness at that particular location. When the helmet liner thickness 
is reduced at certain locations, the PLA will increase and vice versa. 
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Table 5-7 Peak linear acceleration of the mass-customised helmet with different liner 
thicknesses, A-I, at landmarks 1-22 
Landmark PLA (g) at different thickness reduction 
A 
(0mm) 
B 
(-2mm) 
C 
(-4mm) 
D 
(-6mm) 
E 
(-8mm) 
F 
(-10mm) 
G 
(-12mm) 
H 
(-14mm) 
I 
(-
16mm) 
Landmark 1 161.6 186.8 226.7 270.5 342.2 - - - - 
Landmark 2 192.1 210.5 247.0 - - - - - - 
Landmark 3 181.1 190.6 232.3 310.0 - - - - - 
Landmark 4 192.3 222.7 308.0 - - - - - - 
Landmark 5 189.2 187.2 210.8 256.9 338.8 - - - - 
Landmark 6 182.3 187.3 189.1 218.3 266.6 387.7 - - - 
Landmark 7 159.6 172.1 230.7 310.0 - - - - - 
Landmark 8 168.0 176.4 186.1 229.6 283.2 353.6 - - - 
Landmark 9 179.3 182.3 182.9 193.5 229.2 310.0 - - - 
Landmark 10 204.0 209.1 216.9 222.3 244.6 305.8 - - - 
Landmark 11 166.1 168.7 170.2 171.6 181.4 193.2 219.8 292.2 - 
Landmark 12 154.2 156.1 157.7 160.6 161.0 173.5 219.4 225.6 321.5 
Landmark 13 169.1 170.5 181.0 203.3 251.3 333.7 - - - 
Landmark 14 176.7 185.4 190.3 193.7 198.1 221.9 277.6 325.0 - 
Landmark 15 171.0 177.2 182.2 185.1 211.4 223.5 264.9 - - 
Landmark 16 159.5 164.6 169.6 173.8 175.4 192.3 277.6 - - 
Landmark 17 151.3 156.1 158.6 166.6 169.9 171.5 184.8 214.5 263.8 
Landmark 18 175.0 179.7 182.3 208.8 230.0 270.0 313.9 274.8 - 
Landmark 19 166.3 171.6 176.2 179.3 184.1 213.3 274.8 - - 
Landmark 20 172.0 176.0 181.6 183.4 193.0 212.6 275.2 - - 
Landmark 21 178.6 182.1 187.2 187.1 200.6 223.2 300.2 - - 
Landmark 22 133.0 140.7 141.9 148.0 155.9 159.1 184.3 213.4 237.1 
 
 The results also revealed that only mass-customised helmets A and B recorded a PLA below 
250 g at all 22 impact locations, and therefore they complied with the safety standards. Helmets 
C and D recorded a PLA below 250 g at almost all impact locations, except at one landmark for 
Helmet C and three landmarks for Helmet D. However, according to Australian Standards, a 
bicycle helmet should achieve a PLA below 250 g at any four impact sites above the test line. In 
most cases, the four impact sites usually chosen for an impact test are the front, back, top and 
side, but it could be any four sites above the test line. Based on this argument, Helmets C and D 
would still comply with the safety standards if landmarks, which were chosen as impact sites, 
have achieved a PLA below 250 g. In summary, these findings from Table 5.7 suggest that 1) using 
more landmarks as impact sites assists in our understanding of the role of impact sites on PLA, 
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and 2) four impact sites are probably not sufficient to represent the whole helmet in an impact 
test.  
 
5.1.1.4  Rate of change of PLA at different impact locations 
 
   
Fig. 5-14 PLA against the liner thickness  at landmarks on impact line A 
 
 The PLA is plotted against the actual thickness of the helmet for landmarks 1-6 at impact 
line A (Fig. 5-14) using the results obtained in Table 5-7. The thickness was represented by the 
helmet A-I, where the thickness of the mass-customised helmet was reduced for 2mm using the 
offset tool. These landmarks are located on the side of the helmet. From this graph, it is apparent 
that the rate of increase of PLA is similar in each impact location, except at landmarks 5 and 6, 
where the PLA increased at a low rate in the beginning as the thickness reduced, and the PLA 
increased at a steady rate at 15mm thickness for landmark 6 and thickness 20mm for landmark 
5. At landmarks 1, 2, 3 and 4, the rate of increase of PLA is steady from the beginning. Using the 
250 g value as a benchmark, the minimum thickness of a helmet at each landmark can be 
determined from the PLA against thickness curve. For example, the thickness of a helmet at 
landmark 1 is 19.7mm at 250 g PLA. Therefore, this is the minimum allowable thickness of the 
helmet at landmark 1. Landmark 6 has the lowest minimum thickness at 11mm. At landmarks 2 
and 3, the minimum allowable thicknesses are very close at 14.3mm and 15.1mm, respectively. 
The minimum thicknesses at landmarks 4 and 5 are close to each other and are recorded at 
16.7mm. This can be explained by the location of these landmarks, as they are located next to each 
other along the impact line. Landmarks 1 and 6 have a very different minimum thickness since 
they are located at the first and last point on the line, respectively. 
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Fig. 5-15 PLA against the helmet liner thickness at landmarks on impact line B 
          
 Fig. 5-15 shows the rate of change of PLA against the liner thickness for landmarks on 
impact line B, which is inclined at 30° from the horizontal XY-plane. The thickness was extracted 
from the Fig. 5-13, where the thickness of the mass-customised helmet was reduced for 2mm 
(helmet A-I) using the offset tool. All landmarks exhibit almost similar curve patterns, although 
they have different minimum thicknesses measured at 250g. The PLA increases at a low rate as 
the thickness reduces but increases at a similar rate once certain thicknesses are surpassed. The 
lowest minimum thickness is recorded at landmark 11 at 9.9mm, while the greatest minimum 
thickness is 23.6 at landmark 12. Landmarks 8, 9 and 10 have a minimum thickness at 18.9mm, 
16.5mm and 17.2mm, respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 5-16 PLA of the helmet at landmarks on impact line C 
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 The rate of change of PLA is again plotted against the thickness of the helmet for all 
landmarks on impact line C (as illustrated in Fig. 5-16). Landmarks 13-17 are the landmarks 
located on this impact line. It is noted that the rate of increase of PLA of each landmark shows a 
similar trend. They exhibit a low, increasing rate of PLA at the beginning and a high increase rate 
after it reaches a certain point. The lowest minimum thickness is recorded at landmark 17 with 
13.7mm, and the greatest minimum thickness is at landmark 14 with 20.3mm. Landmarks 13, 15 
and 16 have a minimum thickness in the range from 15mm to 17.7mm.  
 
Fig. 5-17 PLA of the helmet at landmarks on impact line D 
  
 Fig. 5-17 shows the PLA of landmarks 18-22 across impact line D. The minimum thickness 
of each landmark reduces as the landmarks move towards the top location from landmark 18 
towards 22. The minimum thickness at landmarks 18 and 19 is 24.7mm and 21 mm, respectively. 
At landmark 20, the minimum thickness is 18.2mm, followed by 16.9 and 15.9 at landmarks 21 
and 22, respectively.  
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Fig. 5-18 PLA of the helmet at four key landmarks: front, top, back and side impact locations 
 
 Fig. 5-18 shows the PLA at four important landmarks: landmarks 1(front), 4 (side), 7 (back) 
and 20 (top) They are the common impact locations for the actual helmet test according to the 
bicycle helmet standard AS/ NZS 2006:2058. It is obvious that they exhibit different rates of 
increase of PLA with respect to liner thickness. For instance, although the rear section of the 
helmet usually has greater thickness compared to other locations, its minimum thickness was 
recorded at 28.1mm. This could be explained by the shape of the helmet at the back. The sharp 
curve design at the rear location would generate concentrated point load during an impact test. 
This would induce higher PLA. At other locations such as side, front and top, the shape of the 
helmet at the point of impact is rounder, so the load is distributed over a larger surface area. At 
the top location, the PLA keeps increasing at a very low rate as thickness reduces. After it passed 
the 20mm mark, its PLA increased at a relatively higher rate. In contrast, the PLA increased from 
the starting thickness at a steady rate for the front, with no obvious low rate at the starting 
thickness at the front impact location. Relatively, the helmet thickness at side location is less than 
at other locations. Therefore, the thickness can only be reduced by a small percentage to keep the 
PLA below 250 g.  
 The present study has enhanced our knowledge about the rate of increase of PLA measured 
against helmet thickness at different landmarks. Some landmarks exhibit a higher rate of PLA 
increase compared others. Attention should be paid to these landmarks when designing a mass-
customised user-centred helmet because a small reduction of helmet thickness to conform to a 
cluster of the head with similar shape and size could vastly increase its PLA. In summary, these 
findings indicated that this method of using 22 landmarks as impact sites has potential 
applications in the user-centred design approach to helmets, because it allows designers to add 
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or reduce liner thickness at certain landmarks for individual users to ensure better-fited helmets 
that are light in weight and yet conform to safety regulations.  
 
5.1.1.1  Liner minimum thickness  
Table 5-8 Minimum thickness of helmet at each landmark 
Landmark Minimum thickness  Landmark Minimum thickness 
1 19.7  12 23.6 
2 14.3  13 16 
3 15.1  14 20.3 
4 16.7  15 17.7 
5 16.7  16 15 
6 11  17 13.7 
7 28.1  18 24.7 
8 18.9  19 21 
9 16.5  20 18.2 
10 17.2  21 16.9 
11 9.9  22 15.9 
 
 Table 5-8 presents the minimum thickness required at each landmark, defined at the limit 
of 250 g PLA. It is apparent that the minimum thickness of the helmet is different at each landmark 
location. These findings are consistent with the previous results (Section 3.4), in which the PLA 
increased at a different rate depending on the landmark location. The lowest minimum thickness 
was found at landmark 11 with 9.9mm, and the highest was at landmark 7 with 28.1mm. 
According to the previous studies, if the density of the liner is taken into consideration, the 
protective padding liner density should be lower when the impact is more eccentric, such as in 
the case of front and rear impact, and should be higher when the impact is more centric at top 
impact [141].  
 It is also important to note that this helmet minimum thickness is only applicable to this 
particular mass-customised helmet model and the participant group that has been used to create 
the helmet. In addition, the study is limited to just one helmet liner design based on a 
commercially available bicycle helmet of size S/M. The helmet liner model definition is also 
restricted to EPS foam, with the same helmet liner density of 65 kgm¯³ for all simulations. 
Considerably more investigation is needed to assess other energy-absorbing polymeric foams 
liner material, such as Expanded Polypropylene (EPP), Polyurethane (PU). However, an 
innovative approach has been adopted using a mass-customised user-centred helmet design to 
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provide the feasible information required to deal with safety requirements, fit, and to take 
advantage of cost-effective virtual simulation and modelling.  
 
5.1.2  Mass-customised user centred helmet with different liner density 
Table 5-9 presents the PLA of the mass-customised user-centred bicycle helmet with four 
different density values at four impact locations: the top, side, front and back sides of the helmet. 
All helmets recorded PLA below 250 g, which is the upper limit prescribed in the standard for the 
helmet to be deemed safe. The lowest peak linear acceleration was recorded at the top location 
and a density of 64 kgmˉ³, with 148.14 g, followed closely at 148.44 g at the front location and the 
same density value. The highest PLA of 246.67 g was measured at the side location of the helmet 
with a liner density of 100 kgmˉ³.  
 
Table 5-9 PLA at top, side, front and back locations 
Peak linear 
acceleration(g) 
Density 
50 kg/ m³ 64 kg/ m³ 80 kg/ m³ 100 kg/ m³ 
Top 151.11 148.14 172.89 184.65 
Side 221.94 200.11 230.77 246.67 
Front 155.60 148.44 183.01 197.42 
Back 200.90 160.54 196.20 211.94 
 
 
 
Fig. 5-19 Linear acceleration of helmets with different densities at the top impact location 
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Fig. 5-20 Linear acceleration of the helmet with different densities at the side impact location 
 
 The curve plotted in Fig. 5-19 clearly shows the PLA of the helmet with four different 
densities at the top location. The highest PLA was recorded by the helmet with a liner density of 
100 kgmˉ³, while the lowest was measured at a liner density of 64 kgmˉ³. The helmet with liner 
density of 80 kgmˉ³ was slightly below the helmet with the highest PLA, while the helmet with 
liner density of 50 kgmˉ³ has almost the same PLA as that with a liner density of 64 kgmˉ³, but 
slightly higher by a very small margin. The curve showed in Fig. 5-20 illustrates the PLA of all 
helmets, but at the side impact location. Again, similar to those at the top impact location, the PLA 
was recorded by a helmet with a liner density of 100 kgmˉ³, while the lowest was measured for a 
helmet with a liner density of 64 kgmˉ³. However, the other two helmets with liner densities of 
50 kgmˉ³ and 80 kgmˉ³ have almost similar PLA.  
 
 
Fig. 5-21 Linear acceleration of helmets with different densities at the front impact location 
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Fig. 5-22 Linear acceleration of helmets with different densities at the back impact location 
 
 Fig. 5-21 presents the PLA of all helmets at the front location. The curve shows similar 
characteristics as those at the top impact location illustrated in Fig. 6-22. The highest PLA was 
recorded by a helmet with a liner density of 100 kgmˉ³, followed by a helmet with liner density of 
80 kgmˉ³ and 50 kgmˉ³, while the lowest was measured for a helmet with liner density of 64 
kgmˉ³. Again, at the back location, as shown in Fig. 5-22, the highest PLA was recorded by a helmet 
with a liner density of 100 kgmˉ³, while the lowest was measured for a helmet with liner density 
of 64 kgmˉ³. However, the PLA of the helmet with liner density of 50 kgmˉ³ was higher than for 
the helmet with a liner density of 80 kgmˉ³, but with minimal margin. 
 
 
Fig. 5-23 PLA of all helmets with four different densities of EPS foam at top, side, front and back 
impact locations 
 
 Fig. 5-23 illustrates the PLA against the density of the mass-customised user-centred 
bicycle helmet at four impact locations. A similar pattern was observed at the respective impact 
locations. The PLA at a density of 50 kgmˉ³ was slightly higher than those at a density of 64 kgmˉ³. 
Then the PLA increased at 80 kgmˉ³ and 100 kgmˉ³. However, at the front and top impact 
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locations, the PLA of the helmet were almost identical at densities of 50 kgmˉ³ and 60 kgmˉ³. It is 
apparent that helmets with densities of 80 kgmˉ³and 100 kgmˉ³ recorded high PLA at all impact 
locations. A helmet with a high density of EPS could be considered as having a hard liner since 
more EPS foam is embedded in the same volume of the liner, whereas a helmet with a lower 
density of EPS could be considered as having a soft liner, because less EPS foam is used to fill up 
the same volume. From the results, it could be concluded that the hard liners, i.e. the helmet with 
higher densities at 80 kgmˉ³and 100 kgmˉ³, have worse impact safety performance than a helmet 
with low densities at 50 kgmˉ³and 64 kgmˉ³. A plausible explanation for this is that the soft liner 
was able to absorb impact and distribute energy over a larger area, and therefore recorded lower 
PLA than the hard liner. However, there should be a limitation of the lower density value of the 
soft liner (less than 50 kgmˉ³) before it bottoms out due to the impact absorption. This is however 
not being investigated in the current study, since the common density of bicycle helmet liner is in 
the range of 70kgmˉ³ to 100kgmˉ³ [33]. 
 
Table 5-10 Weight comparison of the mass-customised helmet vs original helmet with different 
densities 
Density of helmet Mass (g) Different to original (g) Percentage (%) 
50 129.2 -29.1 -18.3% 
64 155.3 -3.0 -1.9% 
80 188.3 +30.0 +19.0% 
100 228.3 +70.0 +44.2% 
Original 158.3 - - 
 
 Table 5-10 presents the weight of each mass-customised helmet liner with different 
density. The helmet with liner density of 100 kgmˉ³ has the highest mass at 228.3g, 44.2% more 
than the original helmet. The helmet with liner density of 50 kgmˉ³ has the lowest weight at 
129.2g, 18.3% less than the original helmet. The helmet with liner density of 64 kgmˉ³ weighted 
155.3g, just 1.9% less than the original helmet, because both have the same liner density. From 
the above results, it is apparent there is a need to determine a balance between the impact safety 
performance and the weight of a helmet when altering the density of the helmet liner.  
 
5.1.1  User centred helmet design of experiment assisted by Taguchi method 
Table 5-11 presents the PLA of each simulation according to the Taguchi L16’ orthogonal 
array. The lowest PLA was 149.49g, recorded by simulation #1: the combination of 0mm liner 
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thickness (no thickness reduction), 50kgmˉ³ and top impact location. The highest PLA recorded 
was 556.08g, the combination of -12mm liner thickness reduction, 100kgmˉ³ and a side impact 
location. This is logical, considering that it has been shown in Chapter 3 that a helmet liner density 
of 100kgmˉ³ recorded higher PLA than other density values. In addition, it also contains the 
lowest level of the minimum thickness of helmet liner at -12mm. As reported in previous 
literature, helmet liner thickness plays an important role in the impact properties of helmets.  
Helmets with thicker liner generally have better impact performance than helmets with relatively 
thinner liners, as they record lower PLA in an impact test. Table 5-11 also presents the S/N ratio 
of each simulation.  
 
Table 5-11 PLA and Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio for each simulation # 
Simulation# P1 P2 P3 PLA (g) S/N 
1 0 50 Top 149.49 -43.4922 
2 0 64 Side 188.06 -45.4859 
3 0 80 Front 169.01 -44.5582 
4 0 100 Back 290.23 -49.2548 
5 -4 50 Side 274.68 -48.7765 
6 -4 64 Top 169.68 -44.5926 
7 -4 80 Front 212.65 -46.5533 
8 -4 100 Back 228.00 -47.1587 
9 -8 50 Front 434.40 -52.7578 
10 -8 64 Back 267.62 -48.5504 
11 -8 80 Top 207.21 -46.3282 
12 -8 100 Side 353.97 -50.9793 
13 -12 50 Back 543.87 -54.7099 
14 -12 64 Front 464.05 -53.3313 
15 -12 80 Side 556.08 -54.9027 
16 -12 100 Top 240.31 -47.6154 
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Table 5-12 Rank of influence of design factors 
Level Thickness Density Location 
1 -45.70 -49.93 -45.51 
2 -46.77 -47.99 -50.04 
3 -49.65 -48.09 -49.45 
4 -52.64 -48.75 -49.77 
Delta 6.94 1.94 4.53 
Rank 1 3 2 
 
From Table 5-12, it is apparent that liner thickness has the most influence on PLA, followed 
by impact location and liner density. Using the Taguchi method in the design of experiments has 
some advantages over the full factorial method. First, only a minimum number of simulations 
need to be conducted, and hence there is a great reduction in simulation time. In this study, the 
number of simulations has been reduced from sixty-four, if the full factorial simulation method 
was used, to only sixteen by using the proposed L16’ orthogonal array. Second, the rank of the 
influence of each factor on PLA, or, in general, the performance of the helmet against impact, can 
be determined. These findings certainly enhance our knowledge of the influence factor of impact 
properties of a helmet and provide useful information when designing helmet liners. As an 
example, to improve the impact properties of a bicycle helmet, most attention should be given to 
helmet thickness at a certain location, rather than to helmet density, when designing a helmet. 
Third, the user-centred design approach to sporting equipments, an especially wearable item 
such as bicycle helmets, is emerging rapidly in the industry. The demand for custom specification 
equipment made for individuals, not only for athletes but also for sports enthusiasts, has been 
growing in recent years. Hence the present study adds to a growing body of literature on the topic 
of reverse engineering and customization of wearable items, especially in sporting equipment. 
 
5.2 Conclusion 
The purpose of the study was to determine the impact attenuation of a mass-customised user 
centred bicycle helmet design and the potential to reduce the liner thickness that still complies 
with the safety standards. The head shape of sixty participants and the helmet were scanned using 
a handheld Artec3D scanner and a Flexscan 3D camera, respectively. A customised, user-centred 
helmet liner was designed to follow the shape of the average head, representing the fourteen 
selected participants out of sixty with all of their 37 landmarks located within ±5mm of the J-
headform. The thickness of the helmet was reduced gradually from the outside. The helmet is 
tested at twenty-two different landmarks using a validated simulation model of the drop impact 
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test. The PLA, helmet thickness and mass properties of each iteration of the model, were recorded. 
The findings suggest that, in general, the PLA of the helmet increases as the thickness of helmet 
liner decreases. In addition, the most obvious finding to emerge from this study is that the rate of 
increase of the PLA is different at each impact location. However, most landmarks shared the 
same trends, where a slow rate was noticed in the beginning, and this increased after reaching a 
certain thickness.  
The present study also determined the effect of different density (from 50 kgmˉ³ to 100 
kgmˉ³) of EPS foam on PLAs of helmets.  A clear difference was observed for each helmet at 
different density values at all locations, especially between an EPS density of 64 kgmˉ³ and 100 
kgmˉ³. In addition, a similar pattern of PLA versus density curves was also observed at each 
impact location.  
 The Taguchi design of experiment was also used to rank the influence of three factors 
(helmet liner thickness, impact location and density of liner made from EPS foam material) on the 
impact properties of the mass-customised bicycle helmet. A total of sixteen simulations, with 
combinations of factors and levels, were performed. The most obvious finding to emerge from 
this study is that helmet thickness has the most influence on the peak linear acceleration of a 
bicycle helmet in an impact test, followed by impact location and EPS density. Using this 
information, we could only focus on the helmet thickness when running tests for a new automated 
mass-customised bicycle helmet design. The author also found that there is a need to improvise 
the use of the mean head group to represent a group/ cluster in a test for the customised user-
centred helmet. Therefore, based on the idea and information from this chapter, the use of 
Minimum Head Shape (MiH) and Maximum Head Shape (MaH) was suggested for testing of the 
customised user-centred in Chapter 8. Both head shapes serve as minimum and maximum size 
limit for each group/ cluster in the drop impact test and dynamic stability test of the helmet. More 
information on this topic is explained thoroughly in Chapter 8. 
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 Finite Element model of the dynamic stability simulation 
 
6.1 Introduction 
A bicycle helmet sold in Australia must meet the Australian standards of bicycle helmet (AS/ NZS 
2053: 2008). The standard describes the obligatory test required by the bicycle helmet, such as 
the drop impact test and the helmet stability test. A helmet dynamic stability test is conducted to 
determine how good bicycle helmet retention is in the event of any accident. An important 
variable in this method is the fit of the helmet [65]. Dynamic forces in the forward and rearward 
directions are exerted on the helmet placed on a headform. The degree of helmet rotation (roll-
off angle) during the test is used to assess the stability of the helmet after the force exertion, and 
the helmet will fail this test if the helmet completely comes off the head form [65]. To the best of 
the author’s knowledge, very limited studies are available on the helmet dynamic stability test 
using the FE simulation, and this has motivated the present study. Therefore, this chapter aims to 
develop a validated FE simulation model to assess the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet 
based on the experimental test condition.  
 
 
Fig. 6-1 The process to develop the FE helmet model for the dynamic stability test 
 Fig. 6-1 describes the process to develop the FE helmet model for the dynamic stability test. 
The process began with the 3D scanning and ended with the validation of the FE model using the 
Roll-off Score (RoS). Similar to work described in Chapter 4, the helmet components and the 
headform were digitized using the Flexscan and Artec3D scanners. The scan images were post 
processed using Geomagic software. The test rig, as shown in Fig. 6-3 is constructed for the 
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experimental study. The experiment of the dynamic stability test was performed using the Helmet 
C model. The Helmet C model has been previously described in Chapter 3. The degree of rotation 
of the helmet, or also known as the roll-off angle, is the required output of the experimental 
dynamic stability test. The roll off angle of both experimental and simulation model of the 
dynamic stability test was compared using the Roll-off Score (RoS). The RoS was used to validate 
the accuracy of the simulation model with the experimental dynamic stability test.   
 
  
Fig. 6-2 The overall research outline and activity (extracted from chapter 1). The red dash line 
represents the work described in Chapter 6 and 7. 
 
 The work performed and described in Chapters 6 and 7 are part of the large study of the 
customised user-centred bicycle helmet study, as illustrated in Fig. 6-2. The overall framework of 
the whole study has been explained in Chapter 1 (Section 1.5: Scope and research outline). While 
Chapters 3-5 of the thesis outline the experimental and Finite Element (FE) simulation model of 
the drop impact test, Chapter 6 describe the process to develop the dynamic stability simulation 
of the bicycle helmet using a validated FE model. 
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6.2 Experimental dynamic stability test  
6.2.1 Development of the test rig  
 
 
Fig. 6-3 Test rig for a dynamic stability test for a bicycle helmet (left) and schematic diagram of 
the test as written in AS/NZS 2512.7.2:2009 (right) [65] 
 
 The experimental setup to test the dynamic stability of helmet was designed and fabricated 
according to the Australian Standard: Dynamic Stability test of a bicycle helmet, AS/NZS 
2512.7.2:2009 [65]. First, a helmet is placed on a headform mounted to a rigid base. A hook is used 
to attach a flexible strap to the front or rear edge of the helmet through the mid-sagittal plane of 
the helmet. The flexible strap is made from a material with less than 18mm/m extension under a 
static load of 1000 N. A static vertical force is applied to the apex of the helmet to ensure that the 
helmet is properly seated, prior to weight drop. The drop weight of 10 ± 0.1 kg is released for a 
guided free fall of drop height of up to 300mm. An additional high-speed camera is installed on 
site to capture the movement behaviour of the helmet and the angle of helmet rotation during the 
test. 
 
6.2.2 Measurement methods 
The angle of rotation or the roll-off angle of the bicycle helmet was measured using the video 
analysis captured by a high-speed camera [142], as illustrated in Fig. 6-4. The high-speed camera 
was placed in front of the helmet to record the roll-off angle. A section of grid paper was glued to 
the sides of the helmet. The grid paper works as a reference line to measure the angle before and 
after the roll-off test. The test was conducted in two different directions: frontward and rearward 
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directions. For the frontward direction, the hook was placed at the rear of the helmet, while the 
hook was placed at the front of the helmet for the rearward direction.  
 
 
Fig. 6-4 Measurement method using video analysis, captured by high-speed camera 
  
 Fig. 6-5 shows the position of the helmet before and after the frontward and rearward roll-
off tests, respectively. The background figures (slightly blurred) were the helmet’s initial position. 
If a close observation is made to the small grid paper glued to the helmet, it can be seen that the 
horizontal line has been tilted. 
 
 
Fig. 6-5 Roll-off positions of the helmet prior to and after the dynamic stability test for the 
rearward (left) and frontward direction (right) 
 
 
 
 
Helmet position after test 
(rearward) 
Helmet position after test 
(frontward) 
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6.2.3 Velocity of helmet  
 
Fig. 6-6 Measurement of angle of strap attached to helmet shortly after the drop weight was 
released using video analysis (left) frontward (Right) rearward 
     
 Shortly after the drop weight was released, the angle of the strap attached to the hook was 
analysed using the images captured from the video to estimate the velocity of the helmet. Fig. 6-
6 shows the angle between the helmet and the strap shortly after the load was released. It is clear 
from the images that the angles between the frontward and rearward roll-off tests were different. 
The average of angles from three different tests of each rearward and frontward roll-off was 
calculated. 
 
Fig. 6-7 Free body diagram of helmet, pulley and load 
 
 The acceleration of the helmet (after the load was released) was calculated using a free 
body diagram shown in Fig. 6-7. The load was released in free fall condition, and hence 
gravitational acceleration was applied to the load. The acceleration and velocity of the helmet in 
the direction of the strap were determined using Equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3). The distance 
travelled by the hook and the 10kg load was from 80mm (minimum) to 240mm (maximum).  
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𝑎 =  
𝑔 (𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑−𝑀ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑡 sin ∅)
𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑+𝑀ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑡
 (6.1) 
𝑣2 =  𝑢2 + 2𝑎𝑠  (6.2) 
𝑣 =  𝑟𝑤   (6.3) 
where a = acceleration of the helmet, and v = velocity of the helmet, w = rotational velocity, s = drop 
distance/ distance travelled by the load 
 
6.3 Preparation of the 3D geometry 
 
Fig. 6-8 3D scanning of the bicycle helmet using the Flexscan 3D scanner 
  
 The bicycle helmet and J-headform were scanned using a Flexscan 3D scanner, as described 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1. Fig. 6-9 shows the scanned images of the full J-headform and Fig. 6-10 
shows the scanned headform, which had been post-processed using Geomagic Studio 12 
software, wearing the helmet.  
 
 
Fig. 6-9 Full sized J-Headform 
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Fig. 6-10 Scanned models of the bicycle helmet and J-headform  
 
 The same process to create the helmet shell has been explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1, 
where the internal part of the scanned helmet was removed, and only the area representing the 
shell was retained. 
 
6.4 Meshing generation of 3D models 
Mesh for all helmet components, such as the helmet liner, outer shell, inner retention system and 
the headform, were generated individually with different mesh elements but a similar mesh size 
of 5-7mm. The helmet shell was meshed with the triangular S3R linear shell element, while all 
liners meshed with the C3D10M modified quadratic tetrahedral elements. Tetrahedral elements 
were chosen for the helmet liner and shell because they are the most suitable element for such a 
complex geometry. C3D10M tetrahedral elements were also used to mesh the J-headform, and 
S3R shell element was used for the retention system. The mesh generated for all helmet 
components and headform are shown in Fig. 6-11. Computational time for the drop impact test 
was achieved in 8h. 
 
Fig. 6-11 Mesh generation of helmet assembly in side, front, isometric, front, side and section 
views(through the mid-sagittal plane of the headform) 
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6.5 Material properties of components 
The helmet liner is commonly made from Expanded Polystyrene (EPS). The density of EPS used 
for helmet liner was obtained by measuring the volume and weight of several samples from the 
helmet. Helmet shell and inner retention system were modelled using polycarbonate plastic with 
a density of 1200 kg/m³. Material properties of helmet components are shown in Table 6-1. The 
helmet strap on the side of the helmet was modelled using a side-plane connector. The connectors 
were created using four wire features, two on each side, one at the front and another one at the 
rear.  
Table 6-1 Material properties of each component 
Models Material Density 
(kg/m³) 
Young Modulus 
(GPa) 
Poison Ratio References 
Liner EPS foam 63.4 0 0 [33, 93, 98] 
Helmet shell Glued PC 1200 2.2 0.37 [33] 
Retention 
system 
PC 1200 2.2 0.37 [33] 
J-Headform  Rigid body - - - - 
 
6.6 Contact and boundary conditions 
Contact was defined as interactions between all surfaces in the dynamic stability simulation. A 
normal friction coefficient of 0.35 was assigned for the contacting surfaces. The normal friction 
coefficient has been derived from several simulation trials. This value 0.35 has been found to be 
producing similar roll-off angle in the dynamic stability test of the bicycle helmet. Tie constraint 
was applied to the inner surface of the shell and the outer surface of the liner to simulate strong 
in-mould bonding between these surfaces. Tie constraint was also applied between the inner 
retention strap and helmet liner to simulate strong attachment between these two components. 
Four wire features, two on each side to represent the nylon helmet strap, were created. The wire 
features representing the helmet strap are presented in Fig. 6-12. The reference point for each 
connector was located at each side of the jaw of the headform. A homogenous shell section with 
a corresponding thickness of 0.40-0.45mm was assigned to the helmet shell, and a 1mm thickness 
was applied to the retention strap. Since this simulation involved mostly the dynamics and 
movement of the helmet liner under the influence of the applied load, a rigid body constraint was 
used for all components. The centre of gravity of the J-headform was fixed in every degree of 
freedom (DOF) to prevent any movement during the simulation. Initial rotational velocity, which 
was determined from the experimental dynamic stability tests, was applied to all helmet 
components, except the J-headform. Initial rotational velocity is used to simulate the movement 
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of the helmet shortly after the drop weight is being released via a guided free fall. This rotational 
velocity was calculated using the initial velocity of y- and z- components that have been derived 
from the experimental test. The angle between the loading straps attached to helmet shortly after 
the load is applied obtained in approximation from video analysis capture during application of 
the load, as shown in Fig. 6-6. 
 
Fig. 6-12 The connector axis to model the strap 
 
6.7 Measurement of the roll-off angle via FE simulation 
The angle of deflection of the helmet was determined by the difference between the initial angle 
before the test (probe point A) and angle after the test (probe point B). The Probe Value tool in 
Abaqus 6.12 was used to obtain the x-, y- and z-coordinates of the same node at the end of each 
simulation. For the rearward stability test, the node at the front tip of the helmet was chosen, 
while for frontward stability test the node at the rear sides was chosen (Fig. 6-13). The same node 
was used for the respective rearward and frontward roll-off simulations to maintain the 
consistency of the probe. Using Equation (6.4), the roll-off angle was determined by measuring 
angle A and angle B, using the coordinate A (before the test) and B (after the test). Angle A and B 
was calculated using the y- and z- coordinates. For example, from Fig. 6-13 (top), A is the 
coordinate of the probe point before the test, while B is the coordinate after the test in the 
rearward direction. 
 Coordinate A: 𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1 (before test)  Coordinate B: 𝑥2, 𝑦 2, 𝑧2 (after test) 
      𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =  𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝐵 − 𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝐴 
                         = 𝐴𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑧2
𝑦2
) − 𝐴𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑧1
𝑦1
) (6.4) 
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Fig. 6-13 Probe points to measure the roll-off angle, using the coordinates before and after the 
dynamic stability simulation test (top) rearward, (bottom) frontward  
 
6.8 Roll-off angle score (RoS) 
The experimental dynamic stability test results were used to validate the FE simulated roll-off 
angle. The roll-off angles obtained from FE simulation was compared with the experimental 
dynamic stability test of the bicycle helmet. Equation (6.5), named as the Roll-off Score (RoS), was 
used to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation in relation to the experimental results. A roll-off 
score from 80% to 100% indicates very good agreement, while a value close to 0% indicates poor 
agreement between the simulation and experimental results. 
 
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 − 𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑅𝑂𝑆) = [1 −  
|𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒|
|𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒|
]  𝑥 100%             (6.5) 
 
 
 
 
y 
z 
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6.1 Results and discussion 
6.1.1 The experimental result 
 
Table 6-2 Rotational velocity of each weight drop distance 
Drop distance Frontward direction Rearward direction 
Velocity (mm/s) Rotational 
velocity (Rad/s) 
Velocity (mm/s) Rotational velocity 
(Rad/s) 
80mm (min) -1162y + 410z -11.00 1226y + 159z 11.04 
120mm -1423y + 502z -13.47 1500y + 195z 13.51 
160mm(mid) -1644y + 580z -15.56 1732y + 225z 15.60 
200mm -1837y + 648z -17.39 1937y + 252z 17.45 
240mm (max) -2013y + 710z -19.00 2122y + 276z 19.11 
 
The rotational velocity of the helmet in the direction of the strap was presented in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-3 shows the results of the experimental dynamic stability test on the same bicycle helmet 
model. The degree of rotation of the helmet was measured for different drop heights, from 80mm 
(min) to 240mm (max). The lowest roll-off angle was recorded at an 80mm drop height for both 
frontward and rearward direction. There were small differences in roll-off angle between 
160mm, 200mm and 240mm. The test was repeated three times for each drop distance and the 
average roll-off angles were presented in Table 6-3.  
 
Table 6-3 Roll-off angle of frontward and rearward direction in experimental dynamic stability  
Direction Roll-off angle (º) 
80mm(min) 120mm 160mm(mid) 200mm 240mm(max) 
Frontward 32.87 35.57 38.78 40.19 39.64 
Rearward 33.16 39.99 39.45 41.65 40.67 
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6.1.2  The simulation roll-off angle 
 
Fig. 6-14 Simulation results of the dynamic stability test for the frontward direction (minimum 
drop height of 80mm and minimum initial rotational velocity of -11.00 rads¯¹) 
  
 Fig. 6-14 and 6-15 illustrate the FE models of dynamic stability tests in a frontward 
direction for the minimum and maximum initial rotational velocities, respectively. The initial 
rotational velocity applied to the helmet was minimum at -11.00 radsˉ¹ and maximum at -19.00 
radsˉ¹. The reference line (in red) is the initial position of probe points in reference to the origin 
point of the headform before initial velocity was applied. The yellow line indicates the position of 
the probe point after the simulation was completed. The roll-off angle of the helmet, recorded 
from the frontward direction was 28.08° (Fig. 6-13) and 42.17° (Fig. 6-14), respectively. From 
these figures, there is a very different roll-off angle recorded by the two different scenarios 
(minimum and maximum initial rotational velocity). The maximum initial velocity clearly 
recorded a greater roll-off angle than the minimum velocity, as illustrated in Table 6-4. 
 
Fig. 6-15 Simulation results of dynamic stability test for frontward direction (maximum drop 
height of 240mm and minimum initial rotational velocity of -19.00 rads¯¹) 
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 Figs. 6-16 and 6-17 illustrate the bicycle helmet undergoing the dynamic stability test in a 
rearward direction according to a minimum (at 11.04 radsˉ¹) and maximum (at 19.11 radsˉ¹) 
initial rotational velocities in Table 6-2.  As illustrated in Table 6-4, the roll-off angle of minimum 
velocity was recorded at 30.54° for minimum rotational initial velocity and 43.61° for maximum 
rotational initial velocity. 
 
Fig. 6-16 Simulation result of the dynamic stability test for the rearward roll-off direction 
velocity (minimum drop height of 80mm and minimum initial rotational velocity of 11.04 
rads¯¹) 
 
 
Fig. 6-17 Simulation result of the dynamic stability test for the rearward direction (maximum 
drop height of 240mm and minimum initial rotational velocity of 19.11 rads¯¹) 
 
 Table 6-4 presents the roll-off angles of the helmets in six different scenarios, depending 
on the roll-off directions and initial rotational velocity applied to the helmet. The scenarios were, 
1) Rearward with the minimum rotational velocity, 2) Rearward with the medium rotational 
velocity, 3) Rearward with the maximum rotational velocity, 4) Frontward with the minimum 
rotational velocity 5) Frontward with the medium rotational velocity, 6) Frontward with the 
maximum rotational velocity. The roll-off angle was calculated using Equation (6.4) and x-, y-, and 
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z- coordinates of a reference point before and after simulation. The roll-off angles for the 
rearward direction were 28.08° for minimum initial velocity and 42.17° for maximum initial 
velocity. For the frontward direction, the roll-off angle recorded was 30.54° for minimum initial 
rotational velocity and 43.61° for maximum initial rotational velocity. 
 
Table 6-4 Roll-off angle of helmet in simulation 
Roll-off direction Original coordinate Roll-off coordinate Angle 
() 
 x1 y1 z1 x2 y2 z2 
Rearward (min) 9.86 107.48 -38.57 9.54 97.81 12.59 28.08 
Rearward (mid) 9.86 107.48 -38.57 9.25 96.55 15.53 35.27 
Rearward (max) 9.86 107.48 -38.57 11.49 89.83 37.08 42.17 
Frontward (min) -2.66 -138.55 -8.53 2.22 -108.58 55.36 30.54 
Frontward (mid) -2.66 -138.55 -8.53 -4.13 -103.46 66.56 36.28 
Frontward (max) -2.66 -138.55 -8.53 -3.29 -90.88 76.49 43.61 
 
 During the experiment, a weight was placed on the helmet prior to the roll-off test to ensure 
the helmet is fitted snugly to the headform. It was difficult to see the contact between the helmet 
liner and headform in the experimental test. It was assumed that the applied weight minimizes 
the gap between the helmet and the liner prior to the test. Therefore, in the simulation, the gap 
between helmet and headform was kept small to simulate this condition. The author believed that 
the headform was in contact with the retention strap and the liner during the test. Different values 
of the friction coefficient were used, and the value that replicated the closest correlation with 
experimental tests was selected. According to the image captured by the video analysis, different 
angles were observed between the strap angle at the front and rear of the helmet. A rotational 
velocity type of simulation was chosen because it allows helmet components to move about the 
centre of rotation, hence closely imitating the movement of the helmet in the experiment. In the 
simulation, the centre of rotation of helmet was assumed to be at the origin point of the headform 
at 0,0,0.  
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6.1.3  Agreement between experimental and FE simulation results 
Table 6-5 Roll-off Score (RoS) between the simulation and the experimental results 
Roll-off test Drop distance 
(mm) 
Experimental 
(°) 
Simulation (°) Difference 
(°) 
Roll-off score (%) 
Frontward 80 (min) 32.87 30.54 2.33 92.9 
 160 (mid) 38.78 36.28 2.50 93.5 
 240 (max) 39.64 43.61 -3.93 90.0 
Rearward 80 (min) 33.16 28.08 5.08 84.7 
 160 (mid) 39.45 35.27 4.18 89.4 
 240 (max) 40.67 42.17 -1.50 96.3 
 
 Table 6.5 presents the Roll-off Score (RoS) between the experimental and simulation 
results of the dynamic stability test. Three rotational velocities for each frontward and rearward 
direction, derived from the drop height of the dynamic stability test, were used as inputs. They 
are the minimum, middle and maximum distances, where 80mm is the minimum, 160mm is the 
middle, and 240mm is the maximum drop distance. The simulation results agreed well with the 
experimental results, i.e., a more than 90% agreement score was obtained for the frontward 
maximum and the minimum distance as well as the maximum rearward distance. Only the roll-
off score for the minimum distance for the rearward direction was recorded at 84.7%. Even 
though this is slightly lower in comparison to other percentages, it can still be considered as 
showing good agreement, since it is above 80%. A good agreement score between the experiment 
and the simulation is really important because it provides assurance that the simulation model 
can be confidently used for further investigation of the dynamic stability performance of the 
bicycle helmet, explained in the next Chapter 7. However, from the result in Table 6-5, slight 
differences were noticed between the experimental and simulation results. This may be explained 
by the simplified geometry model of the bicycle helmet, such as the use of connector element to 
model the retention strap. The strap on the real helmet usually comes with buckles on the sides. 
It is also permanently glued to the liner at the top and side of the helmet. The connector allowed 
the helmet to rotate about the pivot point, which is assumed to be at the bottom side of each side 
of headform, where the strap sits near to the jaw. Despite the simplified connector, the results 
from FE simulation are consistent with the movement of the helmet in experimental work. 
However, it is suggested that future research could be conducted where the strap is modelled as 
3D geometry with proper material definition, as this would represent the strap in more realistic 
manner, similar to those used in the experimental work. Besides, the comfort padding was also 
excluded to simplify the simulation model. This may have an effect on the simulation result, since 
the friction coefficient between the comfort padding and the headform is different to the friction 
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coefficient between the headform and the helmet liner. However, despite the differences between 
simulation and experimental results, the simulation model was considered adequate for the 
dynamic stability study of the user-centred liner in Chapter 7. 
 
6.2 Conclusion 
The present study was designed to develop an FE model to simulate the dynamic stability test for 
the bicycle helmet. The main indicator or the main output from the dynamic stability test of the 
bicycle helmet is the roll-off angle. Roll off angle is the deflection angle of the helmet when the 
load is applied to the helmet via a hook in an experimental setup. This method is widely used and 
accepted by most standards to measure the dynamic stability of a helmet. The experimental 
results showed that all helmets stayed on the helmet after the load is applied. The high-speed 
camera, placed in front of the test setup, was an important instrument to capture the movement 
of the helmet. Using the images captured by the high-speed camera, the roll-off angle of the helmet 
was determined. In addition to that, the images were crucial to determine the initial rotational 
velocity of the helmet used in the simulation. FE model began with obtaining 3D images of the 
bicycle helmet components and headform using a high precision LMI Flexscan 3D scanner. The 
digitized images were post-processed in Geomagic Studio 12 software. Digital models of the 
helmet liner, shell and headform were imported into Abaqus 6.12 to simulate the drop impact 
test of the helmet onto the flat anvil.  
Followings are the significant findings of the study presented in Chapter 6: 
1. The Roll-off Score (RoS) was used to compare and validate the roll-off angle obtained from 
the simulation with the experimental result. From RoS, a good agreement between the FE 
model and the experimental test was found, where all four tests at the frontward and the 
rearward directions recorded a more than 80% RoS score. This result provides good 
assurance that the FE model could be confidently used for further investigation of the 
dynamic stability performance of a user-centred bicycle helmet model, where helmet fit could 
be improved individually based on the head shape of each participant.  
2. To measure the roll-off angle in the simulation model, the x-, y- and z-coordinates of a probe 
node was used, before and after the simulation. For the frontward stability test, the node at 
the front tip of the helmet was chosen, while for rearward stability test the node at the rear 
sides was chosen. This method is more accurate than using only the side plane to measure the 
roll-off angle in the experimental method 
3. However, certain assumptions need to be considered, particularly with the modelling of the 
components. In the FE model, the strap was replaced by a connector to allow rotational 
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movement of the helmet on the headform resembling the similar movement during the 
experimental test. It would be more realistic if the connector could be eliminated and replaced 
with the 3D geometry of a helmet strap in the simulation. Although this is a really challenging 
task, it would represent the strap in a more realistic manner, similar to that used in the 
experimental work.  
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 FE Dynamic stability analysis of the user-centred helmet 
liner design 
 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates the dynamic stability performance of the user-centred bicycle helmet 
inside liner using a validated FE model, which was presented in Chapter 5. The roll-off angle 
determines the dynamic stability of a bicycle helmet. Smaller roll-off angle indicates a good 
dynamic stability of a bicycle helmet and vice versa. The results were compared with the original 
helmet FE model that was created and explained in Chapter 6. The commercially available helmet 
model, i.e. Helmet C presented in Chapter 3, was used as the reference helmet model in this study. 
The overall design of Helmet C was kept the same, except the inner liner surface of the helmet 
was altered according to the head shape of three selected participants (denoted as P1, P2 and P3). 
Section 7.2.1 presents three modified helmets and headforms, created based on the scanned head 
shape of the selected participants. Both headforms, the standard-sized and the individual 
headform (made from the head shape of the individual participant), were used in the separate 
simulation. As an example, the user-centred helmet CP1 was tested with the user specific 
headform HP1 and J-headform in a separate simulation model. The headform HP1 was then used 
in another simulation with the original unmodified helmet. Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 investigate 
the influence of the density and thickness of the modified helmet liner on the dynamic stability 
performance, respectively. 
 
7.2 Material and methods 
7.2.1 Development of modified headform for the selected participant 
According to the standards [58], a standard headform with the closest size to the tested bicycle 
helmet is required to conduct the dynamic stability performance test. However, to investigate the 
effect of user-specific helmet liner on the dynamic stability performance, an additional user-
specific headform was also created for each participant. A customised headform based on the 
head scan of each participant was created. Only the top section (frontal, parietal and occipital 
bone sections) of standard sized headform was modified based on each participant’s top head 
shape. The top section was then combined with the bottom part of the standard headform. The 
bottom part of individual head scan and the top part of headform were removed. The gap between 
the two scans was filled carefully in Geomagic Studio 12 software. This procedure is illustrated in 
Fig. 7-1.    
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Fig. 7-1 Development of individual headform from participant head scan and standard headform 
 
 Fig. 7-2 presents scanned participants’ heads and three personalised headforms created 
based on each participant’s top head shape.  The nasal bone was removed to mimic the actual 
standard headform and to avoid interference with the movement of the helmet during the 
simulation.  
 
 
Fig. 7-2 Head scan and the individual headform with retained top section of the head shape of 
each participant 
 
7.2.2 Dynamic stability test of the modified user centred helmet 
Fig. 7-3 shows the new user-centred helmet and the original helmet model with the head scan for 
each participant. According to the HFI result in Table 7-3, in comparison to the original helmet 
scan, it is clear that the gap between the head scan and the new user-centred helmet are constant. 
In total, 3 customised helmets CP1, CP2 and CP3 were created for the selected participant. The 
original outer shape of the helmet was retained, but the inside liner was designed according to 
the participant’s head shape and size. The roll off angle was calculated using x-, y- and z- 
HP1 P1 P2 HP2 HP3 P3 
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coordinates of the reference point, prior and after simulation, as shown in Equation (6.4), 
presented in Section 6.7.  
 
 
Fig. 7-3 Comparison between three participants P1-P3 wearing an original helmet and user-
centred helmet. For example, the top picture shows the participant P1, wearing the custom fit 
user-centred helmet CP1 (top-left) and the original helmet (top-right)  
 
7.2.3 Dynamic stability analysis of the user-centred helmet with different helmet liner 
thickness and density 
This section describes the dynamic stability test of the bicycle helmet with different liner density 
and thickness. Four different density values were considered; They are within the range of 50 
kgmˉ³ to 100 kgmˉ³. Four different liner thicknesses were represented by the Helmet A-D, where 
P1-P3 wearing 
CP1-CP3 
P1-P3 wearing the 
original helmet 
Constant 
gap 
Gap is not 
constant 
(small and 
big gaps) 
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liner thickness was measured at four main locations such as the side, top, front and back of the 
helmet. The dynamic stability test was conducted in two directions, which is the rearward and 
frontward direction.  
 
7.2.3.1 Different density of helmet 
Four different density values were considered in this study, and they are within the range of 50 
kgmˉ³ to 100 kgmˉ³. Helmet liner with different EPS density is annotated using Helmet D1-D4. 
The EPS density of 50 kgmˉ³ was defined as the density D1, 65 kgmˉ³ for the EPS density D2, 80 
kgmˉ³ as the density D3 and 100 kgmˉ³ as the density D4. The density values were inserted in the 
material definition of helmet liner in FE model developed using Abaqus 6.12. The helmet and 
headform used in this study are the user-centred centred helmet and the custom headform 
created based on the head shape of three participants. Helmets were annotated using CH1-CH3 
(the customised helmet), while headform were represented by HF1-HF3. The method to create 
the helmet and headform are explained in Chapter 6. 
 
7.2.3.2 Different thickness 
The present study in this subtopic investigates the influence of liner thickness on the dynamic 
stability of the helmet, where the thickness of the helmet was reduced from outside direction, 
while the inner shape of the liner was kept the same. The user-centred helmet CH1 from the above 
section (Section 7.2.3.1) and headform HF1 was used in this study. The thickness was reduced 
uniformly 5mm for each reduction. The CH1 helmet (Helmet A) is the helmet with no thickness 
reduction, while the thickness of Helmet B, Helmet C and Helmet D were reduced for 5mm for 
each reduction. Fig. 7-4 illustrates the sectional view of Helmet A-D. The 5mm thickness 
difference could be clearly seen from the figure. 
 
Fig. 7-4 Cross-sectional views of helmet A-D. Helmet thickness is reduced uniformly 5 mm for 
each reduction 
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 Table 7-1 provides the thickness of each helmet A-D at four locations, such as top, side, front 
and back. Helmet thickness was measured using the distance between two points on the digital 
model of the helmet, where one point is located at the outer surface and the other at the inside 
area of helmet [138]. Helmet A-D, as shown in Fig. 7-4, represented four different liner 
thicknesses. Helmet liner thickness was reduced in the digital environment, where offset tool was 
used to reduce the thickness for about 5mm of each reduction. Helmet A represents the helmet 
with no thickness reduction (0mm), while helmet B is the helmet with -5mm thickness reduction, 
helmet C with -10mm thickness reduction and helmet D with -15mm thickness reduction. The 
thickness was reduced from the original model helmet A. 
 
Table 7-1 Thickness of helmets A-D 
Helmet Thickness 
reduction 
(mm) 
Thickness (mm) 
 Top Side Front Back 
A 0 48.28 44.83 38.76 51.38 
B -5 43.31 39.93 34.08 47.78 
C -10 38.14 34.77 28.72 42.31 
D -15 33.11 29.86 23.66 37.94 
 
7.3 Results 
7.3.1 FE Dynamic stability analysis of user-centred helmet 
Table 7-2 describes the roll-off angle for every combination of original helmet, user-centred 
helmet and location of initial rotational velocity application. FE Dynamic stability test of the 
original helmet is compared to user-centred helmets CP1, CP2 and CP3 using headform 
individually created based on the head shape of the selected participants HP1, HP2 and HP3. The 
roll-off angle is calculated using x-, y- and z- coordinate before and after the tests. The coordinates 
(origin position and roll-off coordinates) were measured, using probe tool, at same node at the 
front location of the helmet for frontward roll-off and rear location for rearward roll off. From 
this coordinate, the roll-off angle was calculated using equation (6-4). The initial rotational 
velocity of 15.56 radsˉ¹ and 15.60 radsˉ¹ were applied to the helmet in rearward and frontward 
directions, respectively. According to the table, the highest roll off angle was recorded by an 
original helmet with headform HP2 with the rear roll-off angle of 44.65, while the lowest was 
obtained by user-centred helmet CP3 and headform HP3 with rear roll-off of 27.17. There is no 
big difference of roll-off angle between rearward and frontward roll-off location as they both 
recorded similar angle. However, it is very apparent from Table 7-2 that all user-centred helmets 
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CP1, CP2 and CP3 recorded less roll-off angle than the original helmet for both rearward and 
frontward roll-off tests. 
 
Table 7-2 Roll off angles of the customised and the original helmet model 
Helmet Headform Roll-off  direction Roll-off angle () 
Original HP1 Rearward 39.42 
CP1 HP1 Rearward 30.12 
CP1 J Rearward 34.79 
Original HP1 Frontward 40.04 
CP1 HP1 Frontward 30.71 
CP1 J Frontward 41.75 
Original HP2 Rearward 44.65 
CP2 HP2 Rearward 37.90 
CP2 J Rearward 43.37 
Original HP2 Frontward 37.73 
P2 HP2 Frontward 34.11 
P2 J Frontward 36.76 
Original HP3 Rearward 35.07 
P3 HP3 Rearward 27.17 
P3 J Rearward 30.54 
Original HP3 Frontward 35.23 
P3 HP3 Frontward 29.95 
P3 J Frontward 36.88 
 
 Fig. 7-5 presents the roll-off angle of the original helmet, and user-centred helmet when 
tested with the standard J headform. Greater roll-off angle was recorded by helmet CP1 in the 
frontward direction and helmet CP2 in the rearward direction as compared to the original helmet. 
Meanwhile, in the rearward direction of helmet CP3, less roll off angle was measured when 
compared to the original helmet. All other helmets and direction of deflection recorded slightly 
similar roll off angle to those with the original helmet. Some user centred helmets recorded less 
roll off angle, while some recorded similar roll off angle.  
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Fig. 7-5 Comparison of the roll-off angles between the original helmet and the user-centred 
helmet using standard J-headform 
 
 Fig. 7-6 shows both rearward and frontward roll-off angle direction for the user-centred 
helmets CP1, CP2 and CP3 in comparison to the original helmet using corresponding personalised 
headforms HP1, HP2 and HP3. It can be seen from the graph that for the original helmet, the roll-
off angle for rearward direction ranged from 35.07° to 44.65° and the roll-off angle for the 
frontward direction ranged from 35.23° to 40.04°. Meanwhile, the rearward roll-off angles are in 
the range of 27.17°-37.90° and frontward roll-off angles of 30.71° to 34.11° were obtained for the 
user-centred helmets CP1, CP2 and CP3. From the graph, it is very clear that user-centred helmet 
for all participant recorded lower roll-off than the original helmet in both rearward and 
frontward directions. For example, helmet CP1 recorded the rear roll-off angle of 30.12° and 
frontward roll-off angle of 30.71°. It was an obvious difference to the original helmet with the 
rearward roll-off angle of 39.42° and frontward roll-off angle of 40.04°, respectively. 
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Fig. 7-6 Comparison of the roll-off angles between the original helmet and the user-centred 
helmet using customized headform H1-H3 
 
 The results of the FE dynamic stability simulation in Fig. 7-6 shows that regardless of the 
direction of the rotational velocity in the dynamic stability test, the user centred helmet recorded 
lower roll-off angles, hence better dynamic stability performance. Interestingly, the explanation 
for this finding is that the improvement of HFI and Gap Uniformity (GU) of the user centred helmet 
has great influence on roll off angle of the helmet after the rotational velocity has been applied. 
The HFI of the custom-fit user-centred helmets CP1-CP3, as presented in Table 7-3, showed an 
improvement over the original Helmet C. 
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Table 7-3 Helmet Fit Index (HFI) of the participant wearing the Helmet C and the user-centred 
helmets CP1-CP3 
Participant Helmet 
Standoff 
distance 
SOD mm 
Gap 
Uniformity 
GU  
Head Test 
Area (mm²) 
Head Area 
Under 
Helmet 
(mm²) 
Helmet Fit 
Index HFI 
P1 Helmet C 8.46 4.51 66821 52725 51.19 
P2 Helmet C 7.12 3.8 62430 49505 56.27 
P3 Helmet C 8.46 4.51 62743 50881 49.59 
P1 Custom CP1 8.03 1.55 66821 52725 78.58 
P2 Custom CP2 8.59 2.04 62430 49505 70.37 
P3 Custom CP3 6.77 1.73 62743 50881 77.41 
 
 The current findings show that a better-fitted bicycle helmet, in terms of uniform gap, 
would slightly improve the dynamic stability performance of helmet. Only three participants were 
used to create user-centred headform and helmet in this investigation. However, the author is 
confident that the novel approach to creating a user-centred inner liner that follows the shape 
and size led to better-fitted helmet for the individual user. The user-centred inner liner design 
can be further tested through the FE dynamic stability model to verify if the design complies with 
the relevant safety standards without being subjected to the actual physical test.    
 According to Australian standard, a prescribed size of headform is to be used in dynamic 
stability test. As an example, headform J is used for helmet size S/M, while headform M is used 
for helmet size L/XL. Thus, the standard headform is replaced by individual headform created 
based on the head shape of the individual participant. Although this does not comply with the 
standard, it can be used to test the dynamic stability of the user-centred helmet versus the original 
helmet model. The reason is that if the standardly sized headform is used, the influence of custom-
fit design of helmet on dynamic stability could not be investigated because the gap between 
custom helmet and headform is not uniform.  Therefore, custom design headform was developed 
for each participant and tested with both new user-centred and original helmet models. Using 
this method, the comparison of dynamic stability performance of user-centred helmet to original 
helmet could be made.  
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7.3.2 Customised helmet liner with different density 
 
Fig. 7-7 Helmet roll off in the frontward direction when initial rotational velocity is applied to 
helmet from the rear of the helmet. Example of roll-off angle of helmet CH3 with liner density of 
80 kgmˉ³ and Headform HF3 
  
 Fig. 7-7 illustrated the helmet roll-off angle when rotational velocity was applied from in 
anti-clockwise direction. This replicates the actual experiment, where the hook was placed at the 
rear of the helmet and pulled towards the frontward direction. Again, the roll-off angle was 
measured by comparing the position of the helmet before and after simulation. 
   
 
Fig. 7-8 Helmet roll off in the rearward direction when initial rotational velocity is applied to 
helmet from the front of the helmet. Seen here is roll-off angle of helmet CH3 with liner density 
of 80 kgmˉ³ and Headform HF3 
 
 Fig. 7-8 presents the helmet roll-off in the rearward direction for helmet CH4 with liner 
density of 80 kgmˉ³ and Headform HF4. Rotational velocity was applied in a clockwise direction. 
This resembles the actual movement of the helmet in experimental dynamic stability test, where 
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the hook was placed at the front of the helmet and pulled towards the rearward direction. Table 
7-4 presents the roll-off angle of the user-centred helmet with four different liner densities, from 
50 kgmˉ³ to 100 kgmˉ³. In total, three user-centred helmets CH1-CH3 and headform HF1-HF3 
were tested in frontward and rearward dynamic stability test. For front dynamic stability test, all 
helmets recorded different roll-off angles, from minimum 24.03° to maximum 43.25°. Meanwhile, 
for rearward dynamic stability test, the roll-off angles are in the range of 33.40° to 44.72°.  
 
Table 7-4 Roll-off angles of the user-centred helmet liner with different density of EPS 
Helmet Headform Roll-off  
direction 
Roll-off angle for different density(°)        
D50 D64 D80 D100 
CH1 HF1 Frontward 24.03 29.95 18.62 22.50 
CH2 HF2 Frontward 34.87 33.56 35.15 34.65 
CH3 HF3 Frontward 29.48 31.37 26.18 26.58 
CH1 HF1 Rearward 33.56 31.66 31.86 31.40 
CH2 HF2 Rearward 35.80 35.86 35.67 37.84 
CH3 HF3 Rearward 34.80 33.72 35.74 30.66 
 
  
  
Fig. 7-9 Frontward (L) and rearward (R) dynamic stability test of three helmets CH1-CH3 with 
four different density of helmet liner 
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 Fig. 7-9 presented frontward (left) and rearward (right) dynamic stability test on six user-
centred helmets with the corresponding individual headform. Four different density values were 
defined for each helmet, which are 50kgmˉ³, 64 kgmˉ³, 80 kgmˉ³ and 100 kgmˉ³. It is apparent that 
the density of EPS liner did not influence much of the roll-off angle of a helmet. In some cases, the 
change is not consistent, for example, helmets, CH1 and CH3, the roll-off angles for density 
50kgmˉ³ are lesser than the one for density 80kgmˉ³ and density 100kgmˉ³. Overall, for other 
helmets, no pattern of increasing or decreasing roll-off angles with respect to density values was 
found. In the rearward roll-off direction, similar roll-off angles were recorded for all helmets with 
different density values. Only helmets CH5 and CH3 recorded slightly different roll-off angle for 
the density of 100 kgmˉ³. Similar to the frontward roll-off analysis, the density of has minimal 
influence on the roll-off angle.  
 
7.3.3 Helmet with different liner thickness 
Table 7-5 Roll-off angles of helmets A-D 
Helmet Roll-off direction Roll-off angle 
A Rearward 34.72 
 Frontward 45.76 
B Rearward 35.09 
 Frontward 41.59 
C Rearward 31.67 
 Frontward 38.07 
D Rearward 28.26 
 Frontward 34.55 
 
 Table 7-5 presents the roll-off angle of helmets A-D at the frontward and rearward direction 
in an FE dynamic stability analysis. The roll off angle recorded by helmet A were 34.72° and 45.76° 
in rearward and frontward directions, respectively. Helmet B, where the thickness of helmet has 
been uniformly reduced by 4mm, has a roll-off angle of 35.09° and 41.59° in rearward and 
frontward directions, respectively. Meanwhile, for helmet C, roll-off angles of 31.67° in the 
rearward direction, and 38.07° in frontward direction were measured. Helmet D recorded roll-
off angles of 28.26° in the rearward direction and 34.55° in the frontward direction.  
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Fig. 7-10 Frontward and rearward dynamic stability test of four helmets A-D with different liner 
thickness 
 
 Fig. 7-10 presents the roll-off angles of helmets A-D in the frontward and rearward 
direction in the dynamic stability simulation of the bicycle helmet. The blue block represents the 
frontward roll off angle, while the red block represents the roll-off angle in rearward direction. It 
is apparent in this figure that the roll off angle recorded by helmet D in both directions was less 
than those recorded by helmet A. For front direction, difference of 11.21° was measured between 
helmet A and D. For rearward direction, a slight difference of 6.46° was measured between helmet 
A and D. This finding provides evidence that reducing helmet thickness would decrease the roll-
off angle of helmet of both directions, particularly in frontward direction, where bigger margin of 
roll-off angle between helmet A and D was observed.  
 
Fig. 7-11 Roll off angle against helmet liner thickness reduction curves based on the FE 
simulation of dynamic stability of helmets A-D. The curves are extracted from the results from 
Table 7-5 
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 The roll-off angle against the helmet liner thickness curve in both frontward and rearward 
directions are presented in Fig. 7-11. The curves are plotted based on the roll-off angle of helmets 
A-D in Table 7-5. In this figure, there is a clear trend of decreasing roll-off angle as the helmet 
liner thickness reduces. For frontward direction, it is apparent that the roll-off angle decreased 
uniformly, while for rearward direction, the roll-off angle started to decrease after 5mm thickness 
reduction. Again, these results indicate the influence of helmet thickness on the dynamic stability 
of helmet. It is still unknown if further reduction in helmet thickness would decrease the roll-off 
angle.  
 
7.4 Conclusion 
In this study, special attention was given to the user-centred bicycle helmet liner design, where 
the liner was customised to fit in individual head shape. The better-fitted user-centred liner was 
analysed through FE analysis to determine its dynamic stability performance when tested on 
standard and customised headforms. The roll-off angles of all helmet involved in the FE dynamic 
stability simulation were measured using the coordinate of reference point before and after the 
test. Followings are the major findings to emerge from this study: 
1. The user centred helmet recorded slightly less roll off angle during the dynamic stability test 
when compared to the original helmet model (Helmet C). Hence it could be concluded that a 
better fit helmet has better dynamic stability performance compared to the standardly sized 
helmet.  
2. Analysis of the results revealed that the dynamic stability performance was not greatly 
influenced by the helmet liner density.  
3. The helmet liner thickness highly influenced the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet.  
However, the roll off angle was found to be higher when tested in the frontward direction as 
compared with the rearward direction.  
The results emerged from the study add to the existing knowledge of the dynamic stability of the 
bicycle helmet. It is important to consider the influence of the helmet liner thickness, the EPS 
density and the dynamic stability performance of the user centred bicycle helmet when designing 
a bicycle helmet, as presented in Chapter 8. 
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 The validation of the new custom-fit bicycle helmet design 
using the FE models of the drop impact test and dynamic stability 
test 
 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the finite element (FE) simulation of the drop impact test and dynamic 
stability test for a new custom-fit helmet design. The helmet design was developed based on the 
population sample of 222 participants, where the participant’s head was digitized using the Artec 
3D white light scanner.  A  novel and innovative data mining method called the 3D-Head-
Clustering, developed by Thierry et al. was used for the classification of the head shapes [143]. 
Four groups of head shapes, denoted as cluster № 1 to № 4, were computed using the 3D Head 
Clustering.  Headform models to represent the minimum, mean and maximum head shapes for 
clusters № 1, № 2, № 3 and № 4 were created. The maximum head is the largest size headform 
in that cluster/group, while the minimum head shape is the smallest headform in the group. Then, 
the new custom-fit helmets were created using the CAD (Computer Aided Design) parametric 
modelling for each cluster. The best-case helmet was created based on the Minimum Head Shape 
(MiH), while the worst-case helmet was created based on the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) of the 
corresponding cluster. Finally, the design of the new custom-fit helmet models was validated 
using the FE models of the drop impact and dynamic stability tests to determine the best-case and 
worst-case helmet. The FE simulation model of the drop impact test and dynamic stability test 
has been developed and explained thoroughly in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, respectively. In this 
chapter, only the cluster № 1 was used as a case study. The tests were conducted on the worst-
case and the best-case helmet to make sure that each custom-fit helmet in the cluster № 1 passes 
the drop impact test and the dynamic stability test as required by the relevant safety standard. 
The thickness of the worst-case helmet and best-case helmet of the cluster № 1 was changed until 
it satisfied the results of both tests. This is according to the result in the previous chapters, where 
it was found that helmet thickness has the most influence on the impact and the dynamic stability 
properties of a bicycle helmet. Five custom-fit helmets of participants belonged to the cluster № 
1 were also tested to validate the result. Moreover, this would also minimize the need to test each 
custom-fit helmet created for the participant in any particular cluster. Only a brief description of 
the clustering algorithm, and also the creation of the best-case and worst-case helmet from the 
Minimum Head Shape (MiH) and the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) are explained in this chapter. 
For more details information on the 3D Head Clustering algorithm and the parametric modelling 
of the custom fit helmet, please refer to the corresponding article [23, 144]. 
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8.2 Material and method 
The helmet design and testing method were developed using a five-step procedure. (1) The 
population of 222 participants (Australian cyclists) were segregated based on their head shapes 
and sizes. Participants with similar head shapes were grouped together the novel 3D-Head-
Clustering algorithm [143]. (2) The novel headform models to represent the minimum, the mean 
and the maximum head shapes of each group was created based on the clustering algorithm in 
the procedure (1). These shapes were important as they represented the best and worst helmet 
scenarios (thickness of the liner) within each group. (3) Subsequently, a 3D head shape classifier 
was developed, where new customers were assigned to one of the pre-computed groups for 
customisation. (4) Next, new custom-fit helmets were created using the CAD parametric 
modelling. (5) Finally, the new design of the custom-fit helmet models was tested based on the 
best and worst helmet scenarios using the FEA method. The tests were the helmet drop impact 
test and dynamic stability test. Both FE simulation models have been validated with the 
experimental results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6. 
 
8.2.1  3D anthropometric survey and clustering algorithm 
The 3D anthropometric database used in this study was presented in [145]. The survey took place 
at various sites around the metropolitan area of Melbourne, Australia and spanned over a 9-
month period throughout 2014 (April to December). A total of 222 cyclists, age 18 years and 
above, had their head digitized using a portable white light Artec3D scanner. The data mining 
method called the 3D-Head-Clustering [143] was adopted to cluster the 3D anthropometric 
database of Australian cyclists into four groups according to their head shapes and sizes. The 
cluster was denoted as cluster № 1 to № 4. 
 
8.2.2  Minimum, mean and maximum head shape representations 
The mean shape of all participants from the four cluster groups was used to generate four new 
headform models within the same group [146]. The aim is to create the custom-fit helmet models 
that comply with the relevant safety standards, with special considerations where only small 
variations of the liner thickness should be permitted during the customisation process. This is to 
ensure that the safety performances of the helmets are not dramatically changed.  
 Considering the above, the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) is created using Boolean operation 
of the participants with maximum head size. During the customisation process, this surface can 
never violate the external side of the helmet, which is the helmet shell. This denoted as the worst-
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case scenario (i.e. the smallest liner thickness at all locations around the helmet) of a specific 
helmet model size. Similarly, the Minimum Head Shape (MiH) was defined. This denoted as the 
best-case scenario (i.e. the largest liner thickness at all locations around the helmet).  
 The MaH and MiH shapes were constructed using Boolean operations within Geomagic 
Studio 12 and the point set registration process described in [143]. The Union and Intersect tools 
were used to compute the MaH and MiH surfaces, respectively. Fig. 8-1 and Fig 8-2 show example 
for two participants in cluster № 3 using the Union and Intersect tools. Fig. 8-3 shows the final 
MaH and MiH surfaces for the four computed cluster groups. The faces features (e.g. nose, eyes, 
and ears) were kept for visualisation purpose, only the shape of the head that should be under 
helmet protection was analysed and processed during the clustering process [147]. It should be 
noted that MaH and MiH for clusters № 1 to № 4 (Fig. 8-3) was created using the 3D Head 
Clustering, developed by another PhD candidate, as explained in Section 1.5 [23]. 
 
 
Fig. 8-1 Union Boolean operation between the first two participants in cluster № 3. The 
maximum shape is kept. The MaH is created by combining every individual in a cluster using 
this operation [144]. 
 
 
Fig. 8-2 Intersect Boolean operation between the first two participants in cluster № 3. The 
minimum shape is kept. The MiH is created by combining every individual in a cluster using this 
operation [144]. 
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Fig. 8-3 Final MaH (Top row) and MiH (Bottom row) for the clusters № 1 to № 4 (from left to 
right) [144]. 
 
8.2.3  New custom-fit helmet design via mass-customisation approach 
In this section, the creation of the custom-fit helmet design method via mass-customisation 
approach for a specific cluster № 1 is explained. The process involved designing a generic helmet 
model, which was then modified internally (i.e. the shape and thickness of the foam liner) to fit 
the individual’s head shape within cluster № 1. The custom-fit helmet design process was split 
into two phases: (i) the standardisation design, and (ii) the customisation design. 
 In the standardisation design, the surfaces of the model that should be common for all 
custom-fit helmets within the group were designed. In the example, the outside surface was 
created using two free-forms surfaces (Fig. 8-4). The surfaces were primarily defined by the MaH 
shape (red dash in Fig. 8-4) with an offset distance spanning between 22 and 40mm. The bottom 
boundary limit (green in Fig. 8-4) was created using the Head Covering Curve (HCC) of MaH (red 
in Fig. 8-4), MiH (blue in Fig. 8-4), and the 108 individuals classified in cluster № 1 in [143] (white 
in Fig. 8-4). 
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Fig. 8-4 Initial outside surface of the generic customised helmet model for cluster № 1. The side 
view on the right shows the outline profiles of the MaH (red dash) and the MiH (dash blue) 
surfaces, and the HCC (Head Covering Curve) of the MaH (red) and the MiH (blue). The green 
line is the bottom boundary limit of the generic model [144].  
 
 Next, the inside surface of the generic helmet using the MiH surface was created as an input 
(Fig. 8-5). This is the maximum liner thickness a custom-fit helmet can inherit after the 
customisation process. 
 
 
Fig. 8-5 The inside design of the generic helmet based on the MiH surface (blue). Right is a 
section view along the mid-plane. 
 
 The ventilation of the generic helmet model was designed using a five-row system of large 
openings at the top (Fig. 8-6). Four apertures were also added at the back using more rounded 
and elongated shapes. The reinforcement features (yellow surfaces in Fig. 8-7) were positioned 
in a certain way to avoid interferences with a customer’s head shape during the customisation 
process. This was achieved by keeping the geometric elements of all the reinforcement features 
above the MaH surface (red in Fig. 8-7). The three section views along these planes are 
represented. The green surfaces are the liner sections intersecting the associated plane. These 
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surfaces can be trimmed down during the customisation process. The yellow surfaces are the 
opening reinforcements. They are fixed and cannot be changed. The pink contours are the 
reinforcement sections at the specific cutting plane. Similarly, the red dash lines represent the 
intersection of the planes with the MaH surface. As shown in the graphics, minimum distance 
values were kept between the red and pink elements to allow a slight gap between the top 
features of the customised helmet and the head of any possible individual in the group [144].  
 
 
Fig. 8-6 The generic bicycle helmet model for group № 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8-7 The design of the reinforcement features of the generic bicycle helmet model. PL1, PL2, 
and PL3 are three planes passing through the main aerations of the helmet.  
PL2 
PL1 
PL3 
PL1 
PL2 PL3 
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 The second phase in the custom-fit bicycle helmet design process was the customisation 
design, where the head shape of an individual was used as an input for the modification of the 
generic helmet model presented above. The procedure consisted of combining the Head Covering 
Surface (HSC), and Head Covering Curve (HCC) shapes to create a new inner surface of the helmet 
liner. A simple split operation was implemented. Fig 8-8 shows an example of the process where 
the head shape of an individual (orange) was used to generate the customised helmet. Dress-ups 
features such as fillets, chamfers and drafts were then added to finalise the model.  
 
Fig. 8-8 yellow = Head Covering Surface (HCS), blue = Head Covering Curve (HCC), brown = 
template mesh, green = Head Surface (HPP). On the left, the computed HCS extends below the 
HCC and cover the measured data points from the head area that should be under helmet 
protection. The right image shows the final HPP surface that serves as an input element during 
the customisation design process [144]. 
 
 
Fig. 8-9 Customisation process using the HPP and HCC shapes of an individual scanned 3D 
anthropometric head data (orange) [144]. 
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 The helmet shell was also defined as a standard component (Fig. 8-10). It was designed 
using most of the outer surfaces of the helmet liner. The bottom boundary of the side surface was 
defined using the maximum HCC in the group, as it represented the highest helmet boundary 
position for any individual in the group. 
 
 
Fig. 8-10 Shell of the generic helmet model (blue) 
  
 The helmet model was designed using CATIA V6 CAD software (Dassault Systèmes®, 
Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) and the Knowledgeware workbenches used in the parametric 
system. This approach permitted the development of a fully parametric, integrated system where 
the creation of the helmets models was automatically customised. Again, as explained in Section 
1.5, it should be noted that the creation of the custom-fit helmet design method via mass-
customisation approach was developed by another PhD candidate [23].  
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Fig. 8-11 Isometric and cross sectional views of the best case and worst case helmets. A: The 
Maximum Head Shape (MaH) with the worst case helmet, B: The Minimum Head Shape (MiH) 
with the best case helmet, C: The Minimum Head Shape (MiH) with the best case helmet in 
cross-sectional view, D: The Maximum Head Shape (MaH) with the worst case helmet in cross-
sectional view, E: The Maximum Head Shape (MaH) with the worst case helmet, and the 
Minimum Head Shape (MiH) with the best case helmet in cross-sectional view 
 
 Fig. 8-11 illustrates isometric and sectional views of best-case and worst-case helmets of 
the custom-fit helmet model for cluster № 1. The best-case helmet was created based on the head 
shape of MiH, while worst-case helmet was created based on the head shape of MaH.    
 
Fig. 8-12 Cross sectional view of minimum and maximum head shape in the group (left). Lines 
representing maximum and minimum head shape, as well as five participants within the group 
(right) 
 
8.2.4  FEA for helmet certification 
The new custom-fit helmets were tested in a drop impact test and a dynamic stability test using 
the validated FEA models presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. Seven customised 
helmets were created and tested in both simulations. They were the worst-case helmet and best-
case helmet created based on the maximum and minimum head size in cluster № 1, respectively, 
as well as the five custom-ft helmets created based on the head shape of five selected participants 
in cluster № 1. For drop impact test, the standard J-headform was used in the simulation. 
However, for dynamic stability simulation, both standard J-headform and individually 
customised headform were investigated. Fig. 8-13 shows the maximum and minimum headform, 
as well as the head shape of five participants in Group № 1.  
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Fig. 8-13 Flow chart of tests for each new grouping headform 
 
 Fig. 8-13 describes the testing process for the new helmets, which begins with the 
development of the maximum and minimum head shape of cluster № 1, then the simulation of 
drop impact test and dynamic stability test. A novel FEA certification method for the custom-fit 
helmet models was developed. The certification method rests upon the idea that every single 
customised helmet created within a cluster should be safe to use if the worst- and best-case 
helmets (i.e. helmets based on the MaH and MiH surfaces) comply with the relevant safety 
standards. Consequently, the physical tests required for certification should only be performed 
for the two extreme models of each group. The FE drop impact simulation and the dynamic 
stability test were performed in Abaqus 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes®, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). 
The FEA for each test has been developed and described in Chapter 3 (Drop impact test) and 
Chapter 6 (Dynamic stability test). The headform selection was based on deviation analyses 
between the computed mean shape of cluster № 1 and the standard Australian headforms. The 
most resembling headform, i.e. J-headform, was then selected for the simulation (see [146] for 
full details and analyses) as part of the requirements set by Australian standards [148].   
The custom-fit helmet was tested on three impact locations: top, front and side (as shown 
in Fig. 8-14), replicating the similar positions to those in the experimental impact tests. The 
impact velocity of the helmet and headform were set at 5.44 msˉ¹, which was obtained from 
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experimental drop impact tests [149]. The outcome of the drop impact test is the peak linear 
acceleration (PLA), measured at the origin of the headform.  
 
Fig. 8-14 Impact locations of the customised helmet: side, front and top. 
 
 To simulate the dynamic stability test, the angle of deflection of the helmet was determined 
by the difference between the initial angle before the test (probe point A) and angle after the test 
(probe point B). The method has been thoroughly described in Section 6.7. Both standard-sized 
headform and customised headform (based on the head shape of the participant) were used in 
this study. The customised headform were named as the best-case headform (based on MiH), 
worst-case headform (based on MaH), and HX1-HX5 (for the five participants). 
 
 
Fig. 8-15 Probe points to measure the roll-off angle using coordinates before and after dynamic 
stability test. 
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8.1 Results and discussions 
8.1.1 The custom-fit helmet design 
Using the mass customisation procedures highlighted in[144], a custom-fit helmet models were 
created for the 116 individuals classified in group № 1. Fig. 8-16 shows an example of custom-fit 
helmet models created for five of these individuals. A cross-sectional view of the five helmet liners 
is presented in Fig. 8-17 where the different thicknesses resulting from the mass customisation 
process can be evaluated.  The custom-fit helmet models for the participants were named as X1-
X5. 
 
 
Fig. 8-16 Examples of custom-fit helmet designs for five individuals belonging to group № 1. 
 
 
Fig. 8-17 Cross-sectional view of the five custom-fit helmet models indicated by colour lines 
  
 Table 8-1 provides the thickness of each helmet at four locations, such as top, side, front 
and back for the best case and worst case helmets, as well as the custom helmet made for the 5 
individuals within the group. Helmet thickness was measured using the distance between two 
points on the digital model of the helmet, where one point is located at the outer surface and the 
other at the inside area of the helmet. Fig. 8-12 shows the cross-sectional view of the MiH, MaH 
and the five participants, randomly picked within the cluster № 1.  
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Table 8-1 Thickness of the new customised helmet 
Helmet Thickness (mm) 
 Top Side Front Back 
Best-case 48.28 44.83 38.76 51.38 
Worst-case 30.42 27.69 22.15 34.17 
X1 41.09 30.56 26.64 41.80 
X2 39.93 36.91 29.99 46.56 
X3 40.84 37.54 29.55 36.53 
X4 41.53 33.98 34.73 44.20 
X5 32.89 35.15 29.98 37.87 
 
 Table 8-2 presents the helmet liners statistics in terms of volumes and thicknesses for the 
116 mass custom-fit helmet designs. The data are compared to the best-case (maximum 
thickness) and worst-case (minimum thickness) helmets generated from the MaH and MiH 
surfaces. Results demonstrate that the helmet liner volume and the liner thickness of the mass 
custom-fit models lie in between these limits (best case and worst case as limits) with values 
spreading inside the ranges. Although the ratio of individuals classified in cluster № 1 is large, the 
mass customised helmets generated seem to be fairly similar in terms of volume (1798 ± 52 𝑐𝑚3). 
Using a standard foam density of 65 kgmˉ³, the difference in the liners’ weight, between to the 
two extreme cases, is only 23 g. However, the liner thicknesses could be varied up to 14 mm. 
Hence, some customers would end up with bulky helmets on their heads. A simple solution would 
be to implement more standard sizes to the mass-customisation framework by modifying the 
stopping parameter in the clustering algorithm [143]. Yet, a high increase in production cost is to 
be expected. 
Table 8-2 Customised helmet liners statistics. Sample size = 116 
Statistic Mean ± SD Minimum Maximum Best Case Worst Case 
Helmet liner volume (𝑐𝑚3) 1798 ± 52 1640 1988 2116 1484 
Mean liner thickness (𝑚𝑚) 36.6 ± 1.8 31.4 39.7 44.3 29.4 
Minimum liner thickness (𝑚𝑚) 30.3 ± 2.3 25.1 38.8 38.8 25.1 
Maximum liner thickness (𝑚𝑚) 53.2 ± 3.6 46.7 61 61 46.7 
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8.1.2 PLA of custom-fit helmets in a drop impact simulation 
The thickness of the worst-case helmet and best-case helmet of the cluster № 1 was changed until 
it satisfied the results of both tests. The worst-case and the best-case helmets, as well as the 
selected five custom-fit helmets of the participants, belonged to the cluster № 1 were tested to 
validate the result.  In the drop test simulation, the PLA of the seven helmets (the worst-case, the 
best-case and the five custom-fit helmets) were plotted against time at three main impact 
locations, i.e. top, front and side, shown in Fig. 8-18. Is it clear from the graphs that all custom-fit 
helmets tested recorded PLAs below the safety limit value of 250 g, which to be considered as a 
safe helmet [148]. For the three impact locations, the worst-case helmets recorded the highest 
PLAs, while the lowest PLAs were obtained by the best-case helmets. This is consistent with the 
known fact that PLA is highly dependent on the helmet thickness. As mentioned before, the worst-
case helmet has the thinnest liner, and the best-case helmet has the thickest liner. The PLAs for 
the five custom-fit helmet models were in between the best-case and the worst-case helmets at 
the three locations. Again, this result is also consistent because the liner thicknesses of these 
custom-fit helmet models were in between the worst-case and the best-case helmets. 
 As a result, we concluded that all custom-fit helmets created through the mass 
customisation framework complied with the relevant impact standards when the liner 
thicknesses are between the worst- and best-case helmets. This statement is true when the worst 
case scenario pass the impact tests requirements described in [148]. Although the best-case 
model is not essential to validate our method, we added it to the simulation to ensure that all the 
custom-fit models generated for the cluster/group hold similar impact safety performance.  
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Fig. 8-18 Linear acceleration of five custom-fit helmets (grey), the best-case helmet (green), and 
the worst-case helmet (red). The simulations were performed at three locations, namely the 
front (top graph), the top (middle graph), and the side (bottom graph). 
 
8.1.3 Roll-off angle of custom-fit helmets in a dynamic stability simulation with customised 
and standard-sized headforms  
Table 8-3 presents the roll-off angle of all custom-fit helmets at the frontward and rearward 
direction in a dynamic stability simulation. In this simulation, the individually customised 
headform is used. The roll-off angle was calculated using x-, y- and z- coordinates of the reference 
point, prior and after simulation, as shown in Equation (6.4). For rearward direction, all measured 
roll off angles was in the range of 34.7° to 37.4°. For frontward direction, all roll-off angles were 
in the range of 35.2° to 38.3°, with one exception, whereby the best-case helmet recorded a high 
roll-off angle of 45.8°.  
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Table 8-3 Roll-off angles of all helmets with customised headform 
Helmet Headform Roll-off direction Roll-off angle () 
Worst-case MaH Rearward 35.83 
Worst-case MaH Frontward 36.84 
Best-case MiH Rearward 34.72 
Best-case MiH Frontward 45.76 
X1 HX1 Rearward 35.29 
X1 HX1 Frontward 38.28 
X2 HX2 Rearward 34.65 
X2 HX2 Frontward 37.24 
X3 HX3 Rearward 35.87 
X3 HX3 Frontward 35.53 
X4 HX4 Rearward 36.23 
X4 HX4 Frontward 35.19 
X5 HX5 Rearward 37.40 
X5 HX5 Frontward 36.31 
 
 It is apparent in Fig. 8-19 that the roll-off angle recorded by the best-case helmet in 
frontward direction was the highest at 45.8°. This is slightly higher than the roll-off angle of other 
helmets in the front direction, which was in the range of 35.2° to 38.2°. From the graph, it is also 
clear that all helmet recorded different roll-off angle. As explained in Section 8.2.4, all helmets 
and headforms were created based on the head shape of individual participants. Meanwhile, the 
worst-case helmet was created based on the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) of the cluster/group, 
while best-case helmet was created based on the Minimum Head Shape (MiH) of the group. All 
helmets were designed with the same outer shape to keep the same helmet shell, but the inner 
shape of the helmet was created based on the head shape of each participant.  
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Fig. 8-19 Roll-off angles of all helmets with customised headform  
 
 During the simulation, the headform was in contact with the inner part of the helmet. Since 
each helmet has different inner shape, the roll-off angle measured for each case was different. 
However, the roll-off angle of all custom-fit helmets was still consistent within the range of 34° to 
38°. As reported in the previous findings presented in Chapter 7, the custom user-centred helmet 
has better dynamic stability performance when compared to the commercial helmet with generic 
sizes. However, the roll-off angle of the best-case helmet in front direction was measured at 45.8°, 
which is slightly higher than the other helmet. It is interesting to note that the best-case helmet 
was thicker than the other helmet since it was created based on the minimum head size headform 
MiH. This has been investigated and presented in Chapter 7, where a helmet with thicker liner 
was found to have a higher roll-off angle in a dynamic stability test.     
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Table 8-4 Roll off angles of user-centred and original helmets with the standard-sized headform 
Helmet Headform Roll-off direction Roll-off angle () 
Worst case M Rearward 46.68 
Worst case M Frontward 37.30 
Best case M Rearward 49.53 
Best case M Frontward 46.54 
X1 J Rearward 39.07 
X1 J Frontward 42.62 
X2 J Rearward 38.61 
X2 J Frontward 40.62 
X3 J Rearward 39.46 
X3 J Frontward 45.57 
X4 J Rearward 37.15 
X4 J Frontward 44.71 
X5 M Rearward 39.18 
X5 M Frontward 44.92 
 
 
Fig. 8-20 Roll-off angle of custom-fit helmet in dynamic stability simulation with the standard-
sized headform 
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 Fig. 8-20 and Table 8-4 illustrate the roll-off angle of the custom-fit helmets in a dynamic 
stability simulation with standard-sized headform. Greater roll-off angle was recorded by the 
helmet X5 and X3 in the frontward direction and the worst-case helmet in the rearward direction. 
According to the results, it was also found that all custom-fit helmet stayed on the headform and 
recorded roll-off angle below 50° when tested using the standard-sized headform.  This indicates 
that all custom-fit helmet models, including the best-case and worst-case helmets, passed the 
dynamic stability test. 
 According to the Australian standard [65], a prescribed size of headform is to be used in the 
dynamic stability test. As an example, the headform J is used for the helmet size S/M, while 
headform M is used for the helmet size L/XL. However, both standard headform and the 
individual headform were used in the separate simulation. The author argues that, when the 
standard sized headform is used, the effect of the custom-fit design of helmet on dynamic stability 
could not be investigated, because the gap between custom-fit helmet and headform is not 
uniform, similar to those with the commercial helmet with generic size and the standard-sized 
headform. Therefore, a custom headform was developed for each participant and tested, as if the 
participant is wearing the custom-fit helmet.  
 The helmet fit for the 116 customised helmets created was also assessed using an objective 
evaluation method called the Helmet Fit Index (HFI) [73, 74, 147]. The index provides a fit score 
on a scale ranging from 0 (excessively poor fit) to 100 (perfect fit). The first row of Table 8-5 
presents the HFI statistics of the custom-fit helmet models generated for group № 1. The raw 
head mesh data generated by the 3D scanner were used for the analyses. The next three rows of 
Table 8-5 show the same HFI statistics for three commercially available helmets (Helmet A-C as 
presented in Chapter 3) and a sample size of 116 individuals. HFI data for these helmets were 
presented in [147].  
 
Table 8-5 Custom-fit helmets assessment study 
 SOD (mm) GU (mm) HPP HFI 
Customised Helmet 2.49 (2.29, 2.68) 0.93 (0.84, 1.00) 0.96 (0.96, 0.96) 80.1 (79.3, 80.8) 
Helmet A 9.1 (8.7, 9.5) 3.9 (3.7, 4.0) 0.83 (0.82, 0.84) 52.9 (51.0, 54.7) 
Helmet B 8.3 (7.9, 8.7) 3.8 (3.6, 4.0) 0.85 (0.84, 0.86) 55.7 (53.6, 57.7) 
Helmet C 10.0 (9.5, 10.5) 4.2 (4.1, 4.4) 0.83 (0.82, 0.83) 48.3 (46.1, 50.5) 
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Fig. 8-21 Deviation analysis of a participant’s custom-fit helmet. SOD is 1.99mm, GU is 0.87mm, 
HPP is 0.95 (HFI = 78.1). [147] 
 
 The 116 individuals who took part in the HFI survey in [147] were also included in the 
clustering study in [143]. Sixty-one of these individuals were categorized into group № 1. Since 
the HFI has been shown to predict objective assessment regarding fit [147], we conclude, as 
expected, that custom-fit design of helmets improve the helmet fit significantly.   
 
8.2 Conclusion 
This chapter presented the novel method to certify the new mass-customised bicycle helmet 
design. Four novel clusters were identified using a novel algorithm applied to 222 participants 
head shape of Australian cyclists. However, only one cluster/group (Group № 1) was considered 
as a case study. For each cluster, the novel Maximum Head Shapes (MaH) and the Minimum Head 
Shape (MiH) were defined. Then, the worst-case helmet was created based on the Maximum Head 
Shape (MaH) of Group № 1, while best-case helmet was created based on the Minimum Head 
Shape (MiH) of Group № 1. In other words, both the worst-case and the best-case helmets define 
the maximum and minimum size of the helmet in the Group № 1. Subsequently, both helmets 
were tested with the drop impact test, and dynamic stability test and the helmet thickness was 
changed until it satisfied the requirement needed for both tests. To validate the novel method, 
five custom-fit helmets of five participants belonged to Group № 1 were also tested through both 
tests. 
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 The relevance of the certification methods is clearly supported by the results. Followings 
are the significant findings of the study presented in Chapter 8. 
1. First, the final design of worst-case and best-case helmets recorded peak linear acceleration 
(PLA) and roll-off angle below the required value. Moreover, the five custom-fit helmets in 
Group № 1 also recorded PLA and roll-off that satisfies the safety requirement. This provides 
valid evidence that the novel approach using both worst-case and best-case helmets as the 
cluster boundary limits in the drop impact test and the dynamic stability are suitable. The 
limitation eliminates the necessity to test each custom-fit helmet created based on the head 
shape of the participant. This method, if appropriate, could also be adopted with different 
sporting equipment, such as sports shoes etc.  
2. Another important finding is the new helmet design, as expected, has a better helmet fit when 
compared to the standard-sized commercial helmets, measured using Helmet Fit Index (HFI). 
This is the result of using user-centred approach when creating the bicycle helmet, where the 
inner part of the helmet is designed based on the head shape of an individual.  
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 Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
9.1 Conclusions 
The topic of helmet safety is one of the most active areas in helmet-related research today. In 
recent years, much more information has become available on the development of a new liner 
design and materials to improve helmet safety. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, 
there has been a limited study on the influence of user-centred helmet liner design on the safety-
related performance of bicycle helmets, such as its impact attenuation and dynamic stability. The 
purpose of this research was to fill and bridge these knowledge gaps that have been explained in 
the thesis and develop a simulation-based framework for the validation of the user-centred 
bicycle helmet design. By conducting experimental and simulation works, the objectives of this 
PhD research were achieved. The objectives and the process of their achievement can be 
summarised as follows. 
 
1. Development of an FE bicycle helmet model for drop impact test 
FE simulation and the experimental drop impact test were performed on three commercially 
available bicycle helmets. Digital images of the bicycle helmets and headform were obtained using 
a high precision LMI Flexscan 3D scanner and post-processed in Geomagic Studio 12 software. 
Digital models of the helmet liner, shell and headform were imported into Abaqus 6.12 to simulate 
the drop impact test of the helmet. An isotropic Crushable Foam material was used to model the 
helmet liner. Three correlation methods were specifically created to determine the consistency 
between the experimental drop impact tests and the corresponding FE bicycle helmet models. 
The first method is called the Peak Linear Acceleration Score (PS), based on the PLA of each 
helmet model at three impact locations. The second method is the Impact Duration Score (IDS), 
which is calculated using the impact duration of the experimental and simulation results. The 
third method was conducted using a statistical method called the Pearson correlation coefficient, 
r and correlation coefficient, r². Very good scores were achieved for all three methods, where 
almost all simulation results scored more than 80% in PS score and IDS score. These results 
showed that the simulation model produced reliable results and was very consistent with the 
experimental results. From the scores, we could also conclude that the FE bicycle helmet model 
is validated and could be used to investigate the helmet impact attenuation properties. 
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2. Impact performance of the user-centred helmet liner design 
Chapter 4 of the thesis presented the investigation on the impact attenuation of the user-centred 
helmet design. Fifteen user-centred helmet liner models were created through the reverse 
engineering method, where the head shape of the participants and the helmet were scanned and 
digitized using the handheld Artec3D scanner and the Flexscan 3D camera, respectively. The 
inside region of the original helmet liner was modified digitally, based on the head shape of the 
participant.  
 To the author’s best knowledge, the investigation of the impact properties of the user-
centred bicycle helmet was the first of their kinds and has not been published before. The 
thickness and PLA of the original helmet and the modified user-centred helmets were measured 
and compared. Helmet fit of all helmets was also measured using the Helmet Fit Index (HFI), 
which defined a fit score from 0 (excessively poor fit) to 100 (perfect fit). It was found that the 
helmet fit of the user centred helmet has been significantly improved when compared to the 
original helmet model. However, the results indicated that the user-centred helmet liner recorded 
different PLA value compared to the original helmet because the dimension and thickness of the 
user-centred helmet liner were changed to accommodate the head shape of the different 
participant. All user-centred helmets recorded PLA less than 250g, as required by the standard. 
However, the PLA is highly dependent on the thickness of the helmet. It was found that the PLA 
increases when the helmet thickness reduces, and vice versa. In conclusion, this study confirms 
that changing the liner thickness to employ user-centred helmet design improves the helmet fit 
but at the same time would alter the impact performance of the helmet. In the same study, it was 
also found that the helmet thickness has the most influence on the PLA of a bicycle helmet in an 
impact test, followed by the impact location and the liner density with the least influence on the 
PLA. Using this vital information, the attention was given to the helmet thickness when running 
tests for a completely new customised bicycle helmet design, created using an automatic program 
capturing the data directly from the head scan, as presented in Chapter 8.  
 
3. Development of FE helmet model for dynamic stability tests  
To the best of the author’s knowledge, an FE simulation of the dynamic stability test for a bicycle 
helmet has not been previously attempted. In order to bridge the knowledge gap, the objective 
was to develop an FE bicycle helmet model to be used for a dynamic stability test. The FE models 
have been validated with the experimental results to ensure the validity of the models, using the 
roll-off angles of both simulation and experimental as the indicator. The result of this 
investigation shows a good agreement between the simulation results and the experimental 
results, where all four tests at the front and rearward directions recorded a more than 80% Roll-
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off Score (ROS). The results provide good assurance that the simulation model could be 
confidently used for further investigation into the dynamic stability performance of the user 
centred bicycle helmet model, where helmet fit has been improved individually based on the head 
shape of the participant/user. It must be emphasised that the strap was replaced by a connector, 
which allows the rotational movement of the helmet resembling the similar movement during the 
experimental work. Therefore, although it is challenging, a further modification to the helmet 
strap is needed to model the strap in more realistic manner.  
 
4. Investigation of liner thickness and density of the user-centred helmet design on the 
dynamic stability  
The present study was designed to determine the influence of the user-centred design approach 
on the dynamic stability performance of bicycle helmet. The major finding emerged from this 
study is the user-centred helmet recorded a less roll-off angle than the standard-sized original 
helmet in the dynamic stability test. Hence it could be concluded that a better fit helmet has a 
better dynamic stability performance compared to the standard sized helmet. To investigate the 
influence of the helmet liner’s thickness on the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet, several 
helmets with different thickness but with the same design were tested through an FE simulation. 
The thickness of the bicycle helmet was reduced for 5mm for each model. It was found that the 
helmet liner thickness highly influenced the dynamic stability of the bicycle helmet. However, the 
roll-off angle was found to be higher when tested in the frontward direction compared to the 
rearward direction.  
 Results also revealed that the dynamic stability performance was not highly influenced by 
the helmet liner density. A small difference was observed at each helmet with different density 
values at the front and rear locations. The roll off angle was compared to those of a reference 
helmet, which in this study is the helmet liner with the EPS density of 64 kgmˉ³. Based on these 
findings, it can be drawn from the present study that the dynamic stability performance was 
highly influenced by the helmet liner thickness, not the helmet liner density, within the specified 
range of helmet used in this study. This information is useful for the certification of the new 
custom-fit helmet developed in Chapter 8. Only the thickness of the liner was considered as the 
impacting design parameter in the new design, while the same helmet liner density was used. 
 
5. Verification of the mass-customised user centred helmet design   
This chapter presented the certification process of a new parametric, custom-fit bicycle helmet 
design. The new parametric helmet design allows automated creation of user-centred bicycle 
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helmet design based on the digital head scan of an individual. Four new headform groups were 
identified using an algorithm called the 3D Head Clustering and applied to 222 participants head 
shape of Australian cyclists. The algorithm was developed by a fellow PhD student. However, only 
one group (Group № 1) was considered for this study as a case study. For each headform group, 
the Maximum Head Shape (MaH) and Minimum Head Shape (MiH) were defined. Then, the worst-
case helmet was created based on the MaH of Group № 1, while the best-case helmet was created 
based on the MiH of Group № 1. In other words, both worst-case and best-case helmet define the 
maximum and minimum size of the helmet in Group № 1. Both MaH and MiH helmets were tested 
via the drop impact and dynamic stability FE models. The helmet inside liner design was changed 
until it satisfied the requirement needed for both tests. To validate the suitability of the method, 
five custom helmets, made according to the head shape of five random participants in Group № 1 
was also tested through both tests. 
 The relevance of the certification methods is clearly supported by the results. First, the final 
design of worst-case and best-case helmets recorded PLA below 250g, roll-off angle below 50° 
and didn’t come off from the helmet. Moreover, the five custom-fit helmets in Group № 1 also 
recorded PLA and roll-off angle that satisfies the requirement. The findings from this study 
suggest that this novel method using the best-case and worst-case helmets as limitations for each 
head group is suitable to certify the custom-fit helmet design in the drop impact test and dynamic 
stability test. The limitation eliminates the necessity to test each customised helmet created based 
on the head shape of the participant. Another important finding is the new helmet design, as 
expected, has a better helmet fit when compared to the standard-sized commercial helmets, 
measured using HFI. This is the result of using user-centred approach when creating each helmet, 
where the inner part of the helmet is designed based on the head shape of an individual.  
   
9.2 Recommendations for future works 
The major objectives of this research project were achieved. However, this study had some 
limitations that restrict the generalisation of the results. Future research can overcome these 
limitations and expand upon the results obtained in this work, as outlined below: 
1. The number of participants involved in the initial study, investigating the influence of the 
user-centred helmet design on the impact properties and the dynamic stability test, should 
be increased to improve the accuracy of the result.  
2. The FE model of the user-centred bicycle helmet (drop impact test and dynamic stability) 
should be validated using experiments. Ideally, the customized liner is made using additive 
manufacturing. However, the foam printing technology is not available yet. 5 axis CNC could 
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be an alternative, but it is difficult to achieve the same distinct contour of the bicycle helmet 
with the presence of the ventilation holes 
3. The strap in the dynamic stability test should be modelled as a 3D geometry, as this would 
represent the ideal condition of the strap. However, more attention to details is needed since 
it is complicated to model the behaviour of the strap during the dynamic stability test. The 
strap should be able to twist, elongate and move during the test.  
4. The method explained in Chapter 8 has been applied to only one customised headform group 
(Group № 1) as a case study. It would be beneficial if the method could be applied to all other 
group involved. 
5. A smart system to link the automatic parametric helmet design program with the simulations 
involved, especially the drop impact test and dynamic stability test. Ideally, the system would 
automatically run the test required after the helmet has been created based on the head shape 
of the participant. 
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